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Summary

AI has grown to play an increasingly important role in the decision environ-
ments of human agents. It’s supposed to enhance human decision processes,
and help human agents make ‘better’ decisions more e�ciently. I call such
AI AI as decision support : AI that automates human-centred practices in
such a way, that the human user is meaningfully involved in the decision
process. AI as decision support can be found throughout a variety of fields,
such as news recommendation (e.g. which news you are shown first), ad-
vertising (e.g. ‘other people who bought this also liked that..’), healthcare
(e.g. tracking apps for runners, or counselling), law-enforcement (e.g. polic-
ing), social work (e.g. child care, or social housing distribution), music and
movie recommendation (e.g. Spotify suggesting you new artists, or Netflix
suggesting you a movie or TV show). This thesis focuses on the influence
such AI as decision support can have on its human users, and what ethical
implications this brings with it. More generally, I take AI influence to be
the consequence of certain mechanisms, that evoke a change in the human
user’s behaviour. The AI induces something (e.g. a sentiment or bias) in
the human user to prompt a change in their decisions and actions. These
mechanisms can either be put into place actively, or they can be an unin-
tended side-product that arises within the interaction of human and AI. It
is along these lines that I di↵erentiate between cases where AI influence can
be understood to be intended versus cases where it can be understood to be
unintended. And while there already is some research on what I take to be
intended AI influence (e.g. nudging, manipulation, deception), there seem
to be great gaps concerning unintended AI influence. This is why this thesis
largely concentrates on unintended AI influence. So what is unintended AI
influence? For this, it is helpful to have a closer look at the contexts in
which such AI is implemented. These are usually comprised of a human
decider, who, with the support of an AI, makes a decision over another
human agent. Which means that such decisions are ‘other-regarding’: they
do not concern the entities involved in the underlying construct of human-
AI interaction. Possible mechanisms behind unintended AI influence are
e.g. enchanted determinism, algorithmic appreciation, epistemic trust and
authority, and the problems of human capacity, attention, attitude, skill.
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Now, these mechanisms can lead to a shift in power dynamics in human-AI
interaction, which then, further down the line, has important implications
on the way we usually characterise human-AI interaction. AI as decision
support works with predictions, with ‘mights’: how likely is it that xy hap-
pens. Based on these, the human user is then supposed to form a decision
and perform an action. But the mechanisms behind unintended AI influence
take this ‘might’-character away, and the supposedly supportive AI outputs
turn into something more forceful. With this, I believe that unintended AI
influence renders our characterisation of human-AI interaction fundamen-
tally flawed. And this then challenges some of the concepts that define the
social fabric of our societies, as e.g. the ascription of responsibility. I argue
that with the unintended influence AI can have on its human users, we can
no longer say that the action, which results from a human-AI interaction,
is actually the result of a human decision. I introduce this as the decision-
point-dilemma: we cannot say where the human decision ends and the ‘AI
decision’ starts; the AI becomes part of the human decision. Based on this,
I believe that in order to appropriately characterise human-AI interaction,
we need to take the respective AI into the equation; we need to extend our
characterisation of human-AI interaction in such a way, that it allows for
two entities, human agent and AI, to form a decision and action. This is
where the notion of extendedness enters the picture: taking human-AI inter-
action as a form of extended agency addresses many of the challenges that
arise through unintended AI influence; it gives us the theoretical grounds
that allow for us to take unintended AI influence into consideration when
looking at the decisions and actions that result from human-AI interaction.
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Zusammenfassung

Wenn es um menschliche Entscheidungssituationen geht, spielt Künstliche
Intelligenz (KI) eine immer wichtigere Rolle. KI wird eingesetzt, um Entschei-
dungsprozesse zu vereinfachen. Sie soll dem Menschen helfen,“bessere” und
e�zientere Entscheidungen zu tre↵en. Ich bezeichne solche KI als AI as
decision support : KI, die menschenzentrierte Praktiken auf so eine Art und
Weise automatisiert, dass die* menschliche Akteurin* weiterhin wesentlich
in den Entscheidungs- und Handlungsprozess eingebunden ist. Die* men-
schliche Akteurin* ist die entscheidende und handelnde Instanz. AI as deci-
sion support wird in einer Vielzahl von Bereichen eingesetzt, beispielsweise
in der Werbebranche (z. B. “Personen, die sich für x interessierten, inter-
essieren sich auch für y...”), im Gesundheitswesen (z. B. Tracking-Apps für
Joggerinnen*), in der Polizeiarbeit (z. B. in der Strafverfolgung), in der
Sozialarbeit (z. B. in der Kinderbetreuung), sowie bei Streaming Services
aller Art (z. B. Spotify, das uns ein neues Indie Rock Album empfiehlt,
oder Netflix, das uns vorschlägt zum tausendsten Mal Friends zu schauen).

Diese Dissertation konzentriert sich auf den Einfluss, den solche KI
Systeme auf ihre menschlichen Nutzerinnen* haben können. KI Einfluss
ist, vereinfacht gesagt, das Ergebnis bestimmter Mechanismen, die eine
Veränderung im Verhalten der* menschlichen Nutzerin* hervorrufen. Die
KI löst bei der* menschlichen Nutzerin* beispielsweise ein Gefühl, eine
Stimmung oder einen Bias aus, was dann wiederum eine Veränderung in
den Entscheidungen und Handlungen der* menschlichen Nutzerin* bewirkt.
Solche Mechanismen können entweder aktiv eingesetzt werden, oder sie
können ein weitgehend unbeabsichtigtes Nebenprodukt der jeweiligen In-
teraktion zwischen Mensch und KI sein. In diesem Sinne ist es also hil-
freich zwischen Fällen zu unterscheiden, in denen KI Einfluss als beab-
sichtigt verstanden werden kann (intended AI influence), und Fällen, in
denen er als unbeabsichtigt verstanden werden kann (unintended AI influ-
ence). Und während zu intended AI influence bereits geforscht wird (z. B.
Nudging, Manipulation, Täuschung durch KI), bestehen große Lücken zur
Forschung um unintended AI influence. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, auf diese
Forschungslücken aufmerksam zu machen und sie teilweise, in ersten Schrit-
ten anzugehen. Was also ist unintended AI influence genau? Um das zu
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verstehen, ist es hilfreich sich die Entscheidungssituationen, in denen diese
Form von KI eingesetzt wird, genauer anzuschauen. Diese bestehen meist
aus einer Person A, welche mithilfe einer KI Entscheidungen über eine an-
dere Person B tri↵t. Das bedeutet, dass Entscheidungen, die im Rahmen
der Mensch-KI Interaktion getro↵en werden, in erster Linie nicht Person
A betre↵en, sondern Person B, also die Person, die nicht direkt Teil der
Interaktion ist. Subjekt von unintended AI influence ist aber Person A,
die die Entscheidungen tri↵t. Dementsprechend ist nur Person A von den
Mechanismen betro↵en, die zu unintended AI influence führen. Mögliche
Mechanismen hinter unintended AI influence sind unter anderem enchanted
determinism, algorithmic appreciation, epistemic trust and authority, und
problems of human capacity, attention, attitude, skill.

Das Problem an dieser Stelle ist, dass diese Mechanismen zu einer prob-
lematsichen Verschiebung von Machtdynamiken führen können. Was genau
soll das bedeuten? Dafür ist es hilfreich, nochmals die Definition von AI as
decision support heranzuziehen: normalerweise nehmen wir für Mensch-KI
Interaktion an, dass die Nutzerin* die entscheidende und handelnde In-
stanz ist; sie ist wesentlich in den Entscheidungs- und Handlungsprozess
eingebunden. Die KI ist lediglich zur Unterstützung der* Nutzerin* da,
und spielt eine Hintergrundrolle in der gesamten Enstcheidungssituation.
Jedoch verschieben die Mechanismen hinter unintended AI influence diese
Machdynamik zwischen Mensch und KI. AI as decision support arbeitet
mit Vorhersagen, mit “mights”: die KI sagt uns, wie wahrscheinlich es
ist, dass xy eintritt, oder eben nicht eintritt. Basierend auf diesen mights
soll die* menschliche Nutzerin* Entscheidungen tre↵en und entsprechend
handeln. Doch die Mechanismen, die hinter unintended AI influence ste-
hen, nehmen den Vorhersagen diesen mights-Charakter; die vermeintlich
unterstützenden Vorhersagen gewinnen an Macht und Wirkung. Das hat
maßgebliche Auswirkungen auf die Art und Weise, wie wir normalerweise
Mensch-KI Interaktion charakterisieren - was wiederum Konsequenzen für
die Zuschreibung von Verantwortung hat. Mit unintended AI influence
können wir nicht mehr davon ausgehen, dass die Handlung, die aus einer
Mensch-KI Interaktion resultiert, tatsächlich das Ergebnis einer menschlichen
Entscheidung ist. Ich nenne dies das decision-point-dilemma: wir können
nicht sagen, wo die menschliche Entscheidung aufhört, und wo die “KI-
Entscheidung” beginnt; die KI wird Teil der menschlichen Entscheidung.
Für eine angemessene Charakterisierung von Mensch-KI-Interaktion müssen
wir also die jeweilige KI in die Gleichung miteinbeziehen. Wir müssen unsere
Charakterisierung von Mensch-KI-Interaktion so erweitern, dass es möglich
ist, dass zwei Entitäten - Mensch und KI - Teil der Entscheidung und der
Handlung sind. Hier kommt der Begri↵ von extendedness ins Spiel: wenn
wir die Interaktion zwischen Mensch und KI als eine Form von extended
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agency betrachten, können wir viele der Probleme vermeiden, die sich durch
das decision-point-dilemma ergeben. Extendedness als theoretische Grund-
lage ermöglicht uns, KI Einfluss in die Entscheidungen und Handlungen, die
sich aus der Interaktion zwischen Mensch und KI ergeben, einzubeziehen; es
erlaubt uns KI Einfluss nicht einfach auszuklammern, sondern angemessen
anzugehen, und zu addressieren.
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Introduction

“Success in creating AI would be the biggest event in human history.
Unfortunately, it might also be the last, unless we learn how to avoid the

risks.” (Stephen Hawking)

AI technologies often find themselves wrapped in uncertainties about what
wondrous potentialities or dangerous abysses they might uncover. Seem-
ingly promising AI guidelines and principles have swept a variety of research
areas. And hopes are high that these ensure that the further development of
AI will not be the last event in human history. Most of these guidelines and
principles aim to promote an ethically sound and legally feasible course of
future AI technologies by making AI transparent, explainable, trustworthy,
fair etc.. However, as current developments go to show, there seems to be
a gap between this theoretical benevolence, and practical application.

There are many di↵erent reasons behind this. One is, for example, the
sheer variety of the involved stakeholders. These have di↵erent priorities,
needs, and wantings, which have to be brought under one common denom-
inator - let’s not even begin with the dynamics between the priorities of
bigger players versus those of some of the smaller players, which often just
get swallowed by the former (c.f. Ovide, 2021). What ideas and processes
should and should not be pursued in developing AI? Then there’s also the
problem of language. And by this I don’t mean language as in English, Ger-
man, Portuguese, etc., but rather the di↵erent languages used in di↵erent
domains. Concepts can have entirely di↵erent meanings from one domain
to the other. When talking about ‘responsibility in AI’, this might mean
something completely di↵erent in law, than it does in philosophy. ‘Risk’
might mean something entirely di↵erent in sociology, than it does in engi-
neering. This also relates to a problem of culture, and principles and values.
That an AI has to be implemented in such a way that it is in line with fun-
damental human values might mean something di↵erent in Poland or in
the Ukraine, than it does in Germany or Austria. This largely depends on
the way values and principles are laid out and understood, often based on
cultural, historical and political aspects. Bringing the values and principles,
and the understandings of these under one common denominator was, is,
and will be very di�cult.
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However, despite these diversities around demands and requirements, re-
cent developments in AI seem to have unanimously struck a path to design
AI that it is oriented towards human good. This design approach is then
often referred to as human-centred AI. It puts human well-being first, and
urges for AI to make the lives of human agents easier and more e�cient,
healthier and fairer - simply put, AI is supposed to make our lives signif-
icantly better. And it seems that even though the mentioned gaps groan
with emptiness, and questions and concerns remain unaddressed, a lot of
the attention centring around AI goes into the potential good it can do for
humanity. And sure, why worry about the possibility of the bad, if there’s
so much possibility for good? AI development is forging ahead.

Besides big tech companies pushing the further longing for new technolo-
gies, there’s also governments and individuals, who seem to see a growing
need for implementing AI. Ranging from the medical sector, over finance
and economy, jurisprudence and the public sector, AI has long set its roots
throughout a variety of areas. And while in some of these areas AI is im-
plemented to support, enhance or augment human processes and abilities,
in others, AI is implemented to replace the human. Questions of what a
‘brave new world of work’ could look like, how smart cities might change
public life, or to what extent AI predictions change businesses and politics,
have chimed in into the debates around AI development. Fiction and reality
in both past and present have taught us that disruptive technologies have
the potential to change the way we, as human agents live, perceive, analyse
and evaluate the world. The ever-growing implementation of AI technolo-
gies such as robotics, machine learning, natural language processing or face
recognition has pressured many areas to re-define and re-invent traditional
structures and processes. Which also means that it o↵ers us the possibility
to reassess and re-structure existing definitions that characterise the human
environment. For example: what is a good work-life-balance, and would ‘a
brave new world of work’ help achieve it?; how do we move around cities,
and would smart city concepts help wasting less time in tra�c jams?; how
do we talk about democratic values, and does the context, in which we talk
about them (e.g. on social media) change this?

It is in this, that AI has the potential to change and enhance the percep-
tion and understanding of our lived experiences, both on a more individual
level, and on a wider societal level. This can be both good and bad. AI
can help us tackle almost inconceivably big challenges, such as fighting a
worldwide pandemic, predicting the structures of basically all proteins the
human body can express, or imaging black holes. And it can help us with
more mundane aspects of life, too, such as finding the quickest route from
A to B, deciding which shoe most probably fits to the rest of our wardrobe,
or sorting the information most relevant to us, be that TV shows, music,
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news, or events. All these things are, at least in principle, very useful - and
the list of what good AI can do, could go on. But not all that glitters is
gold. Throughout the years, di↵erent voices from di↵erent research back-
grounds have emphasised the possible dangers of AI. On the one hand there
are those, who worry that AI will develop in such a way, that it takes AI
will surpass human intelligence, and that it will become some kind of su-
perintelligence. Human agents themselves, as well as the question of what
it means to be human, and the experience of human life no longer play
a role here. Some of these scenarios paint a picture of a world in which
AI becomes part of the human (e.g. AI-driven brain-computer interfaces),
quasi following the motto: if you can’t fight it, join it. In others, human
agents become the slaves of their machines, and are no longer part of the
picture. What once drew the story-lines of great science fiction novels and
movies has become a fundamental worry framing the further development
and implementation of AI. However, most of these concerns describe mere
possibilities of what a future of AI might look like. They are, at least as
of now, not reality. Now, what these worries have in common, is that they
mainly concentrate on the technological side of what bad AI might bring:
what might or might not AI be able to do to surpass the human. Then on
the other hand, there are those, who, instead of concentrating on AI and on
speculations of how it might develop, look into problems that arise through
the implications AI currently has on the human agent and on human prac-
tices. These worries are more anchored in the here-and-now: what bad do
current AI technologies bring as parts of our social, ecological, economic,
political, etc. environments? How does AI change our lived realities - not
in the sense of a possible AI takeover, but as an entity that has become part
of this world?

This, finally, brings us to this thesis: very broadly speaking, this the-
sis concentrates on the dynamics of human and AI, and the implications
human-AI interaction has on human agents.

Writing this thesis amidst a worldwide pandemic, keeps highlighting
some challenging aspects of human-technology relations. During the Covid-
19 pandemic users were (and still are) under unprecedented levels of stress
worldwide due to job precarity, social isolation, and illness. This paved
(and is paving) the way for users to fall prey to this malevolence. Covid-19
has forcefully pushed many into using and growing (even more) dependent
on technologies that can neither be considered safe, nor ethically or legally
sound. Bots on social media platforms, that are implemented to influence
voters to follow wrong, sometimes dangerous medical advice, or that spread
misinformation to polarise the population, have shown great success in wors-
ening the health situation in the US (Hao, 2020a). Throughout 2020 and
2021, the app market was flooded with Covid-tracking apps, some of which
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were later found to be quite questionable.1 And then there was a whole
other array of AI problems that arose with the sudden switch from human
pre-pandemic to human pandemic-behaviour (Heaven, 2020a): instead of
USB sticks or phone chargers, people were suddenly looking for hand san-
tiser and cozy slippers. This messed with the reliability of AI predictions.
Behaviour patterns are crucial for the reliable functionality of many AI
systems.

While aspects of AI reliability and misinformation are also known prob-
lems from pre-pandemic times, Covid-19 has gone to show how disrup-
tions and irregularities in human-technology relations can increase poten-
tial threats to human practices. It has shown how quickly we fall into blind
dependencies; and it reminds us how easy the reliability of AI is thrown o↵
guard.

Now, this thesis is not directly about Covid-driven trend technologies,
such as the mentioned evil bots, tracking apps or a confused Amazon al-
gorithm - even though this would probably also be very interesting. This
thesis concentrates on a much more mundane form of AI, one that has been
around for a while: AI as decision support. What do I mean with this?
Without anticipating too much of what is to come throughout chapters 1 to
5, AI as decision support can be understood quite literally as AI that is im-
plemented to support human agents in their decisions. The implementation
purposes of such AI cover a whole variety of areas, such as e.g. e-commerce,
healthcare, finance, jurisprudence, news/music/movie streaming, policing,
and many more. Which, then also means that some of the above mentioned
Covid-19 trend technologies fall into the ballpark of AI as decision support.
AI as decision support means that human agents are either being implicitly
o↵ered, or are actively seeking the help from AI, to support them make de-
cisions. What the underlying AI actually looks like, largely depends on the
area and thereto related purpose it is implemented for. In e-commerce, AI
as decision support could be the ‘others who liked x, also liked y’ section. In
jurisprudence it could be a risk assessment tool to evaluate how likely it is
that someone will commit a crime again. In healthcare it could be workout
apps, or clinical decision support systems. Now, so much for a first glimpse
of what kind of AI this thesis looks into.

If we take the above mentioned human-centred AI design approach se-
riously, this implies putting not only human well-being, but also human
values and principles first. It entails aspects such as freedom, autonomy,
privacy, dignity, and equality. As for the case of AI as decision support, this
then means that decision support supposedly maintains and promotes these

1NSO, the tech company that stands behind the Pegasus scandal, which was un-
ravelled in 2021, also pitched its own Covid-19 tracking app to di↵erent governments
(Cellan-Jones, 2020).
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exact principles and values. Face-recognition in policing, and risk assess-
ment in jurisprudence, for example, supposedly help keep the bad people o↵
the streets; credit scoring supposedly o↵ers great financial opportunities to
those who most deserve them; recommendations in online shopping suppos-
edly help us make better decisions customised to our online behaviour. In
this, AI as decision support can often be found to be implemented to help
its human users make better, fairer, and more objective decisions. What
this exactly means and entails shall be left aside for now. The main point
is that AI supposedly helps human agents maintain and promote fairness,
equality, freedom, etc..

But what if it turns out that the AI, that was initially implemented to
maintain and promote freedom, equality, etc., actually enables to undermine
these principles and values? This question is actually probably as old as
the invention of any form of technology. One could even apply it to clubs,
rope, and hammers. It inspires a complex debate around tools; it has lead
to controversial sayings like ‘guns don’t kill people, people kill people’.

As has hopefully become clear by now, this thesis focuses on the impli-
cations AI as decision support can have on the human agent and on human
practices. It is along these lines that I hope to emphasise an imbalanced
power dynamic that often arises with the use of AI in decision situations.
And this power dynamic a↵ects the above mentioned values and principles.

Now, in all this, I will concentrate on the problem of AI influence; or
more specifically, the influence in AI as decision support. Why exactly AI
influence? Because I believe that this problem is not getting the attention
it should be getting - at least not up until now. Throughout this thesis I
hope to show that AI that is implemented as decision support, can influence
the decisions of its human users, and that this has important implications
for both the individual human agent, and for human practices more gener-
ally, including human-human interaction. As will be argued in the next 5
chapters, I take it that AI influence blurs the lines of where exactly human
decisions end, and where AI ‘decisions’ start. The human decision can be
understood to be veiled in AI influence: who or what decides can no longer
be pointed out. With this, AI influence challenges the ways we would usu-
ally characterise human-AI interaction. And this then a↵ects the way we
would usually hold one another responsible for the actions, in which a hu-
man agents was supposedly ‘supported’ by an AI. The decision, which we
do not know how much of the human user, and how much of the respec-
tive AI it actually involves, is detached from the actual action performed
by the human user. I concede that this might seem somewhat confusing,
but things will become more clear throughout the remainder of this thesis.
What is important for this ‘teaser’, is the claim that the influence AI can
have on the decision of its human users, requires us to re-think and modify
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the way we usually characterise human-AI interaction. AI influence renders
this characterisation as fundamentally flawed, and an adaption is not only
necessary, it is indispensable. And based on this modified characterisation
of human-AI interaction, we then also need to find a way that allows for us
to hold one another responsible in the light of AI influence.

In this, I hope that this thesis will be able to fill research gap that des-
perately needs filling. AI influence is an important aspect that does not get
the attention it deserves - not in philosophy of technology, not in engineer-
ing or AI design, not in sociology or psychology. Yet, the implications it
has for human agents on a more individual level, and for human practices
on a more societal level, are highly challenging. They desperately need to
be addressed from a theoretical perspective, in the form of research, and
from a more practical perspective, in the form of regulations. I hope that
this thesis can o↵er a contribution to the debate around AI ethics, and that
it paves the way for a more informed debate around the influence AI can
have on human agents.

Goals of this thesis

Initially, this thesis was going to concentrate on the problem of AI influence
on a more general level. However, while going through some of the existing
literature, and looking at some of the real-world cases of AI influence in the
light of that very literature, it became clear that there seems to be a ten-
dency to lump things together. Often, people talk of AI on a more abstract
level, which then leads them to draw a rather superficial connection between
AI and the influence it can have on human agents. But rarely do they pay
attention to how the implementation purpose of the respective AI plays
together with the influence such systems can have on their human users.
And this is problematic. This is why I decided to di↵erentiate between
two di↵erent forms of AI as decision support, both of which follow di↵erent
notions of support. One form of AI as decision support is implemented to
actually support the decisions of its human users. And the other one is
implemented to ‘masquerade’ as decision support and in this steer human
decisions. Which brings us to the di↵erentiation of two di↵erent kinds of AI
influence, namely intended and unintended AI influence. In this, I hope to
shed some light on the importance of not only looking at the implications
of AI influence more generally, which is what much of the existing literature
seems to be doing. But to also look at the implementation purpose of the
respective AI, because this has, banally speaking, important implications
on the implications of AI influence. Now, if we look at the research around
AI influence, and take the di↵erentiation between intended and unintended
AI influence into consideration, we can find that much of the research is
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dedicated to what I take to be intended AI influence. And that there are
great gaps around the research on unintended AI influence. With this the-
sis, I hope to fill some of these gaps, and in this further the research around
AI influence more generally.

It is along these lines, that I would also like to emphasise that this thesis
mainly focuses on the human user in a construct of human-AI interaction.
There are di↵erent approaches to doing AI ethics, and to answering some
of the pressing challenges that come with AI and human-AI interaction.
A large body of literature in AI ethics is concerned with what AI can or
cannot do, and what properties it might or might not have, and what this
then implies for some of our fundamental concepts such as freedom, respon-
sibility, rationality (c.f. among many: Coeckelbergh, 2020; Dignum, 2019;
Wallach and Allen, 2009; Bostrom, 2016; Mueller, 2018; Bryson, 2010; Loh,
2019a; Gunkel, 2012; Dennett, 1997; ...). A lot of this literature looks for
certain aspects in AI, to then apply them to concepts that are largely ori-
ented towards the human. And this is a well-grounded approach, because
these concepts are what define our lives, societies and environments as we
know them. But this thesis takes a di↵erent approach, and concentrates
on the human users and what they might project into AI. In this, I refrain
from looking at what AI can or cannot do, or what properties it might have
or not have, but look into what human agents believe AI can or cannot
do, or what properties they believe AI might have or not have. That then
also means that I approach the question of AI influence not from the AI
side, but the human side. This is also mirrored in some of the concepts I
introduce throughout this thesis (e.g. the objectivity-fallacy, or the mecha-
nisms behind intended and unintended AI influence). Why do I emphasise
this? Because towards the end of this thesis, the question of responsibility
will come up. And more than often, this is addressed in focusing on the
AI (e.g. can AI actually act?; does AI have intentionality?; does AI have
agency? etc.). This thesis, however, looks at responsibility in human-AI
interaction by focusing on the human. With emphasising this here, I hope
to cushion some of the possible criticism concerning lacks and shortcomings
of this thesis, that would fall into the ballpark of approaching AI ethics in
focusing on AI.

Now, as will be argued, AI as decision support that has an unintended
influence on its human users, can often be found to be implemented in
highly morally intricate decision situations. Which makes the implications
of unintended AI influence all the more problematic. Some of the aspects
around intended AI influence are already being addressed in current discus-
sions, white papers and regulations. But this is not the case for unintended
AI influence. Which, going through the cases of unintended AI influence,
stirred a feeling of needing-to-change-something. This is the reason this
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thesis is a) written in a rather simple form, hopefully making it readable
and accessible for the wider audience, and b) many of the ideas, concepts
and proposed solutions are held very simple. This ties back to what was
argued in the main introduction: the language across di↵erent areas that
work on AI. In keeping ideas, concepts and purposed solutions simple, I
hope to evade language-related clashes between di↵erent areas. And along
these lines, maybe even o↵er applicable, somewhat unified approaches for
more practice-driven solutions.

However, before I set the hopes too high: what this thesis will do, is
o↵er a theoretical solution as to how we should be characterising human-
AI interaction in decision support in the light of unintended AI influence.
What it will not do, is give an instruction as on how this can be translated
into practice - this would go beyond the capacities of my training as an
ethicist. But I hope that the framework I present in this thesis, is both
accessible and understandable from di↵erent research areas. And I hope
that then might be able to serve as a starting point for a more practical
re-orientation and modification as to how we perceive and evaluate human
decision and action in human-AI interaction.

Structure of this thesis

This thesis is divided into two major parts. Part one could be understood
as lying the groundwork for the main claim I then aim to make in part
two; part one gives the premises for part two. Chapters 1 to 3 are more
fundamental and more empirically-oriented. Based on this, chapters 4 and
5 then go into the more philosophical nitty-gritty, and present the main
argument of this thesis.

Now, apart from chapter 3, every chapter is structured in the same way:
i) chapter introduction, ii) chapter outline, iii) a short paragraph on how
this fits into the bigger picture of this thesis (‘context of this thesis’), iv)
then the chapter itself, and v) a chapter summary. Chapter 3 functions as
a bridge between the first and the second part of this thesis, which is why
it is structured slightly di↵erent.

Chapter 1 lies the theoretical groundwork for this thesis, and narrows
down what exactly I mean when I talk about AI. The chapter consists of
three steps, each of which makes my understanding and use of ‘AI’ in this
thesis more focused. In the third and last step of chapter 1, I introduce the
form of AI this thesis concentrates on, i.e. AI as decision support. The way
I define AI as decision support here, is constitutive for the further claims I
make throughout the following chapters.
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Chapter 2 starts with the claim that AI as decision support is a form
of human-AI interaction. It then introduces the objectivity-fallacy, which
brings us to the notion of AI influence. The main claim here is that there
are di↵erent kinds of AI as decision support, both of which have an influence
on their human users. However, depending on what kind of AI as decision
support one is interacting with, this influence is very di↵erent. On the one
hand, it could be intended influence, which results from the AI masquerad-
ing as decision support. And on the other hand, it could be unintended AI
influence, which is largely an unwanted and unforeseen by-product of the
underlying human-AI interaction. Now, since the remainder of this thesis
concentrates on unintended AI influence, chapter 2 can be understood as
first step to shifting the focus on this specific form of AI influence. The first
part of chapter two concentrates on intended AI influence. It is structured
in such a way, that it first gives some example cases, and then, based on
this, looks into possible mechanisms behind intended AI influence. After
this, I look at two questions, namely: who does the decision concern, and
how morally grave is the underlying decision situation. The second part
then turns this structure a little around: it begins with answering these two
questions, and then moves on to giving some example cases. Now, because
large parts of this thesis refer back to these cases, they are split up into
separate sections, hopefully making it easier to go back and check what
exactly happened in what case. The mechanisms behind unintended AI
influence then constitute the core of the next chapter, chapter 3. The main
reasons for this ‘split’ are to not overload chapter 2, and to emphasise how
problematic the example cases of unintended AI influence actually are.

Chapter 3 functions as a bridge between the two major parts of this the-
sis. In this, it also constitutes the turn from the more empirically-oriented,
to the more philosophically-oriented part of this thesis. This chapter does
not have a chapter introduction, but a chapter ‘outro’. Chapter 3 more or
less directly picks up where chapter 2 ended, and elaborates on four possi-
ble mechanisms behind unintended AI influence. A second and concluding
part to chapter 3 then takes on the role of the bridge, and, based on the
mentioned mechanisms, starts looking into the ethical implications of unin-
tended AI influence.

Chapter 4 then kicks o↵ the philosophical core of this thesis. It is divided
into two parts, both of which lead to the fundamental claim of this the-
sis, i.e. that, given unintended AI influence, we need to re-think the way
we usually characterise human-AI interaction. Now, for this claim to hold,
the first part introduces the notion of decision points. Usually, we would
take the actions that result from human-AI interaction, to be the result of
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a human decision point. Based on this, I argue that the influence AI can
have on its human users, does not allow for us to determine a human de-
cision point in human-AI interaction. Which, so I believe, means that the
way we usually characterise human-AI interaction, is fundamentally flawed.
The human action detaches itself from the human decision. I call this the
decision-point-dilemma: we cannot say whether the decision, which pre-
cedes the human action, belongs to the human user, or the respective AI.
Based on this, the second part of chapter 4 then looks into what this means
for the ascription of responsibility. For this, I largely lean on Aristotle’s
frame of praise and blame. I argue that unintended AI influence has im-
portant implications for the epistemic condition and the control condition,
which allow for us to hold one another responsible for our actions. The
decision-point-dilemma goes against both the epistemic condition and the
control condition. Which means that we cannot take the AI-influenced ac-
tion that results from human-AI interaction, to be the result of a human
decision point. Leaving us with the need to adapt the way we usually as-
cribe responsibility in human-AI interaction, to the decision-point-dilemma.

Chapter 5 picks up on our fundamentally flawed characterisation of human-
AI interaction. It builds a framework for a new characterisation, which
allows for us to take unintended AI influence into consideration. For this,
chapter 5 leans on the idea of extendedness, usually presented in theories of
extended mind. The main idea here is that extenedness addresses many of
the challenges that arise with unintended AI influence. In translating the
notion of extenedness, as it is often presented in extended mind, to what I
call extended agency, I hope to build a theoretical framework that can ac-
tually grasp the problems posed by the decision-point-dilemma. With this,
I then take human-AI interaction (in AI as decision support) as a form of
extended agency. Which, if we spin this further, might be able to pave the
way for what could be understood as extended responsibility - at least in
theory.

Methods of this thesis

The primary method employed in the writing of this thesis, was the review of
the literature around Philosophy of Technology and AI Ethics. However, as
was mentioned above, there are two major parts to this thesis, one of which
is more empirically-oriented, and another, which is more philosophically-
oriented. These di↵erent orientations have implications on the literature
used in the respective parts.

Chapter 1 largely builds on some of the classic textbooks on AI, such as
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the Cambridge Handbook of Artificial Intelligence, and Russel and Norvig’s
Artificial Intelligence - a Modern Approach. Chapters 2 and 3 then look
at actual real-world cases. The literature review here mainly focuses on
reports and articles from the MIT Technology Review, and on newspaper
articles. Now, I concede that this might be somewhat unusual for a philos-
ophy thesis. But these sources allow for the needed empirical evidence and
hence help strengthen the claims I aim to make throughout chapters 1 to 5;
they are indispensable for setting an emphasis on the problem of AI influ-
ence. For the outline of the mechanisms behind intended and unintended
AI influence, much of the literature comes from Science and Technology
Studies, Psychology, and the Social Sciences. Which also brings in some
quantitative research.

The core of this thesis (chapter 4) centres around the question of how
we usually characterise human-AI interaction, and what unintended AI in-
fluence means for this characterisation. Based on this, we then have a
closer look at what unintended AI influence means for the ascription of
responsibility in human-AI interaction. This implies a turn from a more
empirically-oriented literature review, to a more philosophically-oriented
literature review. The concept of responsibility this thesis refers to, leans
on Aristotle’s take on praise- and blameworthiness. Now, at first sight, this
might seem a little far fetched: why go back to ancient philosophy to look
for answers to questions around AI and AI ethics? But as it turns out, there
are actually a few scholars, who link their research around responsibility in
human-technology relations with Aristotle’s frame of praise and blame (see
for example Charless Ess and Shannon Vallor).

The concluding part of this thesis (chapter 5) then largely turns to the
literature from Philosophy of Mind, i.e. theories of extended mind, and
extendedness more generally.

Overall, this thesis addresses a range of topics in the philosophy of AI,
such as action and perception, decision, and epistemology. In looking at
the implications AI influence can have on human agents, it addresses both
ethical and social aspects of AI. At its core stand an ethical analysis and
ethical evaluation of AI influence, which makes it a thesis on AI ethics.
However, in addressing aspects of power dynamics and machine bias, this
thesis also touches upon important political and cultural issues surrounding
AI. The interdisciplinary nature of the literature used in this thesis reflects
this.

Publications

Parts of this thesis have already been published, or are currently in the
process of being published. Large parts of chapters 2 and 3 were pub-
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lished in the conference proceedings of the Robophilosophy conference 2020
(doi: 10.3233/FAIA200971), and the PT-AI 2021 (forthcoming). Chap-
ter 4 was published as a paper in the Journal of Responsible Technology
(doi: 10.1016/j.jrt.2021.100013). Of course, small parts of chapter 4 had
to be adapted to make a stand-alone paper possible, however, most parts
remained in their original form.
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Chapter 1

Together in electric dreams:
three steps to pinning down
what I mean when I talk about
AI

Most of us have some idea of what AI might be. And most of us have an
opinion on whether it will change our lives for better or worse. Whether
we think of HAL from Space Odyssey 2001, cute little Wall-E, Marvin, the
depressed robot from the Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, the Termina-
tor, or Samantha, the voice assistant from Her, we can see that AI is often
depicted in all sorts of shapes and forms, ‘impersonating’ both good and
evil. Literature and film fundamentally shape how we perceive technologies,
what we expect from them, and how we feel about them becoming part of
our lives (c.f. Coeckelbergh, 2020; Battaglia and Weidenfeld, 2014). On
the one hand, this has an obvious upside: it inspires research and develop-
ment around new technologies. Arthur C. Clarke, who later wrote Space
Odyssey 2001, described satellite-like technologies in 1945. 12 years before
Sputnik made it into space. Driverless cars are another example. Build-
ing on literature and film has actually grown to become an o�cial source
of inspiration for some big tech companies. This is called ‘science fiction
prototyping’ (Jordan et al., 2018). Some of big tech’s breakthroughs might
originate from in-between the lines of the science fiction book that is lying
on some tech CEO’s nightstand. However, this literature and movie driven
inspiration also has a downside: it can scare people, and it can delude our
perceptions of what new technologies can, and what they cannot do. And
this has a problematic aspect to it, because it shapes how we do AI research.
What science fiction inspired ‘AI dreams’ have become reality?
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Born into ambiguities

The notion of AI often stands at the centre of a nebulous blur of unspecified
buzzwords wooing our attention. It is along these lines, that we are often left
with the quest to discern and understand what tech companies, scientists
and politicians mean when they talk about AI. When we look at how the
term artificial intelligence came to be, it is no surprise that there is so
much obscurity and wonder around it. The saying goes that when John
McCarthy coined the term ‘AI’ in 1956, he was mainly looking for a catchy
term to acquire research funding from the Rockefeller Foundation. He was
successful, and the term artificial intelligence was introduced. Its catchyness
stuck, as did its ambiguity.2. Since 1956, many understandings of what AI
is, what exactly it comprises, what it can, and what it cannot do, have
emerged. Di↵erent disciplines have di↵erent approaches and di↵erent goals
for AI. “[O]ur evaluation of AI seems to depend on what we think AI is and
can become, and on how we think about the di↵erences between humans
and machines” (Coeckelbergh, 2020, p.31).

As Arkoudas and Bringsjord (2014) claim, the question of what AI is,
is actually a very philosophical question. And as with other philosophical
questions, trying to answer it is complex, rather di�cult, and most of the
times we just end up with more questions, rather than a satisfying answer.
This makes a clear definition of AI rather challenging (Webb, 2019). It is
along these lines that it is almost indispensable to clarify what understand-
ing of AI this thesis refers to - and this is what the first chapter of this
thesis will do.

Chapter outline

This chapter aims to clarify what exactly I mean when I talk about AI in
this thesis. To do so, I will precede in three steps, each of which further
narrows down and clarifies my use of the term ‘AI’; each of these steps will
be presented in individual sections. Section 1.1 will have a closer look at
McCarthy’s (2007) seemingly simple one-sentence definition of AI. We will
scrutinise its two main claims, and set these into the wider context of some
of the debates surrounding the definition of AI. In the di↵erentiation be-
tween the science-oriented side to AI and the engineering-oriented side to
AI, I hope to give a first clarification of what I mean when I talk about AI.
Section 1.2 will then outline some of the major AI research areas, and in
this, further narrow down what exactly some of the AI systems I refer to in
this thesis are, and how they work. Based on this, section 1.3 will specify the
contexts and hence the broader implementation purpose of the AI systems

2from: Keynote by Robert Trappl at the ÖAW Conference on Artificial Intelligence
and Human Enhancement, 29.10.2020
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this thesis concentrates on: AI as decision support. As the name already
leaves to suggest, such AI is implemented to help navigate its human users
through more or less complex decision situations. Now, these systems can
be found to go under various names and acronyms; they follow di↵erent
principles and allow for di↵erent degrees of human involvement. Leaning
on some of the existing definitions around computer aided decision-making,
automated decision systems, and automated decision-making, section 1.3
will clarify how ‘AI as decision support’ is understood and used in the re-
mainder of this thesis.

Context of this thesis: This thesis concentrates on AI as decision support,
which is why this chapter aims to lay the needed conceptual groundwork.
Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 will pick up on the clarifications given in chapter
1, whereby a particular focus will be set on the criteria that define AI
as decision support as it is presented in section 1.3. Chapter 2 will then
introduce the problem of influence AI in decision support. As will be argued,
it is important to di↵erentiate between AI as decision support that is set out
to influence human agents, and AI as decision support that is not supposed
to influence human agents. Chapters 3 to 5 will focus on the latter.

1.1 The pursuit of ... defining AI

Let’s start with McCarthy’s (2007) definition of AI:

“[AI] is the science and engineering of making intelligent ma-
chines, especially intelligent computer programs” (p.2).

The first part of the definition, i.e. AI is the science and engineering...,
already emphasises an important aspect, namely that there are two sides to
AI: (1) the science-oriented side, which takes AI to be a model for explaining
processes of the human brain, and (2), the engineering-oriented side, which
is more pragmatic, and takes AI as a mere means to an end to fulfil human
needs (Franklin, 2014). Both (1) and (2) are related to the second part
of McCarthy’s (2007) definition, i.e. making intelligent machines..., which
brings the notions of strong AI, AGI, and weak AI to the table.

Let’s start with the first part of the definition. The science-oriented
side to AI, (1), is also referred to as ‘cognitive modelling’ (Franklin, 2014).
Human cognitive processes can be understood to function along similar, if
not the same lines as smart computer programmes. It is along these lines,
that scholars believe that AI might be able to shed some light on some
of the remaining mysteries of the human brain. In this, AI can then be
understood to be a form of psychological research Haugeland (1981). It
seeks “[. . . ] to understand what kind of computational mechanisms are
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needed for modelling intelligent behaviour” (Dignum, 2019, p.11). Now,
there are di↵erent degrees of support for (1). Daniel Dennett and Paul
Churchland, for example, believe that the processes of the human brain are
basically computational processes (Coeckelbergh, 2020). Dennett (2019),
for example, even claims that we are “[. . . ] robots made of robots made
of robots ...[. . . ]” (p.48). According to this interpretation, the brain can
be understood to work in terms of in- and outputs: there is an input, i.e.
some worldly experience, which is then processed by the brain, i.e. neuronal
impulses. The body then ‘processes’ an output based on the given input.

In this, (1) is related to the basic ideas of strong AI and AGI. Which
brings us to the second part of McCarthy’s definition, i.e. making intelligent
machines.... Strong AI is usually defined as computer programmes that
think and act based on their own experiences, and their own knowledge
evaluation and production (Russel and Norvig, 2010).

The notion of artificial general intelligence, short AGI, is related to this
idea. As the term might leave to suggest, AGI is characterised by the gen-
erality of intelligence. Such AI would not be designed to solve a particular
and pre-defined set of tasks, but rather to solve di↵erent problems with
di↵erent degrees of di�culty in di↵erent areas. In a weaker sense, AGI can
then be understood as a multi-tool, which wouldn’t necessarily have to be
more intelligent than regular forms of AI, but just more flexible (Heaven,
2020b). In a stronger sense, however, it can be understood as a superintel-
ligence, surpassing human intelligence (Coeckelbergh, 2020). Which brings
us to the idea of technological singularity, i.e. the point at which technolog-
ical progress irreversibly grows beyond human comprehension and control.
However, there are some issues with the notions of strong AI and AGI. For
one - and this is more general - it is questionable whether we will ever get
that far and reach strong AI and AGI. And second, even if we manage to
(technologically-speaking) make AI smarter and more flexible, the notions
of strong AI and AGI are still fraught with unanswered questions as e.g.
does an AI need sentience and/or consciousness for it to be characterised
as strong AI or AGI?.

Now going back to the first part of McCarthy’s definition, i.e. AI is the
science and engineering.... The engineering-oriented side to AI, (2), can
be referred to as ‘smart software’, which, first and foremost, aims to fulfil
human needs (Franklin, 2014). A smart computer programme is designed
to fulfil a certain task (- whereby this task does not lie in the explanation
of certain human processes).

In this context, the second part of McCarthy’s (2007) definition is then
related to the notion of weak AI, i.e. smart computer programmes that
simulate human thinking. The way McCarthy first defined AI claims exactly
that, namely that AI simulates features of human intelligence (Russel and
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Norvig, 2010). Despite the fact that AI systems do not actually have the ca-
pacity to process ‘thought’ as understood within human agents, they might
seem to have similar cognitive capacities as human agents; AI acts as if it
were intelligent. Often this di↵erentiation between acting as if intelligent
versus actually being intelligent is brushed under the carpet. As long as the
smart computer programme works, and does what it’s supposed to do, it’s
considered intelligent (enough) (Russel and Norvig, 2010). Philosophers,
however, have picked up on this (e.g. the Chinese Room Argument by John
Searle), and emphasise this di↵erence. “We are meaning-making, conscious,
embodied, and living beings whose nature, mind, and knowledge cannot be
explained away by comparisons to machines” (Coeckelbergh, 2020, p.37).

More generally, we can then say that the notions of strong AI, AGI,
and weak AI bring us back to the claim that the question of what AI is,
is actually of very philosophical nature: there are di↵erent, sometimes con-
tradicting notions of intelligence, consciousness, mind, meaning, etc. (Co-
eckelbergh, 2020). The di↵erentiation between a science-oriented and an
engineering-oriented side to AI picks these di↵erences and contradictions
up, and overshadows the formulation of one definition of AI.

‘AI’ as it is used in this thesis can be understood to be engineering-
oriented; it falls within the ballpark of weak AI. As will become more evident
in section 1.3 and throughout chapter 2, the AI systems I refer to, are
designed to fulfil certain pre-defined tasks, i.e. help human agents make
decisions.

Now this, however, still leaves us with quite a broad range of possibilities
of what exactly I mean when I talk about AI. To further narrow down and
specify how I use ‘AI’ in this thesis, let’s have a look at some of the major
AI research areas.

1.2 A brief introduction to some of AI’s ma-
jor research areas

Since it’s beginnings, ‘AI’ has emerged to mean many things. We can di-
vide the field into di↵erent subareas and disciplines, all of which could be
meant when someone ‘works on or with AI’. This actually brings us back
to what I mentioned earlier, namely that it often seems to be left with us,
what exactly some tech company, researcher, or politician means, when they
appraise, discuss or regulate ‘AI’. This sometimes makes definitions and de-
marcations within individual AI subareas and AI research areas di�cult.
With the following short introduction to some of the major research areas
in AI, I hope to give some insight to what ‘AI’ can be, and what this means
on a more technological level.
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Robotics “Robots are physical agents that perform tasks by manipulating
the physical world” (Russel and Norvig, 2010, p.971). They can be AI, but
don’t have to. Especially in the earlier days, robotics was mainly subscribed
to the field of mechanical engineering, and robots worked without any of the
fancy AI capabilities. But robotics is growing to become more and more
connected to and dependent on some of AI’s sub-fields (Franklin, 2014).
Nevertheless, a lot of what appears to be smartness in robots is often ‘only’
classical control theory (i.e. applied mathematics) done exceptionally well,
and not necessarily reliant on AI per se. Now, AI in robotics could be un-
derstood in such a way, that robotics is the shell, and AI gives that shell a
form of (weak and artificial) intelligence; robotics gives AI a form of physi-
cal, outside-world embodiment. Russel and Norvig (2010) name three main
categories for robotics, namely: i) manipulators (e.g. industrial robots), ii)
mobile robots (e.g. vacuum robots or drones), and ii) mobile manipulators
(e.g. humanoid robots) (Russel and Norvig, 2010).3

Machine learning As the term already gives away, machine learning refers
to AI that can learn. Very much along the lines of how we define learning
in human agents, learning in AI is also related to how future tasks are ap-
proached in a given environment (Franklin, 2014). If a child holds its hands
under a tap of water, it will learn that the hands get wet when holding
them under that tap of water. (Very) banally said, the child has an in-
put, i.e. the tap and the running water, and an output, i.e. wet hands.
From this, the child can then make inferences for future hands-under-tap-
holding-experiences. But while human agents learn from lived experiences
in their environments, machine learning depends on data; and (not always,
but in many cases) the general motto here goes: the more data, the bet-
ter. Why? The more data there is, the easier it becomes for an AI to
recognise patterns, map conditions, learn about properties, and retrieve in-
formation concerning desired outputs (Russel and Norvig, 2010). All these
aspects are components of machine learning. Now, there are di↵erent types
of machine learning, e.g. supervised and unsupervised machine learning,
reinforcement learning and neural networks. Russel and Norvig (2010) de-
fine these as follows. Supervised machine learning refers to algorithms that
learn based on a given pair of in- and outputs. These can be understood
as a form of orientation-point for the algorithm to learn how to achieve a
specific goal. In this, the algorithm gets feedback from the environment.
Unsupervised machine learning then refers to algorithms that do not have

3I believe that there are other, increasingly prominent and important robots, such
as therapeutic robots (e.g. Paro), which do not necessarily fit into any of the above
mentioned categories.
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such an orientation-point; there is no direct feedback based on a given pair
of in- and outputs. Reinforcement learning comprises algorithms that learn
through punishments and rewards (e.g. an AI gains or looses points in a
chess-game). Neural networks are inspired by the functionality of the brain.
The ‘artificial neurons’ are referred to as units or nodes that are connected
with each other by so-called links. These links are attributed with di↵erent
weights, that can be adjusted given the wanted output.

Software agents A software agent is a “[. . . ] self-contained program capa-
ble of controlling its own decision making and acting, based on its percep-
tion of its environment, in pursuit of one or more objectives [. . . ]”(Jennings
and Wooldridge, 1996, p.17). Intelligent software agents come in di↵erent
shapes and forms. Some are physically embodied in our outside-world4, for
example in robots. Some come in the form of avatars, which can usually
be found in gaming (Franklin, 2014). Others have no form of physical or
virtual embodiment at all, and just interact with human agents on a more
subtle ‘background’ level. Examples for this are the programmes that rec-
ommend us movies on Netflix or music on Spotify (Burr et al., 2018).

Natural language processing The unravelling of GPT-3, a natural lan-
guage model, seems to have put quite a spotlight on the field of natural
language processing throughout the last year (Heaven, 2020c). It has stirred
various debates, as e.g. Google firing most of its Ethics Team over the re-
search on important ethical and environmental concerns of GPT-3 (Hao,
2020b). Natural language processing, more generally, is concerned with the
generation and the understanding of natural language(Franklin, 2014). Siri
and Alexa, for example, use natural language processing to understand and
interact with their human users; entire news articles can be produced by
natural language processing. And DeepL, the online language translator I
use to check the grammar of (- or is it for?) this sentence, also uses natural
language processing.

Machine vision Machine vision comprises algorithms that can recognise
and understand images (Franklin, 2014). Here, the process of ‘seeing’
very much leans upon how we define seeing in human agents (Pichler and
Schwaertzel, 1992). Two prominent applications of machine vision are
object-recognition and face-recognition. Object-recognition is e.g. im-
plemented in autonomous driving to recognise tra�c signs, or in vacuum
robots, to keep them from knocking over your favourite vase while cleaning.
Face-recognition can e.g. be found in law enforcement, where it has di↵erent

4Outside-world refers to our lived reality, and then means that the action of and
interaction with AI moves beyond mere software interaction.
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application areas, e.g. boarder controls. It is also what helps you unlock
your new iPhone. Similar to natural language processing, face-recognition
technologies have gained a lot of attention throughout the last years, espe-
cially around concerns of racial bias.

Now what do these definitions of AI research areas mean for the further
narrowing down of how I use ‘AI’ in this thesis? Section 1.3 constitutes the
last step in clarifying what exactly I mean when I talk about AI. It will
introduce what kind of AI this thesis, more generally, concentrates on, and
which of the above mentioned AI research areas drive the functionality of
this kind of AI.

1.3 Spotlight on: AI as decision support

AI has grown to play an increasingly important role in the decision envi-
ronments of human agents. It’s supposed to enhance human decision pro-
cesses, and help human agents make ‘better’ decisions more e�ciently. In
some cases, AI is even implemented to replace human agents in their role as
decision-makers. Such AI goes under di↵erent names, and is often referred
to as computer aided decision-making, automated decision systems (ADS)
or automated decision-making (ADM). Depending on which one of these
one refers to, they then have overlapping, yet somewhat varying definitions
(Araujo et al., 2020).

The degree of decision-delegation can be understood to set the bar as to
whether we can speak of decision support or completely automated decision.
This relates to the degree of autonomy that is left with the human user: the
less automated the decision, the more autonomy for the human user, and
the more automated the decision, the less autonomy for the human user
(Araujo et al., 2020). If a decision is fully automated, this usually means
that the underlying AI “[. . . ] often only communicate the results of a deci-
sion without any room for human involvement in the making of the decision
itself” (Araujo et al., 2020, p.613). In this context, I then understand au-
tonomy in a very simple and intuitive manner; I take autonomy to depend
on the degree to which one can understand a human user to be the actual
deciding entity (- or, to put it into the language surrounding debates around
autonomy: how much much can we consider a decider to govern their own
decision?). However, as for the cases that are of interest in this thesis, there
is still a human involved in the decision situation; they are not cases of fully
automated decisions. I will call such AI AI as decision support - with
an emphasis on the notion of support. Leaning on the definition AI Now
Institute (2019) gives of ADM, I define AI as decision support as:
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data-driven technologies that automate human-centred practices
in such a way, that the human user is meaningfully involved in
the decision process.

Such AI is often characterised as having a human in-the-loop, human on-
the-loop, or human-in-command (High-Level Expert Group on Artificial In-
telligence, 2020). I will go into more detail on this throughout the following
chapters, especially in chapter 4. With this, AI as decision support is then
a special form of human-computer-interaction (HCI) (c.f. Zerilli et al.): it
leaves room for human involvement in such a way that the respective human
decision can be considered to be self-governed.

AI as decision support can be found throughout a variety of fields, such
as news recommendation (e.g. which news you are shown first), advertis-
ing (e.g. ‘other people who bought this also liked that..’), healthcare (e.g.
tracking apps for runners, or counselling), law-enforcement (e.g. policing),
social work (e.g. child care, or social housing distribution), music and movie
recommendation (e.g. Spotify suggesting you new artists, or Netflix sug-
gesting you a movie or TV show), and many more (c.f. for example Araujo
et al., 2020; O’Neil, 2016; Hurley, 2018; Carey, 2020; Eubanks, 2019). As
for most cases of AI as decision support, we can di↵erentiate between de-
cision situations that relate to the human users themselves, or that relate
to someone else, whereby the human user makes a decision on behalf of an
institution, organisation or something similar (Araujo et al., 2020). This
di↵erentiation has important implications and will be picked up in more
detail in chapter 2. In all above mentioned examples, AI as decision sup-
port makes data-driven predictions about the future; it predicts ‘mights’
that are based on the given data for the respective decision situation. AI
can help make sense out of the vast amounts of information that human
agents are often confronted with when having to make decisions - be it in
rather low-stake decision situations, such as when deciding what movie to
watch, or, more high-stake decision situations, such as when having to de-
cide whether to take a child out of its family. As was mentioned above,
AI can retrieve and filter information, recognise and organise patterns, and
can then, after an output has been processed, learn from the feedback of
the respective decision situation, and improve it’s processing for the next,
similar decision situation. This is where the above mentioned research ar-
eas come in: depending on the context of the underlying decision situation,
this support takes the form of machine learning, machine vision, language
processing, software agents, etc. All the AI systems this thesis looks into
are at least some form of machine learning.

In this, AI as decision support would definitely seem to have the power
to (largely) simplify human decision situations: human cognitive abilities
are limited, and given that AI information processing by far exceeds that
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of human agents, why not embrace some external help? In this, the idea of
AI as decision support seems not only attractive, but also reasonable. At
least in principle.

Chapter summary

Let me start this chapter summary with the key takeaways of this chapter:
when I talk about AI in this thesis, I mean AI as decision support, whereby
‘AI’ here refers to at least one of the major research areas that were pre-
sented throughout section 1.2. Now, how exactly do I define AI as decision
support? I take AI as decision support to be ‘data-driven technologies that
automate human-centred practices in such a way, that the human agent is
meaningfully involved in the decision process’ (see section 1.3). We will
come back to this definition at various point throughout this thesis.

Now, how did we get here? Chapter 1 was split up into three sections,
each of which constitutes one step towards further narrowing down what
exactly I mean when talking about AI. Section1.1 can be understood to
serve as a more general orientation as to where the arguments that will be
presented in this thesis can be situated within the wider debate around AI.
When I talk about AI, the applications I refer to are usually approached
from an engineering-oriented side. Which means that the AI I talk about,
is designed and implemented to fulfil human needs. For example, a robot
would then be built to bring me a glass of cold apple juice on a hot summer’s
day because I’m thirsty - not to find out about how human limbs might
move when getting a glass of apple juice. ‘AI’, as it is used in this thesis has
more of a pragmatic than a scientific side to it. Sections 1.2 and1.3 then
further narrow down what exactly I mean when I talk about AI. Section 1.2
outlined some of AI’s major research areas, based on which section 1.3 then
introduced the notion of AI as decision support. This is motivated by the
idea that before speaking about AI as decision support, we need to clarify
what ‘AI’ can refer to (i.e. machine learning, robots, natural language
processing, etc.). With this, we can then say that AI as decision support
could also be understood as machine learning as decision support, machine
vision as decision support, software agents as decision support, and so on. In
most cases, AI as decision support involves more than one of the mentioned
research areas, meaning that it uses machine learning plus software agents,
or machine vision plus machine learning, etc.. AI as decision support can, in
this sense, be understood to be driven by at least one of the major research
areas presented in 1.2.5 This will become more clear throughout chapters

5It is important to note that 1.2 only mentions some of AI’s major research areas.
AI as decision support can also refer to AI research areas that were not mentioned here.
However, for the cases that will be presented throughout this thesis, robotics, machine
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2 and 3, where I will go into more detail on the notion of AI as decision
support, and will give some examples.

With this, I hope to have given a su�cient overview of what exactly I
mean when I talk about ‘AI’ in this thesis. The structure of this chapter
implicitly allows to easily go back to check some of these fundamental def-
initions and clarifications, if uncertainties come up throughout the course
of chapters 2 to 5. Based on this, we can now move on and concentrate
on the notion of AI as decision support more generally, and in this start to
carefully dip into the problems that surround such systems.

learning, software agents, natural language processing, and machine vision are the most
important ones.
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Chapter 2

AI as decision support: the
becoming of a grandmaster of
influence?

As was already mentioned in the previous chapter, AI as decision support
seems to o↵er great potential to make the lives of its human users both easier
and better. AI can take over necessary, but time-consuming, annoying and
dull procedures, and thereby support their human users in various decision
situations. Take some of the examples mentioned in chapter 1: isn’t it super
convenient that an AI sorts our news in such a way that the news, which
probably interest us the most, are at the top of our news-sites? The same
goes for the quest of finding new music, or online shopping. Imagine going
through the entirety of Spotify or Amazon, just to find a playlist you like,
or to find the product that best matches your needs. Or isn’t it incredibly
relieving that a judge doesn’t have to endlessly comb through court reports,
to decide how likely it is whether a person under correctional supervision will
commit a crime again? And a similar case holds for AI implemented in child
care or counselling. The list of how useful AI as decision support can be,
could go on. But as so often with such seemingly useful technologies, there
is a notable downside these systems: AI as decision support can, sometimes
even largely, influence the decisions of its human users. Rather than merely
supporting human decisions, it then alters and (re-)shapes human decisions.
In the course of chapter 2, I shift the focus of this thesis on the influence
AI as decision support can have on its human users.

However, before doing so, we need to add another important aspect to
clarifying the notion of AI as decision support - one which was already
alluded to in chapter 1: when human agents use AI as decision support, I
take this to be a form of human-AI interaction.
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What ‘supporting human decisions’ means for human sociality

AI as decision support is growing to play an increasingly important role in
the social surroundings of human agents. We can see a relational turn, in
which we shift from the view of AI as a tool, to one where we understand
AI to be an interaction partner of human agents (c.f.Coeckelbergh, 2010;
Gunkel, 2018). With this, “[. . . ] technological means are more than just
means [. . . ]” (Schraube, 2009, p.297). A new entity is introduced to the
social fabric of our societies, and this has important implications for the
human agent, and the way the human agent engages with the respective
AI. AI as decision support can be understood as socio-technical artefact:
these systems are embedded in the “[. . . ] context of particular societal,
institutional, or organizational structures, with their own mechanisms, in-
centives, (power) relationships, and roles in society” (Araujo et al., 2020,
p.612). Based on the roles AI as decision support fulfils, we sometimes even
take them to have some form of social standing (c.f. Gunkel, 2020). This
feeds into human agents perceiving AI as an interaction partner.

It is along these lines that I would like to emphasise a more general
trend that I embrace in this thesis: I avoid looking at what AI actually
has/comprises (e.g. agency, intentionality, rationality, etc.), or what it can
(e.g. act), but look at how human agents perceive AI. In this, I shift from a
somewhat more traditional, ontologically-oriented approach to ethics of AI,
to a more phenomenologically-oriented way (Coeckelbergh, 2012): instead of
looking at what things are, I look at how they appear. And this, then again,
points to a functionalism that underlies many of the ideas and concepts
introduced throughout this thesis; I ask how, on a functionalist level, AI
and human-AI interaction appears to be. Which, simply said, then gives us
the following: in the light of how AI and human-AI interaction appear, what
does this mean for xy? This is decisive for the further endeavours of this
thesis, and will also become more evident in parts where I distance myself
from approaches, ideas, and concepts that are somewhat incompatible with
this approach (e.g. in addressing joint action, or questions of responsibility).
Based on this, I then take the engagement of human agent and AI as decision
support to be a form of human-AI interaction (c.f. Zerilli et al., 2019) - not
because the AI is an interaction partner of the human agent, but because it
appears to be. The interaction itself has a very simple form: a human agents
gives the AI an input, based upon which it processes an output. This output
then supports the decision of the human agent. The human agent acts, and
this action is then fed back into the AI as a new input. Based on this, the AI
then processes a new output, which then, again supports the human agent
in their decision, and so on - human agent and AI are interacting. The
human agent shapes the in- and outputs of the AI and vice versa. Now, I
acknowledge that this might seem somewhat counter-intuitive at first sight.
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One reason for this might be that“[. . . ] if AI systems are embedded within
technology we tend not to notice them” (Coeckelbergh, 2020, p.78). When
opening your Netflix account and looking through the list of recommended
movies, do you think of this as an interaction with a decision supporting
AI? Probably not. Nevertheless - while this interaction-character might be
inconspicuous - if we tie it back to the embeddedness of these systems in
human sociality, it becomes di�cult to rationalise away. At least in the
light of the mentioned phenomenological approach. Summarising: a human
agent using an AI as decision support appears to be a form of human-AI
interaction, and with this, I believe it to be one.

Going further down this rabbit whole, we can then also di↵erentiate be-
tween kinds of interaction, such as e.g. joint action, collaborative action,
cooperative action, or ‘instrumental action with technology’ as coined by
Johnson and Powers (2005). Based on the definition and implementation
purpose of AI as decision support, I take the underlying form of human-AI
interaction to be of collaborative character. Why so? To answer this, let’s
have a look at the di↵erentiation between individual and collaborative ac-
tion that Nyholm (2017) proposes. He gives the example of a child playing
in a garden. If the child plays with its toys on its own initiative, then this
can be understood as individual agency, despite the fact that the parents
might be watching and checking the actions of the child. If, however, the
child plays with its toys on its parents’ initiative, this can be understood as
a form of collaborative agency. “The child is acting in the service of a goal
set by the parent, and the parent is acting as a supervisor who monitors and
regulates the actions of the child [. . . ]” (Nyholm, 2017, p.1210). Translating
this to human-AI interaction, this then means that in a given construct of
human-AI interaction, the human agent gives the initiative, while the AI
performs an action based on that initiative. A very similar view will also be
picked up in chapter 4, where we will have a closer look at how human-AI
interaction is usually characterised. In this, I believe that Nyholm’s (2017)
notion of collaborative action very much reverberates the definition of AI as
decision support: it allows for the human user to be meaningfully involved
in the underlying construct of human-AI interaction.

Now, why this detour of arguing for AI as decision support being part of
human-AI interaction? Human agents are easily influenced by their social
surroundings. We might know this from adopting certain phrases or sayings
our colleagues use. Or from couples, who start looking alike (c.f. Sunstein
and Thaler, 2008). ”[Humans] like to be conform”(Sunstein and Thaler,
2008, p. 55). With AI becoming part of those social surroundings, the
potential for it to influence human decisions grows.
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Chapter outline

The first part of this chapter, will briefly outline how AI as decision support
often seems to fall prey to a (sometimes dangerous) misconception. I will
call this the objectivity-fallacy. According to this, it becomes increasingly
di�cult to take AI as decision support to actually support human decisions
in an objective way. The objectivity-fallacy works along two lines: the prob-
lem of machine bias, and the gatekeepers behind a specific AI. This brings
us to the core of this chapter: AI influence in decision support. Based on the
objectivity-fallacy, I will di↵erentiate between two kinds of AI as decision
support, which I take to have two kinds of influence on the human agent, i.e.
intended and unintended AI influence. Now, to substantiate this, sections
2.2 and 2.3 will have a closer look at this di↵erentiation. Section 2.2 focuses
on AI as decision support that is implemented to actively influence its hu-
man users. It starts with some example cases for intended AI influence, and
then moves on to have a look at some of the mechanisms that are behind this
influence. As will be argued, this specific form of AI as decision support is
implemented to maximise a previously set profit, e.g. make online-shoppers
buy as much as possible, make holiday-seekers book as quick as possible
(Weinmann et al., 2016), or make users spend as much time as possible on
social media, also known as doomscrolling (The Learning Network, 2020).
The AI aims at changing the human users behaviour. Section 2.3 will follow
a similar structure, but will end with somewhat of a ‘cli↵hanger’. Because
the remainder of this thesis will concentrate on unintended AI influence,
I will extend on examples for cases where AI has an unintended influence
on its human users, and will move the mechanisms-behind-this part, into a
separate chapter, i.e. chapter 3. I will argue that for the case of unintended
AI influence, the respective AI can be understood to be implemented to
support human decisions in an objective manner; unintended AI influence
is a by-product of the interaction with the respective AI. In giving some
examples for this, I hope to emphasise the problem of unintended AI influ-
ence, and in this set the stage for what is to come in chapters 3 to 5.

Context of thesis: chapter 2 constitutes the basis to the more general
claim of this thesis, namely that AI can have an influence on its human users.
It picks up on the previously outlined notion of AI as decision support, and
introduces the objectivity-fallacy. Not only does the objectivity-fallacy lead
us to the fundamental di↵erentiation between intended and unintended in-
fluence in AI as decision support, but it also answers to many of the ideas
and concepts presented throughout chapters 2 to 5; it will become espe-
cially relevant for the mechanisms behind unintended AI influence. And
while chapter 2 has a closer look at both intended and unintended influence
in AI as decision support, it also shifts the focus towards unintended AI
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influence. Chapter 3 will look at possible reasons behind unintended AI
influence, based upon which chapters 4 and 5 will then turn to the more
philosophical nitty-gritty of this thesis, i.e. ethical implications and possible
solutions.

2.1 The objectivity-fallacy

Now some might ask why I start the chapter in introducing what I will
call the objectivity-fallacy, and don’t directly delve into an outline of AI
influence. The reason behind this is, that in doing so, I hope to emphasise
that it is getting increasingly di�cult to understand AI as decision support
as giving actual support. Think of these questions, for example: how is
support laid out? What does it mean if an AI is implemented to help
human agents make ‘better’ decisions? Better for whom? The answers to
these questions lead us to the notion of AI influence and to a di↵erentiation
between two kinds of AI as decision support: one that is set out to influence
human agents, and one that is actually implemented to support human
decisions. It is along these lines that I di↵erentiate between two di↵erent
kinds of influence, i.e. intended AI influence and unintended AI influence.

So what is this objectivity-fallacy? AI - and in this case I mean AI
more generally - can often be found to be declared as neutral, objective,
as unemotional and uninfluencable (c.f. O’Neil2016, 2016; Coeckelbergh,
2020; Araujo et al., 2020; Kitchin, 2016; and many more). Maths powers
data, and data powers AI. As was already alluded to in chapter 1, AI as
decision support means that there are no “[. . . ] prejudiced humans digging
through reams of paper, just machines processing cold numbers” (O’Neil,
2016, p.10). This largely feeds into one of the big misconceptions surround-
ing AI. While maths and statistics may not ‘lie’, there are still human agents
behind AI; there are still human agents behind AI as decision support. The
objectivity-fallacy works along two lines, one of which concerns what is often
referred to as machine bias, and another, which concerns the gatekeepers
that stand behind the implementation of AI as decision support.6 Let’s
start with the first. While programmers and developers might try to build
AI in such a way, that their biases and epistemic bubbles do not find their
way into these systems, this is quite di�cult to realise in reality (Kitchin,
2016). The underrepresentation of a specific group of people in the design

6It is important to note that there may be stricter, or more formal notions of ‘fallacy’.
Based on these, the objectivity-‘fallacy’ as introduced here, would not necessarily be
understood as a fallacy. It is along these lines that one could call the objectivity-fallacy
a objectivity-misconception. However, for the sake of the arguments presented, I use a
broader notion of ‘fallacy’, and hence stick to the idea of the objectivity-fallacy.
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and development teams of tech companies, for example, can already lead
to the AI not being objective and neutral. Now, AI can often be found
to work best for middle-aged white men. And there is a simple reason be-
hind this: the majority of people designing and developing AI systems are
middle-aged white man. “Less than 2% of employees in technical roles at
Facebook and Google are black. At eight large tech companies evaluated
by Bloomberg, only around a fifth of the technical workforce at each are
women” (Buolamwini, 2019). And besides looking at the people designing
and developing AI, we also need to look at the data these systems are trained
with. The data that ‘defines the world an AI knows’ (c.f. Vallor and Bekey,
2017), is often found to be biased against race, socio-economic background,
and gender. Now, these two aspects contribute to (- or comprise) what is
often called machine bias. With this, the supposed neutrality, objectivity,
fairness etc. already go through the window at the design, development and
training stage. This is where the objectivity-fallacy starts. And it goes on.

Of course, the narrative of neutrality and objectivity, and thereto re-
lated e�ciency and fairness is largely welcomed by the tech companies that
stand behind these systems (Araujo et al., 2020; Gillespie, 2014) - a suppos-
edly neutral, e�cient and fair AI sells better than an ine�cient and unfair
one. Which brings us to the second aspect of the objectivity-fallacy, i.e.
the gatekeepers of AI as decision support. As Coeckelbergh (2020) argues,
human agents are involved not only at the mentioned data-stage, but also at
the creation and implementation stage. I take this to be the second aspect
that feeds into the objectivity-fallacy. AI as decision support can be found
to be “[. . . ] created for purposes that are often far from neutral: to create
value and capital; to nudge behavior and structure preferences in a certain
way; and to identify, sort and classify people” (Araujo et al., 2020, p.613).
Besides programmers, designers, engineers, etc. who usually predominantly
take care of the functionality of a certain technology, there are also people
who make decisions on how a certain technology is used. Such people can
be understood to be the gatekeepers of these technologies: they decide who
gets what form of access in exchange for what form of compensation. This,
so I believe, is the last straw in not being able to take AI as objective and
neutral.

To sum up, if we take both the problem of machine bias and the aspects
of AI gatekeepers into consideration, it becomes clear that the claims around
AI being objective, neutral, and fair are not really feasible - hence the
objectivity-fallacy.

Now, it is primarily the second aspect of the objectivity-fallacy, that
brings us to the notion of AI influence. But first things first: broadly
speaking, I understand AI influence to be the consequence of certain mech-
anisms, that evoke a change in the human user’s behaviour. The AI induces
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something (e.g. a sentiment or bias) in the human user to prompt a change
in their decisions and actions. What these mechanisms are, and what they
imply, will become more clear throughout sections 2.2 and 2.3.

With this in mind, how does the objectivity-fallacy get us to AI in-
fluence? For this step to make sense, I would like to set the first aspect,
the one which centres around machine bias, into the background for now.
This mainly serves the possibility of drawing a clear connection between
the implementation purposes of AI as decision support and AI influence.
It is then in the light of AI influence, that we will consider more specific
problems surrounding AI, such as machine bias.

So let’s concentrate on the second aspect of the objectivity-fallacy. Which
means we can re-formulate the above mentioned question as follows: how
do the gatekeepers of AI as decision support get us to the notion of AI
influence? To answer this question, we need to look at the implementation
purpose of the underlying AI, which is largely in the hands of the gatekeep-
ers behind the respective AI. They decide in what form, to what degree, by
which means, etc. the AI supports its human users. In this, it is in their
discretion what the respective support looks like. Which brings us back to
the questions that opened this section, i.e. how is support laid out?; what
does it mean if an AI is implemented to help human agents make ‘better’
decisions?; and better for whom?. It is along the lines of these questions
that we can (and should) di↵erentiate between di↵erent kinds of AI as de-
cision support. What kind of AI as decision support one is confronted with
then depends on how support is laid out by the gatekeeper behind the re-
spective AI. And this is where AI influence enters the stage: I believe that
AI as decision support opens up the possibility for the AI to actively or
accidentally change human behaviour. This also touches upon the sociality
human-AI interaction increasingly finds itself embedded in: if humans like
to be conform with other humans, it might turn out that they feel simi-
larly about AI. Now, some gatekeepers implement AI as decision support to
actively change the human user’s behaviour. Such AI as decision support
then aims to actively influence its human users decisions. I take this form
of AI influence to be intended AI influence. Which brings us back to the
question of how support is laid out, and whom such AI actually supports.
In this case, support is laid out in such a way that the criteria for the de-
cision outcome of the underlying human-AI interaction do not necessarily
comply with the human users best interests; the AI could be understood to
masquerade as neutral and objective support. Other gatekeepers implement
AI as decision support to actually help human agents make more objective
and neutral decisions. The AI does not aim to change the human user’s be-
haviour. In these cases, support is laid out as actual support. However, as
will be shown, this specific form of AI as decision support can also influence
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its human users, sometimes even largely. The influence AI as decision sup-
port has, is then an unintended by-product; I take this to be unintended
AI influence.

What the objectivity-fallacy then gives us, is the grounds for di↵eren-
tiating between di↵erent forms of AI as decision support - both of which,
depending on the implementation purpose set by the respective gatekeep-
ers, have di↵erent kinds of influence on the human user; I take the form of
decision support and the respective influence as tied to one another. This
will become more clear throughout sections 2.2 and 2.3. In this, exaggerat-
edly said, one could then di↵erentiate between AI as decision support that
is designed to work with the human agent, i.e. as actual support, and AI as
decision support that works against the human agent, i.e. as alleged-but-
not-necessarily-actual support.

As was already mentioned, both intended and unintended influence AI
can be understood to be framed by the notion of human-AI interaction.
It is in its embeddedness in human sociality that AI as decision support
can influence its human users in both intended and unintended ways. As
Schraube (2009) argues along the lines of his notion of ‘materialised ac-
tion’, technologies “[. . . ] embody something that has e↵ect and duration;
something that may or may not be envisaged and deliberately planned in
advance. It may also be an unimagined, unintended, and hence, markedly
ambivalent e�cacy” (p.297). In this, I believe it is not only important, but
necessary to di↵erentiate between these two forms of AI as decision support,
and hence the thereto related forms of AI influence. Let’s start with AI as
decision support that is implemented to actively influence its human users.

2.2 Intended AI influence in decision sup-
port

The most comprehensive way to approach AI as decision support that is
set out to influence human agents, is by giving some examples. The more
general principle behind such AI is usually the same: an AI supports our
decisions by making predictions about our needs, likes and wantings. This
is where I take the ‘support’-part of these systems to be. However, there is
another side to this, namely the side of the respective vendor or provider
(such as e.g. Netflix, Amazon, Spotify, ...), who have their own priorities
when implementing AI as decision support. These priorities are usually
defied by maximising the interaction of the human user with the respective
AI (c.f. Burr et al., 2018). And behind the interaction of the human user
with the respective AI, there is usually a pre-defined profit, whereby this
profit is not necessarily in the users best interest, but in the interest of the
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respective provider or vendor.

2.2.1 Example cases

An example for such AI can be found in online shopping. Here, AI as
decision support can e.g. take the form of ‘people, who were interested in
x, also liked y’. If I buy a book on AI ethics online, most online services
that sell books will then suggest other books on AI ethics. Based on the
behaviour the human user shows in the interaction with the respective AI
(e.g. searching for something specific, and then clicking on one thing, rather
than the other), the AI infers on what a human user might also like. The
AI aims to influence us to engage in the respective suggestion. And, in
the best case, we respond to this influence in buying said product (c.f.
Coeckelbergh, 2020; Burr et al., 2018; Wilkinson, 2012). Another somewhat
similar example for such AI as decision support can be found in healthcare
(Burr et al., 2018), e.g. in step-counting or running apps. The AI ‘supports’
us to make healthier decisions. In the case of a step-counting or running
app, for example, this could then be in the form of notifications like ‘Hey
Laura, it’s a great day for a walk/run’. I this, these apps can also influence
us to go for walks/runs more often. At the same time, this usually also
means that we engage with the app more often, tracking our successes and
our progress. Some of these apps are owned by big sports companies, such
as Adidas Running by Adidas, Nike Run Club by Nike, or Runkeeper by
Asics. Based on the running data these companies collect from tracking
our jogging routes, they can then influence us to buying their products.
If they, for example, find that I do my weekly run in a forest, they might
influence me to buy running shoes that are good for foresty ground. Online
booking o↵ers another example for this form of AI as decision support.
When booking a flight, for example, the respective website might tell us
that ‘10 other people are currently also looking at this flight o↵er’. In this,
on the one hand, the AI supports our decision in showing us the flights
that we might find most attractive. But on the other hand, it pressures
us to book the respective flight because of an alleged limited availability
(Weinmann et al., 2016). Another example for such AI as decision support
is news, movie and music recommendation. Similar to the previous
cases, the AI ‘supports’ the decisions human users make on these websites,
in showing them e.g. the news, movies and music they are most likely to be
interested in. The way this form of decision support aims to influence its
human users, is mainly by getting them to spend more time on the respective
platforms. Now, where does the profit for the platform/service provider lie?
The more time we spend on such platforms, the better the ‘profiles’ the
platforms/service providers generate of their users, become. And the better
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and precise those profiles, the more e↵ective the advertising. And the more
e↵ective the advertising, the better the ad-sales. This is also how AI as
decision support works in social media. Facebook, for example, suggests
us people we might know, events we might be interested in, or groups with
people we might share interests with. This is where I understand the notion
of ‘support’ to lie. The AI simply makes the interactions with and on
social media platforms easier; the more time we engage on these platforms
(i.e. interact with the respective AI), the more refined these suggestions
become, and the better the ad-sales. If I, for example, join a Facebook
group on ‘Surfing in Ericeira’, Facebook will get a pretty good idea of what
advertisements I will be most likely to respond to (e.g. surf equipment,
flights to Lisbon, surfcamps, etc.).

While in all these examples AI as decision support is supposedly imple-
mented to support human decisions, it also becomes clear how these systems
can influence human users to act in a certain way that is not necessarily in
their best interest. And this is what I mean by intended AI influence. AI
as decision support can be implemented to actively change and (re-)shape
the behaviour of its human users. Which then ties back to the objectivity-
fallacy: the objectivity of this specific form of AI as decision support is
misconceived. The AI is not implemented to give its human users a neutral
and objective input.

Now, in order to give the notion of intended AI influence some theoretic
grounds, and in this also di↵erentiate it from unintended AI influence, we
need to have a look at how intended AI influence works. As was mentioned
above, I take AI influence, more generally, to be the result of certain mech-
anisms that induce a change in the human user’s behaviour. For the case of
intended AI influence, I believe that these mechanisms are set into place by
the gatekeepers behind the respective AI. These mechanisms prompt certain
triggers, which then lead to a behaviour change in the human user. Three
such mechanisms are AI nudging, AI manipulation and AI deception.

Mechanisms: nudging, manipulation and deception

The psychological theory behind nudging takes human agents as prone to
making flawed, irrational and biased decisions. Nudges are based on what is
defined as bounded rationality, i.e. the limitation of human cognitive abil-
ities. According to research from the behavioural sciences, human agents
often perform actions influenced by heuristics and biases (Weinmann et al.,
2016). So-called choice architects make use of these heuristics and biases:
by understanding what exactly these heuristics and biases are and what
they entail, choice architects modify the decision environment of human
agents, and nudge them into certain decisions. In this, choice architects use
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human heuristics and biases as triggers to influence human behaviour. A
well-placed, intentional nudge is supposed to serve as a ‘decision crutch’, and
help human agents make ‘better decisions’. A choice architect organises the
possibilities a certain action leaves to“[focus] the attention of [human agents]
in a particular direction” (Sunstein and Thaler, 2008, p.3). Increasingly, hu-
man decisions are being made in technologically influenced environments,
and the concept of nudging has long caught on in human-technology inter-
actions. Whether they’re labelled as digital nudges (c.f. Weinmann et al.,
2016) or as hypernudges (c.f. Yeung, 2016), the general principles behind
them are the same as those behind ordinary non-technological nudges. A
nudger, in this case an AI, re-arranges the decision environment of a nudgee,
the human user, in order to influence their decision outcomes whilst some-
what preserving the human user’s autonomy. From the mere design of
technology interfaces to the actual act of nudging, AI has the ability to
(re-)arrange decision environments of its human users with great subtlety
and precision. It can tailor suggestions according to the users personality,
which makes AI nudges very e↵ective. Many of the above mentioned exam-
ples work on the basis of nudging: AI implemented to support us in online
shopping and online booking, in news recommendation, and on social media
platforms; AI sorts out the products it considers ‘most interesting to us’,
helps us find the news ‘we want’, the events, groups and friends that ‘we
like’. However, it is not always entirely clear whose profit the AI maximises
in its supporting a human decision with a nudge. AI has the ability to
frame human decision environments and nudge human agents into changing
and (re-)shaping their behaviour. As with human choice architecture, this
approach is based on human bounded rationality, on heuristics and biases
(Burr et al., 2018). However, the speed at which AI processes and evalu-
ates complex information by far exceeds that of human agents, resulting in
a clear discrepancy concerning processing abilities. This makes AI choice
architects somewhat superior to human choice architects. AI nudges can be
“[. . . ] extremely powerful and potent due to their networked, continuously
updated, dynamic [...] nature” (Yeung, 2016, p.118). Section 3.2 will pick
up on this notion of superiority, so it’s worth keeping this in mind. With
this, I take AI that uses nudging to support its human user’s decisions, to
merely masquerade as decision support. Why? Because AI nudges use cer-
tain triggers to change and (re-)shape the behaviour of human users. The
AI takes the role of the choice architect, and the human user is nudged
to a certain decision and action. And since the triggers behind AI nudges
are actively put into place by the gatekeepers of the respective AI, I take
nudging as a mechanism that leads to intended AI influence. The AI is not
implemented to neutrally and objectively support the decision of its human
user, but to influence it in a certain way.
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Another form of intended AI influence is manipulation. Generally
speaking, manipulation can be understood as“[...] some underhand inter-
ference with the ways in which people see their options” (Wilkinson, 2012,
p.5). Now, there is no clear di↵erentiation between modifying the decision
environment of human agents, as e.g. intended through nudging, versus
actually manipulating the decision environment of human agents. There
are ongoing debates about the relations, circumstances and intentions that
are meant to di↵er decision support, as it is e.g. intended by nudging, from
actual decision manipulation. While manipulation is usually understood to
violate the autonomy of human agents, the modification of decision environ-
ments is supposed to ensure free choice (Noggle, 2018). Now, as was already
mentioned, many of the examples mentioned above, build on nudging as a
form of intended AI influence. But there are also cases, in which AI as
decision support re-structures the decision environments of its human users
in such a way, that they cannot fully exercise their autonomy. This could
be realised by an AI that makes it di�cult for the user to actually choose
among the options given in a decision situation, e.g. by hiding information
about all possible options. Similar to the case of nudging, an AI that uses
manipulation to support its human user’s decisions, cannot be understood
to necessarily work in the user’s best interest, i.e. maximising the human
user’s profit. And given how manipulation is defined, this is actually more
clear than it is for the case of nudging. Such AI can for example be found
on online booking websites. Here, we may experience that certain add-ons,
like priority boarding or seat reservations, are quite easy to book. Often the
‘add to booking’ or ‘add to basket’ button is highlighted by bright colours
and big fonts. The choice to not add them to your booking is made more
di�cult. The buttons for skipping the suggested add-ons are made less
visible by using less obtrusive colours and small fonts.7 Freedom of choice
is preserved - in principle; we cannot take such AI to actively force human
users to behave in a certain way. But the user is manipulated to making one
choice rather than another. Similar to the case of nudging, I take such AI
to merely masquerade as decision support: the AI supports its human users
by manipulating them. Now, I am aware that intuitively this formulation
does not seem right. But it also makes the notion of AI ‘masquerading’ as
decision support more clear. The AI is implemented to actively influence
its human user to choose one given option over another. As in the case of
nudging, the triggers behind manipulation are actively put into place by the
gatekeepers of the respective AI, which is why I take the resulting AI influ-
ence to be intended AI influence. Instead of providing neutral and objective
support to its human users, the AI aims to change their behaviour.

The notion of AI deception has gotten increasing attention with the

7Try booking a flight via Ryanair, for example.
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rise of so-called deepfake videos. In 2018, a video of former US president
Obama insulting then-president Donald Trump surfaced.8 As one can imag-
ine, this video caused quite an uproar. The people behind such videos use
AI to change whatever the person in the video is saying, and to alter the
movements of the mouth accordingly (Vaccari and Chadwick, 2020). But
AI deception can also occur in the context of decision support, however,
usually not in the form of videos (- even though I can imagine a video of
Obama fake-telling me to go for a jog to be quite helpful). Deception, more
generally, can be defined as “the act of hiding the truth, especially to get
an advantage” (Cambridge Academic Content Dictionary, 2014), or more
specifically as “to intentionally cause to have a false belief that is known or
believed to be false” (Mahon, 2016). In this, AI deception can be under-
stood to aim at deluding the perceived reality of the underlying construct
of human-AI interaction. And this deception then leads to an increase of
the AI’s profit. Phishing scams or alleged virus-threat-pop-ups are exam-
ples for AI deception in decision support. The AI misrepresents the content
the user is expecting from the interaction with the respective AI. In this,
the AI supports its human users decisions in deceiving them. And again,
I am aware that, intuitively, this formulation seems even less right than it
did for both nudging and manipulation. The AI masquerades as decision
support in recommending a specific link to reach some piece of information,
or to help human users keep safe from some alleged computer virus. What
then usually happens in cases of deception, is that the human users find
themselves clicking through a jungle of links, hence increasing the engage-
ment with the AI, but never actually obtaining the wanted information.
The profit of the decision supporting AI is maximised - the profit of the
human user not necessarily (Burr et al., 2018). Very much along the lines
of AI manipulation, the autonomy of the human user is preserved - again, in
principle. Similar to the cases above, the gatekeepers behind the respective
AI put certain triggers into place, that then prompt a change in the human
users behaviour. In this, I believe that AI that uses deception to support
its human users, is a case of intended AI influence.

To summarise, AI as decision support can use nudging, manipulation
and deception, to trigger changes in its human users behaviours. As was
argued, these mechanisms are set into place on purpose, which means that
the respective AI is implemented to use its role as alleged decision support
to influence human agents - hence the notion of intended AI influence. In
this, support is laid out in such a way that there is indeed a certain aspect
of the AI supporting the human user, but also (- and more importantly, in
this case) an aspect of the AI influencing its human users by means of the
mentioned mechanisms. Which brings us back to the objectivity-fallacy: if

8See::https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQ54GDm1eL0
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an AI is implemented to influence influence its human users, this stands
somewhat opposed to the idea of objective and neutral support.

Now, some might have very strong intuitions about whether this specific
form of AI is more of an actual decision support, or more of an evil grand-
master of influence. And there is an important aspect to this, which relates
to the impacts these systems can have (c.f. Araujo et al., 2002). I take these
impacts to work along two verticals: i) who does the decision concern,
and ii) how morally grave is the underlying decision situation.

As for i), we need to ask whether the respective decision concerns the
deciders themselves, or someone else. For most cases of AI as decision sup-
port that is implemented to actively influence its human users, the decision
relates directly to the human user. Take the example of news, movie or
music recommendation. Or online booking, interactions on social media,
or health applications. The decisions made in such constructs of human-AI
interaction usually refer to the human engaged in that interaction. And
in this, the impacts of the decisions made in such constructs of human-AI
interaction usually also refer directly to the human user. However, there’s
an important, somewhat hidden aspect to this: while the impacts of these
decisions primarily refer directly to the human user involved in the under-
lying construct of human-AI interaction, there are some broader impacts
further down the line. I want to use this space to at least mention one of
these briefly: AI incited polarisation. As was mentioned, AI as decision
support that is implemented to actively influence its human users, aims to
increase the engagement with the underlying AI. The better the sugges-
tions or recommendations of the AI, the more engagement. And the more
engagement, the better the suggestions or recommendations of the AI. This
can lead to so-called filter bubbles. The human user is categorised based on
previous interactions and engagements with the underlying AI (c.f. Bozdag
and van den Hoven, 2015). Take the example of AI as decision support in
music recommendation: if I listen to Indie Rock a lot, the AI will give me
further suggestions on Indie Rock bands, knowing that this will probably
increase my engagement with the respective AI (- which in this case means,
that I will spend more time on the underlying music application). If I then
listen to the suggested Indie Rock music, this reinforces the AI’s categori-
sation of my music taste. I end up in an Indie Rock bubble. And filter
bubbles (can) polarise. In the case of the mentioned music example, this
could mean that some bands will never even remotely find their way into
the AI’s suggestions, because they are sorted out for not fitting to the Indie
Rock profile I was categorised into. The direct impact the AI has on me
as a user of the underlying music platform, then also has impacts on the
bands represented on that music platform. Now, this goes for all sorts of
areas, in which AI as decision support is implemented to influence human
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behaviour. Which then consequently means that, on the long run, the im-
pact of such AI as decision support does not only stay within the realms of
the direct interaction of human user and AI, but can actually reach much
further. Just think of how human agents can end up in news bubbles, and
how this can influence e.g. our political landscape on a wider scale.

This then brings us to ii). Here, we need to have a look at the context
of the respective decision situation. The example of AI as decision support
in news recommendation o↵ers a good example to convey what I mean with
this. Take two decision situations: one, in which an AI is implemented to
influence our news recommendations directly before an upcoming election,
and one in which an AI is implemented to influence our news recommen-
dations at any other given time that is not close to an election. I believe
that the moral gravity of the decision situation before the election is higher
than the one after. Why? Because, as was argued above, an AI that is
implemented to influence how we access and perceive our news, has the po-
tential to (re-)shape and change the voting behaviour of its human users.
Now, some might argue that a political billboard might be able to do the
same. But this argument brings us back to the objectivity-fallacy: if we see
a billboard, we would usually have at least some form of understanding that
whatever we are confronted with, is actually a political advertisement. This
is not necessarily the case with AI that is implemented to actively influ-
ence our decisions by means of how the news we read, are presented to us.
In this, the influence AI as decision support can have on how we read the
news is in itself already quite problematic. But that’s another point. What
we are looking at here, is the moral gravity of a given decision situation.
And there are some decision situations that are more morally relevant than
others. Just think of the potential a well-placed AI nudge can have right
before an election: it could use certain triggers to reach ‘the yet undecided’
and swing the outcome of an election. With this, I believe that the moral
gravity of a decision situation increases when such an AI is implemented
directly before an election. The impact of an AI that influences its human
users in a more morally relevant decision situation is hence higher than that
of an AI that influences its human users in a less morally relevant decision
situation.

Taking these aspects into consideration, some might feel that the im-
plementation of these systems is actually quite questionable - and in many
cases, I believe that this feeling is well-grounded and justified. It is hence no
wonder that the implementation of such AI as decision support has gained
some attention in the recent years. There is an increasing body of research
concerned with harmful AI technologies that work with some of the above
mentioned mechanisms. And policy and jurisprudence seem to be catching
up on the problems of this form of AI as decision support. The EU Commis-
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sion, for example, says that ‘manipulative and exploitative practices’ that
are facilitated by AI “[. . . ] could be covered by the existing data protection,
consumer protection and digital service legislation that guarantee that nat-
ural persons are properly informed and have free choice not to be subject
to profiling or other practices that might a↵ect their behaviour” (European
Commission, 2021, p.13). In general, whether or not intended AI influence
is good, bad, more bad than good, or more good than bad, largely depends
on whether the user’s advantages outweigh the user’s disadvantages. Rather
than banning or promoting this form of AI as decision support, AI regula-
tors aim to place them into a larger regulative framework. In this, I believe
that some of the main challenges that come with intended AI influence,
are gradually being acknowledged, and seem to be finding their way into
policies and legislations.

This brings us to the notion of unintended AI influence, where there
seems to be a worrying lack of such realisation and acknowledgement - which
also makes it more challenging to make a case for the notion of unintended
AI influence (c.f. Eubanks). As was mentioned before, there are great
research gaps concerning the unintended influence AI as decision support
can have on human agents. And considering the decision situations, in
which such AI can often be found to be implemented, there is a dire need
to fill these gaps. In the remainder of this thesis, I hope to provide some
first steps to doing this. With this, the main focus of this thesis now shifts
to unintended AI influence.

2.3 Unintended AI influence in decision sup-
port

As was already mentioned in the chapter outline, section 2.3 is structured
a little di↵erent to the previous section: I will separate the examples de-
picting what exactly I mean with unintended AI influence from an outline
of the mechanisms that (possibly) stand behind unintended AI influence.
The main reason for this is that the remainder of this thesis concentrates
on unintended AI influence. In separating the examples from the assess-
ment of the mechanisms, I hope to avoid overloading chapter 2, and set an
appropriate emphasis on the challenges that arise through unintended AI
influence.

Here a brief reminder of some of the previous important points of chap-
ter 2: the objectivity-fallacy leads us to the di↵erentiation between AI as
decision support that is implemented to influence human agents, and AI
as decision support that is implemented to actually support human agents.
Both forms of AI as decision support work as support on some level, but are
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put into place with di↵erent implementation purposes. Which brings us to
the notions of intended and unintended AI influence.

Now, after having had a closer look at intended AI influence, let’s turn
to the notion of unintended AI influence. As was already mentioned, there
still seems to be a lack of acknowledgement that AI as decision support
that is not meant to influence its human users, does so after all. In general,
there are actually hardly any cases, where a change in human behaviour is
actually described to be the result of AI influence. With this, it is probably
easiest to start with a demarcation of unintended AI influence: I understand
unintended AI influence to be the result of what human users project into
the respective AI, rather than the result of some questionable mechanisms
that are set out to change and (re-)shape human behaviour. Which ties
back to the objectivity-fallacy and hence the form of AI as decision support
we are looking at in this section: considering the actual implementation
purpose of this form of AI as decision support, the influence is a largely
unforeseen and unintended by-product; the AI is not set out to actively
influence the human agent. Unintended AI influence is an accidental side-
e↵ect that occurs in the interaction between human and AI (c.f. Weinmann
et al., 2016). There are no mechanisms that are actively put into place to
influence the human user’s behaviour. This form of AI as decision support
does not masquerade as decision support, it is really just implemented to
support human decisions.

However, the fact that the influence these systems can have on their
human users, is unintended, makes them very challenging - maybe more so
than those that are set out to influence human agents. One of the main
reasons for this is the decision situations they can often be found to be
implemented in. These are often morally intricate, and usually concern
human agents who already find themselves in vulnerable positions; “[p]eople
of color, migrants, unpopular religious groups, sexual minorities, the poor,
and other oppressed and exploited populations bear a much higher burden”
(Eubanks, 2019, p.11) when it comes to the consequences of unintended AI
influence in decision support. Which brings us back to the verticals along
which we looked at the impacts of intended AI influence in decision support:
i) whom does the decision concern, and ii) how morally grave is
the decision (see section 2.2). Remember how in cases of intended AI
influence the decision primarily concerns the human agent who is engaged
in the respective construct of human-AI interaction (see e.g. online booking,
news/movie/music recommendation, etc.). Now, the decision situations in
which AI as decision support is implemented to actually objectively support
its human users, usually don’t concern the human agent who is directly
involved in the human-AI interaction; the decision is ‘other-regarding’ (c.f.
(Gogoll and Uhl, 2018), 2018). In other words, the AI supports one human
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agent to make an informed and supposedly objective decision about another
human agent. With this, the impact these systems have, does not concern
the human user, but the human agent upon whom a certain decision is
made. As was already alluded to, and as will also become more clear with
the examples, this has important implications for the moral intricacies of the
respective decision situations. What does that mean? The consequences of
the morally-laden decision situation are not carried by the human decider,
but by the human agent the decision is made upon. In this, i) is directly
related to ii), i.e. the moral gravity of the decision situation. For this,
I would like to pick up what Asaro (2006) refers to as ‘moral territory’.
As was already alluded to, AI as decision support that has an unintended
influence on its human users, can often be found to be implemented in
morally-laden decision situations. With becoming part of morally relevant
decisions, AI moves into the ‘moral territory’ of human agents (c.f. Asaro,
2006). The AI is supposed to support its human users in decision-situations
that are ‘value-based, ethical or moral in nature’ (p.11) Asaro (2006), and
have important real-world implications for other human agents, i.e. those,
whom the decision is made upon. In defining such actions as technological
moral action, short TMA, Johnson and Powers (2005) pick up a similar
sentiment, and argue that technological artefacts play an important role in
morally-relevant decisions.9.

I concede that at this point some of these aspects might seem a little
cryptic. But the following examples will make the claims I aim to make
more evident. In starting this section with the impacts these systems can
have, I hope to give a first understanding of the gravity of the problem of
unintended AI influence in decision support. For now, the most important
take-away is that the impacts of AI as decision support that is supposed to
actually support its human users, are of a di↵erent nature than those from
AI as decision support that merely masquerades as decision support. On a
more general note, this does not mean that I take one form of AI as decision
support to be more or less problematic than the other - they are just of two
di↵erent kinds, have di↵erent implications, and hence need to be assessed
and evaluated on di↵erent bases. Section 3.2 will come back to this.

Because there will be many moments throughout the next chapters,
where I refer back to the example cases of unintended AI influence in deci-
sion support, I will highlight them individually.

9It is important to note that Johnson and Powers (2005) introduce three agents, who
are part of TMAs: the human user, the technological artefact, and the artefact-designer.
This thesis, however, mainly concentrates on the the human user and the technological
artefact.
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Example cases

Jurisprudence

In order to deal with the vast amounts of people under correctional su-
pervision, many courtrooms in the US find themselves seeking help from
AI-driven risk assessment tools. These are supposed to help judges make
informed decisions in an e�cient and fair manner. I take such risk as-
sessment tools to be an application case for AI as decision support. The
algorithm is fed with the underlying data of a certain individual (e.g. age,
gender, race, family background, etc.). Based on this data, the AI then pre-
dicts the probability of how likely it is that this person will commit a crime
again. The AI spits out a score, which the respective judge is supposed
to consider when making their decision. This process presumably reduces
bias and helps the judges make informed and ‘objective’ decisions (O’Neil,
2016). In 2013, Paul Zilly was assessed by a human judge with the help of
such an AI. He was in court to hear his sentencing for stealing some tools
and a push lawnmower. The prosecutor suggested one year in prison with a
subsequent supervision phase, and both him and Zilly’s lawyer agreed that
this seems like an appropriate and fair verdict. But the judge decided dif-
ferently. After having seen the AI’s output, the judge stated that ”[it looks]
about as bad as it could be” (Angwin et al., 2016), and gave Zilly two years
in prison with a subsequent three-year supervision phase. Three years later,
ProPublica, a non-profit news organisation published a study on these AI
systems, and found that they are not only unreliable, but also perpetuate
and reinforce racial bias (Angwin et al., 2016). It turned out that the risk
assessment tools systematically overestimated the likeliness of black defen-
dants, and underestimated the likeliness of white defendants to reo↵end.
Another, second case draws a similar picture. In its 2018 report on algo-
rithmic decision systems, the AI Now Institute argues argues that “violence
risk assessment systems have a powerful influence over criminal sentencing
outcomes, especially for children” (AI Now Institute, 2018, p.13). The deci-
sion situation resembles the one of the Zilly case: even though the children
often prove to show behaviour that would not lead to criminal sanctions,
they are sentenced anyways, because the risk assessment tool categorised
them as ‘high risk’. The children then often go through traumatising pro-
cedures (e.g. being separated from their parents and their community),
despite the fact that the respective judgement was not necessarily justi-
fied. “[T]he civil liberties of a young person can often depend entirely on
the outcome of the risk assessment system” (AI Now Institute, 2018, p.13).
But given the implementation purpose of AI as decision support in such
decision situations, this is not supposed to be the case. If we take Zilly’s
crime and the assessment of the prosecutor as an indication for what an
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appropriate verdict might look like, for example, the judges verdict seems
disproportionate - and this disproportionate-ness came after the judge had
taken the ‘supporting’ output of the AI into account. The human judge was
(unintendedly) influenced by the AI. The AI Now Institute’s report under-
lines and emphasises the gravity of this influence, when saying that the fate
of a child can ‘depend entirely on the outcome of a risk assessment system’.
As Cathy O’Neill, Joy Buolamwini and others argue in the recently released
documentary ‘Coded Bias’ (Kantayya, Shalini (Director), 2020, e.g. min-
utes 8-11; 54-56), AI, which was initially supposed to support the human
decision, can actually overrule the discern of the human judge. It is along
these lines, that such AI can be understood to unintentionally (re-)shape
and alter the decisions of its human users - hence the notion of unintended
AI influence. Now, this does not mean that every judge blindly follows the
outputs of the used AI. But, given the moral gravity of such decision situ-
ations, even the mere possibility of such unintended AI influence is already
highly problematic.

Face-recognition and law enforcement

We can also find cases of such unintended AI influence in decision support
in law enforcement. The use of face-recognition technologies o↵ers a good
example here. But because face-recognition may not directly be recognised
as decision support, let me briefly explain why and how exactly I take these
technologies to be an application case for AI as decision support.

Face-recognition systems are used to identify human agents. “This in-
volves the capture of facial biometrics, to create a searchable biometric
database of facial images to verify the identity of an individual” (Berle,
2020). Based on a database of facial images, the police have the possibility
to match the picture of the face of a suspect to a profile in that database.
In principle, face-recognition technologies can help police women and -men
to quickly get criminals behind bars. In this, the implementation of such
systems is often encouraged. It is along these lines that I understand face-
recognition to be an application of AI as decision support. Face-recognition
technologies are implemented to help human police women and -men make
neutral and objective decisions as to whether e.g. a person walking the
streets might be a wanted criminal or not. The accuracy of face-recognition
systems largely depends on the attributes of the person, which the system
is asked to recognise. If this happens to be a middle-aged white man, face-
recognition systems are usually found to work very well. They work less well
with white women. And when trying to recognise a person of darker skin
colour, the systems get even less accurate. In some cases (e.g. women of
dark skin colour) face-recognition systems even had problems recognising a
face at all, and fail completely (Lohr, 2018). A MIT study found that Ama-
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zon’s face-recognition system Rekognition even failed recognising an image
of Oprah Winfrey - a person whose online image database is relatively exten-
sive, and who would, at least in principle, seem to be quite easy to recognise
(Buolamwini, 2018). Now how does this tie together with unintended AI
influence? The documentary ‘Coded Bias’ (2020) shows how such AI can be
found to drive racial injustice in law-enforcement. It gives an example of the
subtlety, yet extensiveness of unintended AI influence; it gives an example
which many will probably have either observed or experienced themselves.
The documentary shows how the face-recognition technology, which is used
in some of the CCTV cameras in London, falsely categorises a young, dark-
skinned schoolboy as a possible suspect. Still, law-enforcement stops and
searches the young boy (Kantayya, Shalini (Director), 2020, minutes 66-68).
And this is not the only case where face-recognition misidentified a person
of colour, and the police ‘blindly’ acted upon this mis-identification (c.f.
Ryan-Mosley 2021a, 2021b; Heaven, 2020). It is di�cult to pinpoint the ac-
tual influence the face-recognition system can have on its human users, and
there are voices that deny any such allegations, as for example the NYPD
(c.f. Condie and Dayton, 2020). But as Tinnit Gebru, one of the former
Google AI Ethics team leaders, argues in a New York Times interview, there
are certain mechanisms that lead to an AI to influence its human users. For
the case of face-recognition technologies, she says that even “[i]f your in-
tuition tells you that an image doesn’t look like Smith, but the computer
model tells you that it is him with 99 percent accuracy, you’re more likely to
believe that model” (Ovide, 2020). And while Gebru doesn’t directly relate
these mechanisms to the notion of ‘unintended AI influence’, I believe that
there is a direct relation. The case of face-recognition as decision support is
similar to the one of risk assessment in jurisprudence: the AI overrules the
judgement of the human user. And this, I take it, is a case of unintended
AI influence.

Child abuse protection

Since 2016, the Allegheny County O�ce of Children, Youth, and Families
uses a screening tool, which is to help caseworkers make decisions on whether
a certain child is in immediate danger, and whether someone should be sent
over to check the respective child’s home. Di↵erent to the other cases men-
tioned in this section, the AI only comes in after a first human assessment:
after a human caseworker determines a risk score in a first step, the AI gives
a separate assessment in a second step. Now, as a 2018 report by the New
York Times shows, the AI’s assessment can overrule the primary assessment
of the human caseworker (Hurley, 2018). This can have both very good,
but also very bad consequences. In the specific case of the New York Times
report, Timothy Byrne, one of the screeners at the Allegheny County O�ce
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of Children, Youth, and Families, had flagged the underlying case as ‘low
risk’. In the last step of the screening, the AI then ran through the case.
It gave it the risk score 19 out of 20, meaning ‘very high risk’. Based on
this, Timothy Byrne, together with his supervisor, decided to flag the case
for further investigation. The AI, which was supposed to merely support
Timothy Byrne’s decision, actually ended up over-ruling his decision (Hur-
ley, 2018). In this case, the influenced decision (obviously) turned out to
be the better decision. But imagine it were the other way around: a human
caseworker flags a case as high risk, but the AI flags it as low risk; imagine
the human caseworker and their supervisor then decide to not pursue to
order a further investigation. This could have severe consequences for the
child in question.

Interim-summary

Now, as might have become evident throughout these three cases, and as
was already mentioned before, it’s actually fairly di�cult to grasp unin-
tended AI influence in decision support. There are a few possible reasons
for this, one of the most obvious being that something unintended is quite
naturally di�cult to grasp. Imagine asking a police woman or -man whether
their decision was influenced by an AI - answering that question in hind-
sight is probably not so easy. To claim with full certainty, whether or not
someone would have come to the same decision without the interaction with
a decision supporting AI, is a far stretch. However, the evidence from the
mentioned cases should give us a first impetus to believe that AI as decision
support can indeed have an unintended influence on its human users. The
AI is initially implemented to draw connections between specific data points
and real-world ‘mights’, and with this support human decisions. But as is
shown in the cases, it turns out that it can actually overrule the decisions
of judges, police women and -men, and social workers. With the analysis
of some of the mechanisms that possibly stand behind this unintended AI
influence, I hope to turn this initial impetus into a more firm argument.
However, before moving on to this in chapter 3, let me briefly outline two
more example areas in which such AI as decision support can often be found
to be implemented. It is important to note that while, at the moment of
writing, there seems to be no evidence that the AI systems implemented in
those specific areas actually really influence their human users, there is the
possibility. By briefly outlining what are, at least for now, still mere possi-
bilities for further example areas, I hope to further underline how morally
intricate the decision situations at hand, are.

After this, we will move on to chapter 3, and hence an analysis of the
mechanisms that possibly stand behind the unintended influence these sys-
tems can have on their human users.
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Housing distribution and counselling

As was mentioned, AI as decision support can be found in many more ar-
eas than just jurisprudence, law enforcement and child care. One of these
other areas is housing distribution. LA County, for example, uses two
assessment tools to help match unhoused people with the needed resources.
One ranks homeless people based on their vulnerability (e.g. ‘how likely is
it that person x will need to be hospitalised?’ ‘how likely is it that person
x will die?’), based on which the other then matches the resulting vulnera-
bility score with a set of pre-defined eligibility criteria (e.g. ‘does person x
have a history of substance abuse?’). If there’s a match, the case is passed
on to a caseworker, who then helps finalise the paperwork. This paper-
work is then handed to the Housing Authority of the City of Los Angeles
(HACLA), which then decides whether the applicant gets housing. This
whole procedure is supposed to simplify and shorten otherwise highly com-
plex processes of matching unhoused with a possible housing opportunity
(Eubanks, 2019). And while the direct interaction between human user and
AI might be somewhat disrupted in this case, I still take this to be a a
case of human-AI interaction and decision support: the assessment tool (an
AI) is implemented to help the HACLA make decisions. Now, the decision
who will get housing, and who won’t, constitutes a highly morally-laden
decision situation. If the decisions of the HACLA are influenced by the
output of an AI, this is problematic. Imagine the implemented assessment
tool is found to be biased against black people. This could then mean that
HACLA might possibly be influenced to form racially biased decisions and
deny people of colour housing possibilities, while favouring white people.
Another similarly problematic area where AI as decision support can be
found to be implemented, is counselling. The US Department of Veterans
A↵airs, for example, uses AI to find out who is in need of psychological help
(Carey, 2020). Based on various data points, such as e.g. medical treat-
ment, experience of trauma, health condition etc., the suicide prediction
algorithm called REACH VET is supposed to predict how likely it is that
a veteran is in danger of committing suicide. The AI makes a list of who is
most likely to die of suicide within the next year. This list is then handed
to clinicians who are responsible for the further handling of the respective
patient (Ravindranath, 2019). Which means that the AI is implemented to
support the clinicians to prioritise care for veterans based on urgency. In
this, REACH VET falls within the realms of what I understand as AI as
decision support. And the respective interaction of clinician and AI is a
form of human-AI interaction: the AI makes a prediction about the mental
health of a veteran, based upon which the clinician then makes a decision on
how to proceed with regards to a care plan. Similar to the case of housing
distribution, the decision situation in counselling is highly morally intricate.
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The decisions of the clinicians can have severe consequences for the veter-
ans. Imagine the AI incorrectly flags a veteran as low risk of suicide, and
the clinician is influenced by this (- which they seem to be, given that they
work based on the AI generated list). If the veteran then doesn’t get the
help they need, because the clinician was influenced by the AI’s incorrect
flagging, this could have life-threatening consequences.

Now, I believe that, individually, these cases are not strong enough to
make a su�ciently solid claim for unintended AI influence. But in putting
them side-by-side, I believe that they paint a rather clear picture: there is
a human user, who is supposed to make a morally-intricate decision, and
an AI, which is implemented to support this decision with it’s allegedly ob-
jective and neutral assessment/predictions. Some of the above mentioned
cases rather clearly depict decision situations, in which the AI overruled the
human user’s decision (see for example the judge case, the law enforcement
case, or the child abuse case). Other cases only leave us with the mere po-
tentiality or a guess that the decision is actually the result of AI influence.
It is along these lines that - as was already mentioned - I concede that the
unintended influence AI can have on human agents is di�cult to pin down,
and that the claim for unintended AI influence might not be of the same na-
ture as the claim for intended AI influence. But I hope that the mentioned
cases show what I mean with unintended AI influence. And I hope to have
shown that unintended AI influence can have some serious implications. As
Cathy O’Neill argues in the 2020 documentary ‘Coded Bias’, there is an
important aspect concerning power dynamics that underlies the use of such
forms of AI as decision support (c.f. also Campolo and Crawford, 2020).
While one party, i.e. the human decision-maker, has access to the respective
AI, the other party, which is usually the human agents a decision is made
upon, does not have access to the respective AI (Kantayya, Shalini (Direc-
tor), 2020). This causes an imbalance, and can often lead to an uncontested
acceptance of decisions that are the result of such human-AI interactions.
And understandably so, if we look at the entities involved: e.g. an unhoused
person versus a case-worker plus an AI; or a criminal versus judge plus an
AI. This has further reaching implications than just the decision situation
at hand; it touches upon democratic values and fundamental human rights
(c.f. Eubanks, 2019). Eubanks (2019) argues that “[a]utomated eligibility
systems discourage [people] from claiming public resources that they need
to survive and thrive” (p.15) - I believe that this doesn’t only count for
fully automated eligibility systems, but also for systems that supposedly
only play a marginal role in the human decision process, namely those that
supposedly only work as objective and neutral support. But, as was al-
ready mentioned in the previous section, we will get to the notion of power
dynamics in chapter 3.
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Chapter summary

Let’s start this chapter summary with the key argument that was presented
throughout sections 2.1 to 2.3: AI as decision support can have an influence
on human agents. Now, how did we get here? At the bottom line of the
presented argument lies what was introduced as the objectivity-fallacy (see
section 2.1). According to this, we can di↵erentiate between two forms of
AI as decision support: one in which AI as decision support could be framed
as working with the human agent, and another, in which it could be framed
as working against the human agent. Now, both forms of AI as decision
support can have an influence on their human users, whereby the nature
of this influence largely depends on the implementation purpose of the re-
spective AI. This implementation purpose is set by the gatekeepers behind
the respective AI. While in some contexts AI as decision support can be
found to be implemented to actively shape and influence human decisions,
there are other contexts, where AI as decision support is merely supposed
to help its human users make an objective and neutral decisions. This is
where I draw a line and di↵erentiate between intended and unintended AI
influence. In the implementation context, in which AI as decision support
can be framed to work against the human agent, I take AI influence to be
intended. In the implementation context, in which AI as decision support
can be framed to work with the human agent, I take AI influence to be more
of an unintended side-product.

Now, as was emphasised several times throughout the course of chapter
2, the remainder of thesis concentrates on unintended AI influence in deci-
sion support. Which is why the sections 2.2 and 2.3 are structured slightly
di↵erently. Section 2.2 looks at cases of intended AI influence, and directly
goes into further detail on some of the mechanisms behind intended AI in-
fluence. Whereas section 2.3 only looks at some cases of unintended AI
influence. The mechanisms behind unintended AI influence will constitute
the core of chapter 3.

As was elaborated in section 2.2, AI as decision support that has an
intended influence on its human users, can be found in a variety of di↵er-
ent areas. Examples are online shopping, online booking, or news, music
and movie recommendation. In most cases, the respective AI works along
the lines of certain mechanisms (such as nudging, manipulation, deception)
that are put into place to influence the human user’s behaviour. AI as de-
cision support can then be understood to ‘masquerade’ as decision support:
the AI supports its human user by means of nudges, manipulation, or de-
ception, in order to change the human user’s behaviour according to some
pre-defined profit. Section 2.3 then moves on to the notion of unintended
AI influence. The decision situations, in which this form of AI as decision
support can often be found to be implemented, are usually highly morally
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intricate - which is probably exactly why the AI is supposed to give the
human decision-maker a neutral and objective input. However, as the elab-
orated cases show (- some of them more than others), the human decision
can be overruled by the respective AI. As in the case of intended AI influ-
ence, there are also mechanisms behind unintended AI influence. Which is
what we will have a closer look at in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Spotlight on: unintended AI
influence

After ending the previous chapter with somewhat of a cli↵hanger, we will
now have a closer look at the mechanisms that possibly stand behind the
unintended influence AI as decision support can have on its human users.
For this, I will refer back to some of the cases of unintended AI influence
that were presented in chapter 2. To briefly refresh our memories: we had
the jurisprudence case, the face-recognition case, and the child abuse case,
which showed clearer instances of unintended AI influence. The other two
cases (i.e. housing distribution and counselling) were primarily introduced
to further emphasise the moral intricacy of the decision-situations in which
this specific form of AI as decision support can often be found to be imple-
mented. And while it is not unlikely that AI as decision support also has an
influence on its human users in these two cases, it seems that no research
has been done on this as as of yet. Which is why, for the remainder of this
thesis, most of the claims I aim to make, will refer to the cases of jurispru-
dence, face-recognition and child abuse.

Context of this thesis: this chapter can be understood as the bridge be-
tween chapters 1 and 2, and 4 and 5. The first two chapters aim to outline
the problem of AI as decision support, while the last two chapters then look
at the ethical implications of unintended AI influence. Chapter 3 lies in
the middle, and bridges the somewhat introductory and rather empirically-
oriented chapters 1 and 2, with the more philosophically-oriented nitty-
gritty of chapters 4 and 5. The first part of this chapter will (more or less)
directly pick up where we left o↵ in chapter 2. This means that, di↵erent to
the other chapters in this thesis, chapter 3 will not have an elaborate intro-
ductory part. It will, however, have a more elaborate ‘outro’ part. Which
means that the ‘bridging’ to the remainder of this thesis, largely happens
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in the second part of chapter 3.

Chapter outline

After having given a first idea on what I mean with unintended AI influence
in chapter 2, the main focus of chapter 3 lies in giving this notion some the-
oretical grounds. For this, section 3.1 will elaborate on four mechanisms,
which can be understood to lead to unintended AI influence. Section 3.1.1
will start with algorithmic appreciation, which, broadly speaking, refers to
the human user’s sentiment of preferring AI decisions over those of another
human agent. Section 3.1.2 will then turn to enchanted determinism, which
works along somewhat similar lines as algorithmic appreciation, but mainly
refers to the narrative we can often find to surround AI. Section 3.1.3 concen-
trates on epistemic trust and authority as mechanisms that possibly lead to
unintended AI influence. Hence putting the epistemic role of AI into focus.
And, last but not least, section 3.1.4 then moves on to look at the problems
of capacity, attention, attitude, and skill, which often come up in debates
around the Control Problem. However, so much be anticipated, section
3.1.4 will by-pass the Control Problem, and will set problems of capacity,
attention, attitude, and human skill directly into the context of unintended
AI influence. Each of these sections will primarily elaborate on what ex-
actly the respective phenomenon/sentiment/problem means, and will then
outline how this can be understood to be a mechanism behind unintended
AI influence. As was mentioned above, in the ‘context of this thesis’ part,
section 3.2 then functions as a bridge to chapters 4 and 5. After having
already touched upon the question how intended AI influence changes the
notion of support in chapter 2, section 3.2 will do the same for the case
of AI as decision support that has an unintended influence on its human
users. Based on the mechanisms that are outlined in section 3.1, I believe
that human users attribute a certain power to the underlying AI. Which
then changes the notion of support. The AI’s outputs are more forceful, so
to say, than they are supposed to be. This already alludes to some of the
aspects that will become more relevant throughout the following chapters.
Section 3.2 paves the way for the focus of the reminder of this thesis: the
ethical implications of unintended AI influence.

3.1 Four (possible) mechanisms behind un-
intended AI influence

Along with the lack of empirical research, we can also find a lack of the-
oretical research around unintended AI influence. If we find it di�cult to
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pinpoint unintended AI influence ‘in the wild’, it will probably be similarly
di�cult to pinpoint the reasons behind it - hence the ‘possible’ in the title
of this section. Now, I hope that in the course of this section, I will be
able to take some weight out of this ‘possible’ (- turn the ‘possible’ into
a ‘likely’, so to say). To do so, we will have a closer look at the research
around algorithmic appreciation, enchanted determinism, epistemic trust
& authority, and the problems of capacity, attention, attitude, and human
skill. As will become clear, these phenomena/sentiments/problems do not
directly address the problem of unintended AI influence. They do, however,
point in a right direction. They help make the notion of unintended AI
influence more concrete, and address some of the pressing problems that
come alongside with it. It is along these lines, that I then take algorithmic
appreciation, enchanted determinism, epistemic trust & authority, and the
problems of capacity, attention, attitude, and human skill, to be (possible)
mechanisms that can lead to unintended AI influence. They pick up on
one uniting aspect, which is that human users both consciously and uncon-
sciously project some dangerous mis-conceptions into AI. And these a↵ect
how the human user behaves in relation to that AI. In this, we need to shift
the focus from the gatekeepers behind the respective technology, to the hu-
man users. Given that these technologies are implemented to support their
human users in an objective and neutral way, the influence they can have,
is not the result of some dubious mechanisms the AI uses to change its
users behaviour. Rather, as it turns out, unintended AI influence is stirred
and perpetuated by the users themselves. But this will become more clear
throughout this section, and will also be picked up in more detail in section
3.2.

Now, where possible and reasonable, I will apply the mechanisms behind
unintended AI influence to some of the cases that were outlined in chapter
2 (see section 2.3). In this, I hope to a) give the example cases of chapter 2
the needed theoretical grounds, and b) give the theoretical grounds of this
chapter, the needed example cases.

Note: in the following sections, I often just talk about ‘AI’. With this, I
mean AI as decision support as described in section 2.3.

3.1.1 Algorithmic appreciation

Around 70 years ago, in the 1950ies, it was somewhat of a generally ‘received
wisdom’ (p.91) that human agents prefer to be judged or assessed by other
human agents rather than by an algorithm (Logg et al., 2019). It was
only around 50 years later, that researchers actually had a closer look at
this ‘received wisdom’, and started contesting this claim empirically. And
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rather unsurprisingly, they found that this ill-founded generalisation does
actually not hold for all algorithms in all decision situations. Now, in some
cases it is actually true that human agents prefer to be judged/assessed
by a fellow human agent. This phenomenon is referred to as algorithmic
aversion, and very much depends on the performance of the underlying
algorithm. As Logg et al. (2019) and Araujo et al. (2020) argue, there
are several reasons for this. One is, for example, that human agents are
found to be far less forgiving to an algorithm making a (small) mistake,
than to a human agent making a (bigger) mistake (c.f also Dietvorst et al.,
2015). Another reason is the black-box character of AI, which means that
(most) human agents can’t really look into the processings of an AI, let
alone understand them. But there are also cases, in which human agents
prefer to be judged/assessed by an AI. This is referred to as algorithmic
appreciation. A study by Araujo et al. (2020) found that for the cases of
healthcare and jurisprudence, for example, the decision of an AI is perceived
fairer than that of a human agent. A similar result holds for the belief about
risk in healthcare and jurisprudence: the decision of an AI is perceived as
less risky than that of a human agent. And more generally, “[. . . ] when
contrasting respondents’ perceptions of fairness, usefulness, and risk for the
specific decisions within media, (public) health, and justice, ADM was for
the most part seen as on par, and at times better evaluated than human
experts” (Araujo et al., 2020, p.618).

Whether a user feels algorithmic aversion or algorithmic appreciation,
largely depends on the decision context and the implementation area of the
AI(Logg et al., 2019; Araujo et al., 2020). Aspects that influence percep-
tions around algorithmic aversion or appreciation are i.a. the computation-
related knowledge of the respective human users, the awareness of possible
challenges concerning data privacy, demographics, and personal beliefs on
how fair/just AI is (Araujo et al., 2020).

Now, I believe that the unintended influence AI as decision support can
have on human agents, can be the result of algorithmic appreciation. Which
is why the remainder of section 3.1.1 will have a closer look at algorithmic
appreciation. But before we do so, it is important to note two things.
One, the mentioned study by Araujo et al. (2020) mainly concentrates on
automated decisions, rather than ‘AI recommendations’. 10 And two, the
way I understand algorithmic appreciation to be addressed in the mentioned
studies, is that the persons whom a decision is made upon, prefer this
decision to be made by an AI; algorithmic appreciation is not addressed

10For the study they conducted, Araujo et al. (2020) define ADM as follows: “auto-
mated decision-making by artificial intelligence or computers can be defined as computer
programs that can make decisions that were previously made by humans. These decisions
are made automatically by computers based on data” (p.615).
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in regard to the human user of an AI. And this ties back to the previous
point: if the studies mainly concentrate on automated decisions, there is
no human user. Now, the argument that I aim to make is that the human
user feels algorithmic appreciation. What this means, is that the results of
the mentioned study are not necessarily one-to-one applicable to the main
claim I aim to make, i.e. that the influence AI as decision support can have
on its human users, can be the result of algorithmic appreciation. However,
in relating the notion of algorithmic appreciation to machine heuristic
and automation bias, the authors underline a broader point, which, then
paves the way for a shift of algorithmic appreciation into the context of
human-AI interaction in decision support. In this, the following part of the
section can be understood to answer two questions:

1. Given that the study of Araujo et al. (2020) concentrates on algo-
rithmic appreciation in the context of automated decision, does algo-
rithmic appreciation also hold for the human users of AI as decision
support?

2. How does this relate to unintended AI influence?

So let’s start with the first question. For this, we need to have a look
at the notions of machine heuristic and automation bias. More generally,
heuristics can be understood as rules of thumb, which help human agents
navigate through the complexities of decision environments (- and for that
sake, through life more generally). Certain mechanisms or features can
trigger certain heuristics. If, for example, a human agent retrieves a piece of
information from a machine, they often believe that this piece of information
is objective and neutral. How a piece of information is conveyed, plays an
important role here: “[i]f an interface appears machine-like, then it may cue
the machine heuristic, resulting in attributions of randomness, objectivity,
and other mechanical characteristics to its performance. This may indeed
result in positive credibility judgments” (Sundar, 2008, p.83). This specific
heuristic is referred to as machine heuristic. Now, the main claim around
machine heuristic very much touches upon the objectivity-fallacy; indeed,
one could say that machine heuristic is an example of human users falling
prey to the objectivity-fallacy.11 Automation bias is related to the notion
of over-compliance (- not to be confused with over-reliance, which is related
to the attitude the human user has toward the underlying AI, and which
we will have a closer look at in section 3.1.4). In the case of human-AI
interaction, over-compliance mans that the human user incorrectly believes

11Let’s briefly recapitulate: the objectivity-fallacy works along two lines, namely i)
the problem of machine bias, and b) the gatekeepers of an AI. The notion of machine
heuristic answers to a).
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the output of the respective AI. This is also referred to as commission error.
Over-compliance often entails an AI making an error, and the human agent
believing that the erroneous AI’s output is correct (Wickens et al., 2015).
This then leads to what is understood as automation bias: “[it] refers to
the context of a decision aid that provides incorrect advice, which is then
followed inappropriately by the human user” (Wickens et al., 2015, p.729).

Now, algorithmic appreciation means that human agents have a pref-
erence for the outputs of an AI. Which, in other words, means that we
could understand algorithmic appreciation to be a sentiment that expresses
a preference. Machine heuristic and automation bias feed into this senti-
ment. Exaggeratedly, machine heuristic and automation bias point to a
human tendency to weigh whatever output an AI gives us, with gold. This,
in turn, can then lead to the sentiment of preferring AI outputs over human
‘outputs’, which is algorithmic appreciation.

What does this mean for the first question? Machine heuristic, as framed
by Sundar (2008) refers to AI in web-interfaces, which falls into the ballpark
of what I understand as decision support (see the examples in chapter 2).
Automation bias, as it is laid out by Wickens et al. (2015) actually directly
refers to the underlying ‘automation’ as a ‘decision aid that provides ad-
vice’. With this, I believe that that AI as decision support, as it is defined
in this thesis, can be understood to become the object of both machine
heuristic and automation bias. And this, in turn, means that we can take
the sentiment which results from machine heuristic and automation bias,
to also apply to AI as decision support. Even though Araujo et al. (2020)
make their case of algorithmic appreciation for automated decisions, I be-
lieve that the bottom line argument also holds for AI as decision support.
This then brings us to the other aspect that was mentioned above: both
machine heuristic and automation bias arise in the direct interaction with
an AI. Which then means that they both relate to the human user. And
this, so I believe, means that algorithmic appreciation can also relate to the
human user.

Which brings us to the second question, i.e. how this relates to unin-
tended AI influence. Based on the empirical findings of Araujo et al. (2020)
(- and Logg et al., 2019), I take it that algorithmic appreciation can lead
to human users being influenced by AI. And given the areas they looked
into within their studies (e.g. jurisprudence and healthcare), I take it that
this form of influence is largely unintended; both machine heuristic and au-
tomation bias are not triggered on purpose. Actually, rather the opposite:
because of the supposedly objective and neutral character of AI - which, as
was argued along the lines of the objectivity-fallacy, is a misconception -
human agents tend to fall prey to machine heuristic and automation bias.
And it is then because of machine heuristic and automation bias that hu-
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man agents prefer to comply with the output of the underlying AI. Even
though the AI is merely supposed to support its human users, it ends up
influencing them. The human users put too much weight on the supposedly
objective AI outputs, ‘overly appreciating’ its abilities - hence algorithmic
appreciation. As was mentioned above, I take algorithmic appreciation to
be a sentiment that results from machine heuristic and automation bias.
And the implementation purpose of AI as decision support (which is not
intended to influence human agents) gives rise to this sentiment; the AI is
implemented to support human decisions because of an alleged objectivity
and neutrality. But actually, it is this alleged objectivity and neutrality
that ends up influencing human decisions. Just take the face-recognition
case from section 2.3, which is a good example for automation bias, and
hence algorithmic appreciation. The police women and -men over-complied
with the face-recognition system: they acted upon the AI’s output, even
though that output was incorrect. The police women and -men can be said
to have fallen prey to algorithmic appreciation. They were influenced by the
respective AI - an AI which was not meant to influence them, but merely
supposed to support them in an objective and neutral way. Which makes
algorithmic appreciation a case of unintended AI influence. Or take the
jurisprudence case, which is an example for machine heuristic - an example
that is also picked up in the study by Araujo et al. (2020). The decision of
the human judge was overruled by the ‘decision’ of the AI. Similar to the
cases in Araujo et al.’s (2020) study, a possible reason behind this could be
an underlying machine heuristic. The algorithmic appreciation would then,
in this case, be the result of the human judge believing the AI’s decision to
be more neutral and objective than their own.

With this, I take it that the example cases for unintended AI influence
show how algorithmic appreciation can, in principle, find its way into AI as
decision support. Now, this does not necessarily mean that the mentioned
cases of unintended AI influence are the result of algorithmic appreciation.
Rather, it means that the unintended influence AI as decision support can
have on human agents, can be ascribed to algorithmic appreciation as one
possible source.

3.1.2 Enchanted determinism

The notion of enchanted determinism largely refers to the narrative that
can often be found to surround applications and implementations of AI -
and AI as decision support doesn’t fall short of it. Now, what does en-
chanted determinism mean? The concept itself was coined by Campolo and
Crawford (2020), which is why section 3.1.2 will mainly refer to their inter-
pretation. Campolo and Crawford (2020) define enchanted determinism as
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follows: “a discourse that presents deep learning techniques as magical, out-
side the scope of present scientific knowledge, yet also deterministic, in that
deep learning systems can nonetheless detect patterns that give unprece-
dented access to people’s identities, emotions and social character” (p.3).
In this, there are two aspects we need to look at: what does enchantment
mean in this context? And how does that play together with determinism?
Let’s start with enchantment. The way enchantment is laid out in this
specific context, somewhat points to the black-box character of many AI
technologies. Now, what exactly does this mean? Most users of AI systems
will not understand how and why an AI came to a certain output. This
touches upon the aspects of transparency and explainability, which are of-
ten mentioned in relation to ‘trustworthy AI’ (- section 3.1.3 will have a
closer look at trust in AI), and addresses one of the fundamental problems
AI is currently facing. More generally, transparency refers to the internal
workings of an AI, i.e. can we, in principle, trace back how an AI came
to a certain output; explainability usually refers to the behaviour of an AI,
i.e. why did an AI behave as it did (Mittelstadt et al., 2019). Given the
sheer complexity of machine learning algorithms, deep learning algorithms,
and neural networks, the functions that comprise such AI, are often nei-
ther comprehensible nor understandable for the regular human user (e.g. a
judge, a police women or -man, or a social worker) (Mittelstadt et al., 2019).
This AI opacity and inexplainability comprises what is often referred to as
black-box. Which, as Campolo and Crawford (2020) argue, can be found
to be an incentive for wrapping AI in a narrative that associates it with
magic.12 Just think of the first chapter of this thesis (‘Together in elec-
tric dreams...’), which emphasises the longstanding challenges around the
quest of defining AI. This in itself constitutes the perfect breeding ground
for taking AI to be something mysterious, something that exceeds human
understanding. Something superhuman. Now, Moss and Schüür (2018)
pick up on this, and draw attention to the dynamics of this ‘superhuman’-
narrative versus the actual limits of AI.13 As was argued in chapter 1, AI as
it exists now, is very limited to the tasks and areas it is designed for. An AI
(e.g. risk assessment tool) that is implemented in jurisprudence will not be
the same AI that is implemented in law enforcement (e.g. face-recognition).
Yet we often come across narratives that try to sell AI as a big and overall
problem-solver (c.f. Moss and Schüür, 2018). “The metaphors of DS/ML
tend to treat machines as somehow more than human, which is to say they
have many of the strengths of humans (intelligence, anticipation) but few of

12They mainly refer to deep learning technologies, however, given the premises of their
argument, I believe that enchanted determinism also applies to AI more generally - also
to AI as decision support.

13Also drawing attention to the fact that AI is a product of human doing.
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the weaknesses (inattention, exhaustion)” (Moss and Schüür, 2018, p.278)
- ‘DS’ meaning data science and ‘ML’ machine learning. This results in a
misleading narrative around what AI actually is, and what it can actually
do - again touching on what was argued along the lines of the objectivity-
fallacy. And this is where Campolo and Crawford (2020) bring in the notion
of determinism. They focus their argument on instances where this narra-
tive of the sublime falls into place with the actual working of the underlying
AI; when the ‘magical mystery and technical mastery’ (p.6) coincide. This
is what they define as enchanted determinism, “[. . . ] systems that are both
mystical yet profoundly accurate predictive engines [. . . ]” (Campolo and
Crawford, 2020, p.9). They name the example of DeepMind’s AlphaGo as
an example. When in 2016, Lee Sedol, then world’s best Go player, was
beaten by DeepMind’s AI AlphaGo, reports spoke of the ‘beauty, mystery,
surprise, and virtuosic genius’ (p.8) of the AI’s game; the narrative of the
sublime fell into place with the actual functionality of the system (Campolo
and Crawford, 2020). This emphasises a challenging, even dangerous para-
dox: human agents find some form of magic and enchantment in AI, while
it actually works in a most disenchanted manner, namely based on data,
functions and numbers. This dynamic of narrative and functionality can
have important implications on how we perceive AI and its risks. Campolo
and Crawford (2020) even argue that this dynamic leads to the detachment
of these systems with some of the most important and fundamental pillars
of our societies, such as the frameworks of responsibility and regulation.
This reverberates what was already argued in chapter 2, in the sense that
there seem to be great gaps in both research and regulation on unintended
AI influence; and this will also be addressed (at large) in chapter 4.

Now, let’s have a look at how enchanted determinism is related to unin-
tended AI influence. And for this, we do not have to look very far, because
Campolo and Crawford (2020) themselves somewhat touch upon enchanted
determinism as a mechanism that leads to AI influence. Based on the re-
search of Hu et al. (2019), they argue that human users have a tendency
to depend on the knowledge of the underlying AI system - especially in
high stakes decision situations. Which are exactly those decision situations
we are looking into for the notion of unintended AI influence. In this, the
main claims around enchanted determinism and algorithmic appreciation
are quite close to one another. The main di↵erence lies in the fact that en-
chanted determinism mainly concentrates on the narrative around AI, that
can lead to unintended AI influence. While for the case of algorithmic ap-
preciation it is first and foremost the resulting sentiment, which can lead to
unintended AI influence. It is along these lines, that I take the influence that
results from enchanted determinism, to be more of a socially constructed
kind, rather than an individual sentiment (- as is the case for algorithmic
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appreciation). This being said, I do, however, believe that one could ex-
pect enchanted determinism to give rise to algorithmic appreciation and
vice versa. Campolo and Crawford (2020) argue that enchanted determin-
ism “[. . . ] works to place [AI] above critical questioning, and paints them
as free from subjective human decision-making, which is discursively posi-
tioned as arbitrary and biased by comparison” (p.11). It is this setting of AI
‘above critical questioning’, which I understand to lead to the unintended
influence AI as decision support can have on human agent. And actually,
based on how enchanted determinism is laid out, it can not only be under-
stood to lead to unintended AI influence, but also to reinforce it - at least
until the respective AI stops functioning as it is supposed to. How come?
Because enchanted determinism can be understood to work circular: the
narrative and the functionality coincide, which then (probably) strengthens
the narrative, hence also strengthening the deterministic power of the AI’s
output, hence resulting in human agents to be further influenced by the
respective AI. The way the narrative around AI woos us, can then perma-
nently shape the social, structural and institutional surroundings of human
agents. “Deep learning systems do not simply reflect the world. They also
shape it, deepening and naturalizing socially contested classifications and
hierarchies and foreclosing contestation or political discussion”(Campolo
and Crawford, 2020, p.8).

Now, enchanted determinism cannot really be found to be reflected in
any of the cases presented in chapter 2. However, given that Campolo and
Crawford (2020) themselves take enchanted determinism to influence hu-
man agents in high stake decision situations, I believe that the presented
argument is not too far fetched. In this, I take it that enchanted determin-
ism can be understood to be a possible mechanism behind unintended AI
influence.

3.1.3 Epistemic trust and authority

Virtually all theories of propositional knowledge agree on knowledge to be
factive. This means that only truths can be known. It is also universally ac-
cepted that some form of epistemic justification is necessary for knowledge.
And there is also an increasing amount of agreement concerning the impor-
tance of the social dimension of knowledge. In order to apprehend what
knowledge is, a proper understanding of the social embedding of epistemic
practices is inevitable. Moreover, traditional theories of knowledge have fo-
cused on human knowledge to be understood as a mental state, e.g. a belief.
However, a more profound elaboration of how these theories, characteristics
and conditions of knowledge can be adequately ascribed to AI and other
non-human agents exceeds the scope of this section by far. For the follow-
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ing discussion, I will adopt a somewhat uncontroversial understanding of
knowledge that focuses on the above mentioned aspects: i) only facts can
be known, ii) epistemic justification is necessary for knowledge, and iii) the
social dimension of knowledge acquisition is eminently important.

Now, technologies have grown to play an increasingly important role in
both the process of acquiring knowledge and of knowing. The construct of
a human agent actively engaging with technology in order to retrieve such
knowledge can be referred to as a socio-technical epistemic system
(Simon, 2012). As Simon and Origgi (2010) argue, the way we acquire and
evaluate knowledge depends on two aspects: a) the agents we engage with (-
this also includes non-human agents), and b) the trust we have in these. In
this, the process of knowing has a fundamental social component, in which
the involved knowers mutually feed into, and feed from the knowledge that
surrounds them. AI as decision support is an example for technologies
that can be understood as engaging in knowledge-productive practices; it
is implemented to assist its human users to acquire knowledge and make
informed decisions. A human user interacting with such an AI can be
understood as socio-technical epistemic system14: the human user and the
AI each become both knowledge receivers and knowledge producers.

Trust comes to play an important role within these structures and pro-
cesses defining epistemic practices. “All [. . . ] these interactions in socio-
technical epistemic systems are based on trust: trust in other epistemic
agents [and] trust in epistemic content [. . . ]” (Simon, 2010, p.346). The
process of acquiring and mediating knowledge is embedded within a com-
plex nest of inputs given through the social environment of the human agent.
Within this social and epistemic intricacy we continuously need to decide
who to trust to know what, given the underlying circumstances. Will I trust
my colleagues to know the opening times of our university building? Yes.
Will I trust my colleagues to know how to act when we accidentally find
ourselves in a boar enclosure? Probably not. In order to know, we need
to trust; “[t]rust is a fundamental ingredient of [...] epistemic processes”
(Simon, 2010, p.346). Human agents are not able to consider all given in-
formation at all possible times in order to form the best possible decision
or action in any given situation (Burr et al., 2018). In order to come to an
informed decision and action, a human agent must trust the information she

14It is important to note that socio-technical epistemic systems are often understood
within a wider context. They usually don’t refer to the interaction of one specific tech-
nology and one specific human agent, but to a broader system of technology-human
interaction, entailing many entities on both sides. For the sake of the argument, how-
ever, I take it that socio-technical epistemic systems can also be understood to comprise
more scaled down versions. In this, a socio-technical epistemic system can then also re-
fer to the direct one-on-one interaction between one specific technology and one specific
human agent
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retrieves from the agents with whom she interacts and communicates. And
if we take the notion of socio-technical epistemic systems into consideration,
we can see that there is a shift in this human-centred ascription of epistemic
trust, and technologies grow to become the objects of human trust (Simon,
2011).

AI more generally (- not just AI as decision support) plays a funda-
mental role in dealing with the complexities of information that human
agents are confronted with in their everyday life. The speed at which AI
processes and evaluates complex information, by far exceeds that of human
agents; AI could in this sense be considered to be quite a knowledgeable
entity. “Knowledge generated by AI on the basis of ‘big data’ appears to
be more reliable and more solid since it derives from automated algorithmic
processes understood as neutral mathematical procedures” (Santoni de Sio
et al., 2021). It is in this, that we end up trusting AI; which means that we
end up trusting AI as decision support. Trust in AI in itself is not neces-
sarily something bad. Some even argue that human-AI interaction without
trust is meaningless. As was argued above, trust in ‘the other’ constitutes
a fundamental part of how human agents act and interact with one another
(c.f. also Taddeo, 2010). To infer a normative claim from the trust human
agents can have in AI, we need to di↵erentiate between justified and unjusti-
fied trust. This di↵erentiation is related to the notion of the trustworthiness
of AI. If the trustee (in this case the AI) performs the action the trustor (in
this case the human user) believes/expects it to perform because they trust
its performance and abilities, this trust is justified; if the trustee disappoints
these beliefs/expectations the trustor has concerning its performance and
abilities, then this trust is unjustified (Taddeo, 2010).

Now, the trust human agents have in AI as decision support can already
influence their decisions and actions. Just think of the trust you have in the
routes Google Maps suggests. Sometimes we even trust Google Maps more
than ourselves. Or think of the trust you have in your Email programme,
if you open a link in an Email that was not marked as spam. Now imagine
you’re a judge assessing the probability that a human agent might commit
a crime again. You’re decision is supported by an AI, which can process a
larger amount of data within a fraction of a second. Would you trust the
AI’s output?

This brings us to the notion of epistemic authority - and in the context of
human-AI interaction, to the (rather controversial) notion of algorithmic
(epistemic) authority. Algorithmic (epistemic) authority exacerbates the
influence AI can have on human agents. While the notion of algorithmic
authority mainly refers to what could be described as a trust in filters and
more generally the functionality of web services, it underlines the correla-
tion of trust and authority with regards to computational epistemic entities
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(Simon, 2010). Shirky (2009) defines the concept of algorithmic authority
as constituted by three steps:

1. Defined by an algorithm’s ability to include various information sources,
the algorithm is characterised as a basic information tool.

2. Defined by its ‘good’ performance, the algorithm is characterised as a
valuable information tool.

3. Defined by social influence (I see others trusting and using it, so why
shouldn’t I?), the algorithm is characterised as an algorithmic author-
ity.

Step three, the awareness that others ascribe trust to the respective al-
gorithmic ‘entity’, is constitutive for an AI to be seen as an algorithmic au-
thority. It is through this, that the notions of trust and social influence come
to define what could be understood as a non-institutional, non-personal au-
thority, but technology-centred authority. As is noted by Simon (2010),
the concept of algorithmic authority is descriptive, and has not (yet) been
normatively assessed. However, as mentioned above, it shows how trust
and authority can relate to one another outside the realm of human-human
interaction. Human agents trust AI because, on two minor levels, it has the
ability to include various data sources, and it seems to be e�cient in doing
what it is meant to do15, and, on a more important level, it is implemented
and actually widely trusted and used by many others. The trust I observe
others having in AI, coupled with the influence this has on the way I myself
evaluate the respective AI, leads to my own trust in this AI. The trust hu-
man agents ascribe to AI on a more general level, results in the authority
human agents seem to ascribe to AI on a narrower, individual level. And
this dynamic of trust and authority, I take, can lead to unintended AI in-
fluence. Which then means that the unintended influence AI can have on
human agents, can be of epistemic nature. This very much touches upon
the notion of enchanted determinism, where Campolo and Crawford (2020)
argue along the lines of Hu et al. (2019), that human agents can be found
to have a tendency to lean on the ‘knowledge’ of AI systems - especially in
high stakes decision situations.

Now, take the child abuse protection example from chapter 2. Based
on the information Timothy Byrne (the case worker) had, he decided not
to flag the respective case as high risk. But when the AI gave the case
a risk score of 19 out of 20, this overruled the human decision. Byrne
and his supervisor flagged the case as high risk, and marked it for further
investigation. Now, I believe that this case of an AI overruling the decision

15This also touches upon the claims made in introducing the objectivity-fallacy in
chapter 2.
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of its human user, could be understood to be the result of the epistemic
trust and authority. Bryne trusted the ‘knowledge’ of the respective AI.
Based on the fact that the Allegheny County O�ce of Children, Youth,
and Families probably already used the system before this specific case,
and based on the supposition that the system seemed to function as it was
supposed to, it could be understood to have become some sort of epistemic
(algorithmic) authority. Which then lead to Bryne and his supervisor to
be influenced by the respetive AI; Byrne’s decision was overruled based on
epistemic grounds.

And the way some government agencies in the US can be found to imple-
ment certain AI systems, is another example for algorithmic authority: the
2018 report from the AI Now Institute shows that some states more or less
blindly follow other states when choosing what AI systems to implement for
specific tasks. “Many states simply pick an assessment tool used by another
state, trained on that other state’s historical data, and then apply it to the
new population, thus perpetuating historical patterns of inadequate fund-
ing and support” (AI Now Institute, 2018, p.7). Following the presented
argument, we could say that, on a more general level, the mentioned as-
sessment tools have grown to become algorithmic (epistemic) authorities.
Which then, as was argued, leads to the influence these assessment tools
can have on their human users on a more individual level. The ascription of
algorithmic (epistemic) authority leads to trust leads to lead to unintended
AI influence.

3.1.4 Capacity, attention, attitude, human skill

Due to the increasing automation of many of the processes that define the
decision-making environments in which human agents collaborate with AI,
the assumed roles of human agents and AI are becoming distorted. Bain-
bridge picked up this problem in her 1983 paper with the telling title ‘The
ironies of automation’. She states that:

“[. . . ] if decisions can be fully specified then a computer can
make them more quickly, taking into account more decisions
and using more accurately specified criteria than a human op-
erator can. There is therefore no way that the human oper-
ator can check in real-time that the computer is following its
rules correctly. One can therefore only expect the operator to
monitor the computer’s decisions on some meta-level, to decide
whether the computer’s decisions are ‘acceptable’”(Bainbridge,
1983, p.131).

But what consequences does this have for human-AI interaction? Growing
automation implies a shift as to how human users perceive AI; and this shift
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can lead to these human users being influenced by the respective AI. It is
along these lines that Zerilli et al. (2019) introduce the Control Prob-
lem. They argue that with growing automation also comes a tendency
of human users to “[. . . ] become complacent, over-reliant or unduly di�-
dent when faced with the outputs of a reliable autonomous system” (Zerilli
et al., 2019, p.556). With this, they emphasise three challenges that arise
in human-AI interaction, all of which, so I argue, can be understood to lead
to unintended AI influence. These challenges are: human capacity, human
attention, human attitude, and currency of human skills. Now, before we
have a closer look at these, it is important to note that while elaborating
on the challenges that amount to the Control Problem, I will not go deeper
into the Control Problem itself. The reason behind this is that chapter 4
(- and more precisely, section 4.2) will elaborate on the notion of control
in a di↵erent context. In bypassing the actual Control Problem, so to say,
I hope to avoid the anticipation and confusion of some of the arguments
that I aim to present in the remainder of this thesis. This means that I
will elaborate on the challenges that comprise the Control Problem, but
instead of then going into the Control Problem itself, I will divert to the
notion of unintended AI influence. However, so much be said, the Control
Problem itself very much touches upon what I understand as (unintended)
AI influence.

So let’s start with the capacity problem. The main aspect behind the
capacity problem refers to the unequal abilities to process information in
human agents compared to AI (Zerilli et al., 2019). In this, the capacity
problem was already touched upon in the previous section (3.1.3), when
describing the correlation of knowledge and trust. The capacity problem
can be understood to be a result of what is often referred to as bounded ra-
tionality. Which, broadly speaking, means that human cognition is limited,
and that based on this, human agents do not always have the capabilities
to act perfectly rational (c.f. Wheeler, 2020). As mentioned in the intro-
duction to Chapter 2, a human judge would take much longer to go through
the data of a particular case than an AI would. The same holds for policing
and face-recognition. It would take a human police woman or -man much
longer to manually check in a database whether a person on the street is
actually a wanted criminal. Face-recognition technologies have the ability
to match the facial features within seconds, at least in principle. “Humans
are often at a severe epistemic disadvantage vis-à-vis the systems they are
tasked with supervising” (Zerilli et al., 2019, p.560). And this then leads to
a tendency of human agents to align their decisions with the output of the
respective AI (Zerilli et al., 2019).

Next up, the attentional problem. A good example for how automa-
tion can mess with human attention is in autonomous driving. When a
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human driver does not pay attention to the happenings in and outside an
autonomous car, then it becomes increasingly di�cult for them to take over
in a case of emergency (Zerilli et al., 2019). We might know similar prob-
lems from our own experience, e.g. with navigating around a city with
versus without Google Maps. Following around the suggested routes by
Google Maps can lead to a form of attention loss. If we then find ourselves
in the situation that our phone runs out of battery, we are quite likely to
get lost, because we didn’t pay attention to where we went. In this, Zerilli
et al. (2019) argue that automation can have important implications on the
situation awareness of human agents. Which means that automation can
lead to a human agent no longer being able to understand the underlying
situation and the factors that define, or lead to that situation.

Another problem is the attitude human agents can be found to develop
towards AI; Zerilli et al. (2019) refer to this as the attitudinal problem.
With growing automation, human agents can often be found to be less in-
volved in the action that results from the respective construct of human-AI
interaction; they over-rely on the underlying system (Zerilli et al., 2019).
If human users do not expect the underlying AI to fail, there’s a danger of
them becoming complacent (Wickens et al., 2015; Zerilli et al., 2019). As
was already alluded to in section 3.1.1, the attitudinal problem and hence
the problem of over-reliance, are related to automation bias, which was men-
tioned along the lines of algorithmic appreciation. To briefly recapitulate:
automation bias can come through over-compliance, meaning that a human
agent falsely believes that an erroneous AI output is actually correct. Now,
the more reliable a system is said to be, the more complacent the respective
human user becomes. And this, then again, touches upon the notion of
epistemic (algorithmic) authority: based on the argument presented in sec-
tion 3.1.3, over-reliance can be understood to be one of the reasons leading
to an AI becoming an epistemic (algorithmic) authority.

The last problem (Zerilli et al., 2019) (2019) mention as a result of in-
creasing automation, is the currency problem. It addresses the decline
of human skills, if they not used or trained more or less continuously. And
again, this problem might be familiar from own experience: just think of
how, before smartphone-times, we knew (a remarkable amount, actually)
of phone numbers by heart. Since the arrival of the smartphone, however,
many of us will have, at least somewhat, lost this skill of memorising phone
numbers, because it’s is just so convenient and easy to have them in your
phone. As Zerilli et al. (2019) cite Bainbridge, “[With regard to cogni-
tive skills] e�cient retrieval of [process] knowledge from long-term memory
depends on frequency of use[. . . ]” (p.561; and p.775 in Bainbridge, 1983).
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Small detour: responsibility gaps

The Control Problem, and hence the problems of human capacity, human
attention, human attitude, and human skill, are often mentioned in the con-
text of so-called responsibility-gaps. And while the second part of chapter
4 is dedicated to the question of responsibility in human-AI interaction, it
would be deceitful to not briefly mention the problem of responsibility-gaps
here. Very much along the lines of chapters 2 and 3, Matthias (2004) ar-
gues that AI can have notable advantages (e.g. information acquisition,
information processing speed, etc.) over their human users. This implies
an important change in the moral and legal expectations we can and should
have towards human-AI interaction. In this, Matthias (2004) introduces
the notion of responsibility gaps. He argues that neither machine nor hu-
man user/operator can be held responsible for the respective action.16 And
Nyholm (2017) emphasises a similar point in arguing for what he coins
responsibility-loci in human-robot collaborations. Whether or not a human
agent can be understood to have control over a system, has important im-
plications for the ascription of responsibility. Nyholm seems to press for the
responsibility of human agents in such collaborations, but he also concedes
that cases that fall into the realms of the Control Problem create responsi-
bility gaps.

But let’s get back to the four problems mentioned above (the capacity
problem, the attentional problem, the attitudinal problem, and the currency
problem). How do these relate to unintended AI influence? My main claim
is that way these problems change how human agents behave in human-
AI interaction, can lead to unintended AI influence. The capacity problem
underlines the disparity of human cognitive abilities to AI’s processing abil-
ities. Taking this di↵erence into consideration, it could lead to the human
user being influenced by the supposed ‘knowledge’ of the respective AI. And
as was mentioned before, this is very much in line with what was argued
in section 3.1.3. The alleged ‘knowledge’-superiority of the AI triggers the
human user to be influenced. The attentional problem is more a problem of
awareness and consciousness in human-AI interaction - at least this is what
I understand it to be. If a human user does not pay attention to the under-
lying situation, this can lead to them being influenced to just follow the AI’s
line of action, instead of their own, and hence being influenced by the AI’s
output. In other words, the attention-superiority of the AI leads to the hu-
man user being influenced. The attitudinal problem, which is characterised
by the over-reliance human agents have in AI, can lead to complacency with

16In his argument, Matthias focuses on machines that make decisions autonomously,
without human intervention.
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the respective AI. Which can then, in turn, lead to them more or less blindly
accepting the AI’s outputs as unfailable, hence adapting their decision to
the AI and being influenced by it. The currency problem itself does not
necessarily directly lead to unintended AI influence, so I believe. However,
it is closely related to the other three problems: if a human agent looses
their skill because they no longer use/train it in an underlying human-AI
interaction, then this can have consequences on the attention, attitude and
capacity of the respective human user. Hence, again, ending up in the AI
influencing the human user.

In this, I take it that the four problems Zerilli et al. (2019) introduce
as amounting to the Control Problem, can lead to unintended AI influence.
As one might notice, the capacity problem, the attentional problem, the
attitudinal problem, and the currency problem all at least somewhat pick
up on notions that were addressed throughout sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.4; they
round up some of the claims that were made around the previously men-
tioned mechanisms. Agrawal et al. (2019) underline this, and emphasise the
connectedness of the notion of authority to the loss of human control. Very
much building on the capacity problem, the attentional problem, the attitu-
dinal problem, and the currency problem, they argue that human agents can
be found to ‘allocate decision authority’ to the respective AI (p.5). And, as
was argued, epistemic trust & authority are also very much related to algo-
rithmic appreciation. Which, then again, is very much related to enchanted
determinism. Now, what all of this means, is that the mechanisms that lead
to unintended AI influence, are strongly connected to one another. And if
these mechanisms feed into each other, I believe that this perpetuates and
strengthens the unintended influence AI can have on human agents.

Summary: unintended AI influence

Now, before moving on to section 3.2, let’s summarise the main arguments
presented around unintended AI influence, as this will be the topic the
remainder of this thesis will concentrate on. For this, we will not only
look at chapter 3, but we will also need to go back to section 2.3 from the
previous chapter. The main claim I hope to have conveyed, is that AI can
have an influence on its human users, and that, given the implementation
purpose of some specific forms of AI as decision support, this influence can
be understood to be unintended. As was argued in the first part of chapter
2 (see 2.2), there are decision situations, in which the AI is implemented
to actively shape its human users behaviour. For the chapters to come,
we will put this specific form of AI as decision support aside, and shift
the focus on decision situations, in which AI is implemented to support its
human users in a neutral and objective way. As was shown with example
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cases in jurisprudence, law enforcement, and child care, this specific form
of AI as decision support can also be found to have an influence on its
human users. Now, these decision situations are highly morally intricate,
which means that it would be desirable if these systems were not to influence
their human users with racial, socio-economic, or gender-related biases. And
actually, this is probably one of the reasons these systems are implemented:
to avoid human biases and make decisions more neutral and fair. Hence
the view that this AI influence is unintended. Unintended AI influence
can be triggered by di↵erent mechanisms, four of which were elaborated
throughout section 3.1. The first one of these we looked into was algorithmic
appreciation. Algorithmic appreciation is a sentiment human agents feel in
preferring the outputs (or decisions) of an AI over those of human agents.
This can be the result of automation bias or machine heuristic, both of which
largely answer to the objectivity-fallacy. The second (possible) mechanism
we looked into, was enchanted determinism. This mainly takes the narrative
around AI to be one of the reasons why its outputs can have an influence
on its human users. Algorithmic appreciation and enchanted determinism
are closely related to one another, and also touch upon the third (possible)
mechanism behind unintended AI influence: epistemic trust & authority.
Simply put, this focuses on the role AI has grown to play in epistemic
practices. Based on this role, I argue that AI can be understood to be
an algorithmic (epistemic) authority, which can influence the behaviour of
its human users. The fourth and last mechanism we looked into was the
problems of capacity, attention, attitude, and human skill. These address
aspects of a supposed superior AI ‘knowledge’, the loss of human attention
and skill, and over-reliance; they largely touch upon the claims presented
in the other three mechanisms, and in this, so I believe, also amount to
unintended AI influence.

With this, I hope to have been able to give the claim of unintended AI
influence some empirical and theoretical grounds throughout chapters 2 and
3. As was already mentioned several times, I understand that some of the
claims I make are somewhat wobbly. Above all, I blame this on the lack
of research done around this topic. As was already alluded to in section
2.3, the unintended influence AI as decision support can have on its human
users, can cause great harm, especially for the person whom a decision is
made upon (- remember that the decisions that result from the interaction
with these systems usually relate to someone other than the user them-
selves). The remainder of this thesis will have a closer look at the ethical
implications of unintended AI influence, and will introduce an approach,
which, so I hope, will help address some of these ethical implications in the
light of unintended AI influence. In this, we will now start our deep-dive
into unintended AI influence.
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3.2 Unintended AI influence and the notion
of support

Section 3.2 will already give some hints on the directions of the main claims
that will be presented in the next chapters; it can be understood as a sort
of preparation of what is to come in chapters 4 and 5. Now, tying back to
chapter 2, the way the respective gatekeepers lay out support, is constitutive
for what form of AI as decision support a human user is confronted with.
Chapter 2 (section 2.2) already touched upon the question of how intended
AI influence changes the notion of support. Which leaves us to ask how
unintended AI influence changes the notion of support.

To answer this question, let’s briefly recapitulate. For both intended
and unintended AI influence, there are mechanisms which lead to the AI
influencing its human user. Depending on the underlying form of AI as
decision support, these mechanisms can have di↵erent origins, and they can
take various forms. In the case of intended AI influence, these mechanisms
are intentionally set into place by an external entity, i.e. the gatekeepers
behind the respective AI: in nudging, for example, it might be that the
AI plays with the human users conformity-bias. It is in this, that I speak
of the AI masquerading as support: the AI uses certain mechanisms that
supposedly support their human users to make decisions, while actually,
these mechanisms work to influence the human users decision. The AI
somewhat pretends to be a neutral and objective decision support - hence
also the idea that the AI masquerades as decision support. In the case of
unintended AI influence, these mechanisms are largely brought forth by the
human user. Take the example of algorithmic appreciation. Both machine
heuristic and automation bias are largely a result of the human users view
on the AI; there is no external entity that puts them into place to prompt
the AI to influence its human users. The AI is implemented to neutrally
and objectively support the decisions of its human users - support is laid
out as actual support. But this is where unintended AI influence enters
the picture: while the AI is implemented to support the human user, the
mechanisms behind unintended AI influence change this notion of support.

Now, to have a closer look at this, it might render useful to go back
to the original definition of AI as decision support, which was presented
in chapter 1. If we recall, I take AI as decision support it to be ‘data-
driven technologies that automate human-centred practices in such a way,
that the human agent is meaningfully involved in the decision process’. In
other words, AI as decision support has to allow for human agency; the
AI does not make decisions on its own. The outputs, with which the AI
supports its human user are predictions of instances or events that might
happen. “Prediction is when you use information you do have to produce
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information you do not have” (Agrawal et al., 2019, p.1). This prediction
then constitutes the ‘might’ the human user is confronted with: x might
happen, and it is so and so likely/unlikely that it will/won’t. These ‘mights’
are supposed to help the human user navigate through the complexities
of the underlying decision situations. This holds for both forms of AI as
decision support. Think of intended AI influence: the AI supports the
human users decisions with e.g. books, flights, and music that they might
like. And in being able to predict what the human user might like, the
respective AI then nudges, manipulates, or deceives them to change their
behaviour according to a pre-defined profit (c.f. chapter 2). In this, for
the case of intended AI influence, the ‘mights’ the AI gives the human user
are not really neutral and objective (- which brings us back to how we
came to the notion of intended AI influence). As for the case of unintended
influence: the AI supports the human users decision with e.g telling them
whether someone might might commit suicide, or someone might be eligible
for social housing, or someone might be suspected criminal. In being able
to predict the likeliness of specific events to happen, the AI supports the
decision of its human user. Now, in the case of unintended AI influence,
these ‘mights’ are supposed to be neutral and objective - which, as we know
from the objectivity-fallacy (section 2.1), is not necessarily the case. And
this brings us back to the notion of support : I believe that the mechanisms
that lead to unintended AI influence take this important ‘might’-character
away from the AI’s outputs. Hence also changing the notion of support
for this case of AI as decision support. “[P]redictions assume the power of
agency that we attribute to them. If blindly followed, the predictive power
of algorithms turns into a self-fulfilling prophecy - a prediction becomes
true simply because people believe in it and act accordingly” (Nowotny,
2021, p.4). Now, I believe that this ‘power that we attribute’ to an AI’s
‘mights’ is largely steered by the mechanisms that stand behind unintended
AI influence. Or, in other words, the mechanisms that lead to unintended
AI influence, result in the AI’s ‘mights’ and the thereto related notion of
support becoming more powerful than they are supposed to be.17

Take enchanted determinism, for example. If a human agent is wooed
by an AI’s supposed ‘magic’ and ‘sublime’, this can have important impli-
cations on how human agents perceive what the respective AI can or cannot

17Of course, the notion of power is also relevant for the case of intended AI influence.
However, because of the underlying implementation purpose, the dynamics here are very
di↵erent to the case of AI as decision support that has an unintended influence on its
human users. Based on the mechanisms that stand behind intended AI influence, the
power of the AI, so to say, is not (somewhat innocently) attributed to it by the human
user. Rather, the AI works with certain mechanisms to achieve this power attribution.
And this then plays into the power of the influence the respective AI has on its human
user.
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do. It is in this, that I believe that enchanted determinism can take away
the ‘might’ character the AI’s outputs should initially have. The narrative
around AI can change a weaker ‘might’ into a stronger ‘might’. It gives it
more power, hence changing the underlying notion of support. A similar
case holds for algorithmic appreciation. If a human user prefers to com-
ply with the output of an AI rather than their own, it seems reasonable
to believe that the human user ascribes more power to the AI’s output,
than to their own. The human user leans on the sentiment of the AI being
somewhat better or superior to themselves. This is largely because of the
misconceptions that were outlined along the lines of the objectivity-fallacy.
Similar to the case of enchanted determinism, I believe that the sentiment,
which underlies algorithmic appreciation, makes the outputs of the underly-
ing AI stronger than just mere ‘mights’. The support becomes too powerful
to still be seen as support. And (- rather unsurprisingly) epistemic trust &
authority work in a similar way. As was argued, the epistemic trust and
authority human agents can be found to ascribe to AI, are a result of the
supposed ‘knowledge’ the AI has. This view largely depends on the pro-
cessing abilities of AI, which by far exceed those of its human users; the AI
becomes an algorithmic (epistemic) authority. And the notion of authority
alone already leaves us to believe that there is more to an AI’s outputs than
support. Along the lines of algorithmic (epistemic) authority, I believe that
the respective outputs become too powerful to still be understood as mere
‘mights’. The same holds for the problems of human capacity, attention,
attitude, and skill: they all answer to some sort of shortcoming in the hu-
man user, which is then cushioned or filled out by the respective AI. It is
in this that the AI can be understood ‘to do better’ than the human user.
The AI’s output becomes more powerful than that of the supposedly less
capable human user. Which, as above, then takes away the idea of the
respective AI’s outputs to be mere ‘mights’; support changes in meaning.
Additionally, as was argued above, the problems of human capacity, atten-
tion, attitude, and skill are strongly related to the other mechanisms that
lead to unintended AI influence (c.f. Agrawal et al.. In their relatednedness
to some of the main claims of the other mechanisms, they also reverberate
much of the notion that the AI’s ‘mights’ become more powerful than they
are supposed to be.

The mechanisms behind unintended AI influence lead to the outputs
being placed above those of the human user - be it for beliefs of objectivity
and neutrality, or more subtle biases and sentiments. In this, I take it that
the mechanisms behind unintended influence make AI as decision support
more powerful than it is supposed to be; they change the notion of support.
For reasons that will become more evident throughout chapter 4, one could
almost say that the AI becomes somewhat ‘forceful’. And this highlights one
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of the main problems that underlies unintended AI influence: it challenges
the more general set-up of human-AI interaction. It changes how we view AI
as decision support, and it changes the dynamics of these forms of human-AI
interaction. If the mechanisms behind unintended AI influence make the AI
more powerful than it is supposed to be, then this distorts the roles that we
suppose for the human user and the role we suppose for the respective AI.
The power human users attribute to the underlying AI, can have a direct
impact on the course of their decisions and actions. The ‘mights’ that the
AI predicts, turn into a more powerful prediction not of what might happen,
but of what will probably happen - touching upon Nowotny’s (2021) idea
of these predictions becoming self-fulfilling prophecies. “[P]redictions are
obviously about the future, but they act directly on how we behave in the
present” (Nowotny, 2021, p.5).

Now, what does this mean for how we perceive and evaluate the decisions
and actions that result from such constructs of human-AI interaction? If a
human judge is enchanted by the supposed abilities of an AI, and sees some
form of superiority in it, can we then still take them to be able to see AI as
decision support? Can they still be understood to be meaningfully involved
in the respective decision situation? And what if it is no longer just the
human judge who is involved in that decision situation? What implications
does this have for human-human interaction?

Taking stock: the main takeaways of chapters 1, 2 and
3

Before we move on to the philosophical nitty-gritty, let’s have a brief look
at some of the key arguments that have been presented so far.

This thesis concentrates on AI as decision support. Which means that
AI is implemented to help its human users make decisions. These constructs
of human-AI interaction are laid out in such a way, that the human user is
meaningfully involved in the underlying decision situation. If that weren’t
the case, we would speak of automated action; the AI would be the deciding
and acting entity. However, the influence AI can have on its human users,
challenges this view of mere support. The objectivity-fallacy functions as
the starting point of this claim: AI as decision support is not necessarily im-
plemented to actually support its human users. Sometimes it can be found
to masquerade as such, and in this steer human decisions and actions. This
form of AI as decision support leads us to the notion of intended AI in-
fluence. Behind this intended AI influence, there are di↵erent mechanisms
at work (e.g. AI nudges, AI manipulation, AI deception), which lead to
the human user being influenced by the respective AI. The decisions and
actions that result from this intended AI influence usually directly concern
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the human users themselves. Now, there is also another form of AI as deci-
sion support, one which is implemented to actually support human decisions
in an ‘objective’ and ‘neutral’ way. The decisions and actions that result
from such constructs of human-AI interaction, are usually other-regarding,
which means that the decisions and actions usually do not concern the per-
son that is directly involved in the interaction with the AI. As it turns out,
this form of AI as decision support can also influence its human users. This
influence is not intended, but rather an unwanted by-product of the under-
lying interaction, i.e. unintended AI influence. This form of AI decision
support, and this form of AI influence are the main focus of this thesis.
Similar to the case of intended AI influence, there are also mechanisms that
lead to unintended AI influence, i.e. algorithmic appreciation, enchanted
determinism, epistemic trust & authority, and the capacity problem, the
attentional problem, the attitudinal problem, and the currency problem.
These mechanisms lead to the human users ascribing a certain power to the
AI - one which, given the implementation purpose of this specific form of AI
as decision support, it is not supposed to have. This, exaggeratedly, means
that the AI can be understood to have the ‘upper hand’ in the decisions
and actions that result from these forms of human-AI interaction. Which,
then again, changes the way we can and should understand support in these
cases. Now, based on this, we have to ask what implications this has for
the way we usually characterise these forms of human-AI interaction. And
this brings us to the promised philosophical nitty-gritty. If we take into
consideration in what kinds of areas this specific form of AI as decision
support can often found to be implemented, unintended AI influence be-
comes especially problematic. The underlying decision situations are often
morally highly intricate, and they can have far-reaching consequences for
the person the respective decisions are made upon; in some cases, they are
life-changing decisions, even decisions of life and death. And the output of
an AI can change the course of such decisions. Which is why unintended
AI influence is a pressingly important problem that has to be addressed.
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Chapter 4

The decision-point-dilemma:
what unintended AI influence
means for human decisions and
actions

As was already touched upon in the introduction of chapter 2, human agents
are characterised as social entities, formed and defined through their social
surroundings; we observe statements and actions of other people, which
then influence our own communication and action processes. There are two
categories of social influence, one motivated through information, the other
through peer pressure (Sunstein and Thaler, 2008). Both are characterised
by human-human interaction. They shape the way human agents think
and act in certain surroundings and under certain circumstances. In this
regard, criticism towards the influence AI has on human agents often seems
to dissolve into the structures of basic human-human interaction: why would
the influence AI has on human agents be fundamentally more challenging
than the influence human agents have on one another?

With approaching human agents as ‘natural’ and easy prey to external
influence, important ethical implications are brushed under the carpet. The
mere acknowledgement of the sociality and contextual embeddedness of hu-
man agents does not exempt us from the need to analyse and evaluate these
new forms of influence - especially when considering the implications this
influence has on some of the fundamental structures of our society, such as
the ascription of responsibility. We should not and cannot try to explain
away the influence AI has on human agents. Rather, we need to emphasise
that there is an important challenge here, which does not only touch on the
design and implementation of AI, but also the way human agents perceive
and characterise both AI and human-AI interaction.
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As was already mentioned several times throughout the previous chap-
ters, relatively little research has gone into the notion of unintended AI
influence. Now, as one can imagine, similarly little research has gone into
the implications of unintended AI influence - and this is problematic on
many levels. As was mentioned in chapter 2, AI (- and here I mean AI
more generally, not just AI as decision support) is often poised with prob-
lems of machine bias (c.f. objectivity-fallacy). Paired with challenges of
explainability and transparency (c.f. section3.1.2), one can already question
the general ‘fitness’ of AI systems. Unintended AI influence amplifies and
exacerbates these concerns; it results in the inability to draw an important
line between the point where human ‘processing’ ends, and AI processing
starts. And if we can’t determine who or what makes a decision, how can we
ascribe responsibilities for the respective action? Or to give this a more bit-
ter taste: if we can’t determine who or what made racially biased decision,
how can we ascribe responsibility for the respective racially biased action?
As will be argued, the ability to determine decision points is important for
how we, as human agents, evaluate actions. A decision point characterises
whether or not someone or something can be responsible for the respective
action. Now, what exactly a decision point is, and how it connects to the
ascription of responsibility, will become clear throughout the course of this
chapter.

Chapter outline

The core arguments of chapter 4 are as follows: i) unintended AI influence
does not allow for an appropriate determination of decision points, and ii)
this has important implications for the ascription of responsibility for the
respective action. Both arguments are presented in two steps. Section 4.1
introduces the decision-point-dilemma. According to this, it is not the hu-
man user alone, who forms a decision, but human user and AI together. Who
or what comes to a certain decision becomes inseparable, and the underly-
ing decision point is unclear. This has important implications for how we
usually characterise and evaluate actions that are the result from human-AI
interaction. Now, to substantiate this, the first part of 4.1 outlines a con-
tinuum of decision points. With this, I aim to show what we usually expect
from the di↵erent roles that are involved in human-AI interaction. Based on
this, the second part of section 4.1, pins down the decision-point-dilemma.
The decision-point-dilemma leads us to believe that our characterisation of
human-AI is fundamentally flawed. This brings us to section 4.2, which
sheds some light on the implications of the decision-point-dilemma. With
linking Aristotle’s notion of praise- and blameworthiness to the notion of
decision points, I aim to show that there is a problem with how we ascribe
responsibility in constructs of human-AI interaction. And while it might
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seem far fetched to fall back on ancient philosophy to make a point con-
cerning human-AI interaction, Aristotle’s take on praise- and blameworthi-
ness brings into focus the challenges posed by the decision-point-dilemma.
If we cannot determine a human decision point in constructs of human-AI
interaction, we cannot hold the human user responsible for the respective
action. Overall and more generally, the structure of chapter 4 can be be
said to delineate circumstances as we would usually expect them to be (i.e.
decision and action situations, and the ascription of responsibility), followed
by an argument on how unintended AI influence does not allow for these
expectations to hold.

Context of thesis: after having established where unintended AI influence
could possibly come from in chapter 3, chapter 4 turns to the ethical impli-
cations of unintended AI influence. The main focus here lies on the claim
that our characterisation of human-AI interaction is fundamentally flawed.
Taking into consideration that the decision-situations, in which AI as de-
cision support can often be found to be implemented, are usually highly
morally intricate (see example cases in chapter 2), we need to have a closer
look at what exactly unintended AI influence means for these decision situ-
ations. Chapter 5 then aims to suggest a theoretical framework that allows
to appropriately grasp human action that is the result of unintended AI
influence in human-AI interaction.

Note for the remainder of this thesis: when speaking of AI, I refer to
AI as decision support. And unless indicated di↵erently, when speaking of
‘AI influence’, I refer to unintended AI influence.

4.1 From human decision to fully automated
decision: the loophole of decision points
in human-AI interaction

Let’s have look at two scenarios: one, considering human-AI interaction as
it is usually characterised (i.e. in disregard of AI influence), and the other,
considering human-AI interaction in view of unintended AI influence. The
first scenario more or less reflects what AI as decision support is actually
intended to do (see chapter 1): the AI is supposed to find a subject that
best matches a specific set of decision-criteria (e.g. ‘which child is in danger
of abuse?’ ‘which person is most eligible for social housing?’, ‘how likely is it
that a person will commit another crime?’, etc.), while the actual decision
and the according action are left with the human user; the human user
makes meaningful decisions and acts accordingly Zerilli et al. (2019). Such
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constructs of human-AI interaction then entail three agents:

1. The AI: the information-giver

2. The human user: decides and acts

3. A third party: human agent, whom the decision is made upon

Again: the human user decides whether or not to take the AI’s output into
consideration, and acts accordingly - the human user is the deciding and
acting entity.

Successful examples for where this actually works, can be found in
healthcare, where the implementation of decision support systems is already
widely regulated. Here, “most jurisdictions do not allow these algorithms
to be the final decision-maker. Instead, they are mostly used as a screening
tool or as an aid to diagnosis” (Lysaght et al., 2019, p.300). The separation
of who or what plays what exact role in a decision situation is set through
a legal frame. However, in terms of such a fixated separation of tasks and
responsibilities, healthcare appears to be an exception. And this is prob-
lematic. If not fixated by some regulative frame, the unintended influence
these systems can have on their human users, makes it very di�cult to dif-
ferentiate between what the AI should do versus what it does, and what
the human users should do versus what they do. Unintended AI influence
blurs the lines where exactly human ‘processing’ ends and AI processing
starts. The informative role the AI is supposed to play in these constructs
of human-AI interaction, fades in the influence that it has on the decision of
the human user. Human user and AI become an interactive compound, and
who or what comes to the decision behind a certain action, is unclear.18

This then changes the structure of human-AI interaction, and it appears
that the decisions no longer entail three, but two entities:

1. An interactive compound of human and AI: decides and acts

2. A third party: human agent, whom the decision is made upon.

With this, we loose the sense for both socially and technologically speci-
fied decision and action roles, which we usually expect within constructs of
human-AI interaction.

18This problem has already gotten some - yet, very little - attention: the Wisconsin
Supreme Court, for example, warns its judges of possible over-reliance on the imple-
mented risk assessment tools (Zerilli et al., 2019). How well this works, has not yet been
empirically assessed. And, as mentioned before, there are, at least up until now, no
regulatory frames that bind institutions, companies or individuals, who implement such
systems, to take into account this unintended AI influence.
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Now, there are certain moral and legal assumptions that are connected
to the di↵erent entities involved in human-AI interaction. In a decision sit-
uation, in which it is possible to discern three separate entities, it is more
straightforward to assume decision and action roles, and define according
expectations and responsibilities. But in a decision situation, in which hu-
man users are influenced by the used AI, it becomes increasingly di�cult
to determine whether the respective human decision is the result of unin-
tended AI influence, or whether it is actually the result of the decision of the
human user. If human agent and AI become an interactive compound, this
confounds the expectations we have towards constructs of human-AI inter-
action, and defers the individual roles that comprise the respective decision
situations; it challenges the way we would usually characterise human-AI
interaction. And this then has important implications on some of the funda-
mental structures that define the social fabric or our societies. In introduc-
ing the decision-point-dilemma, sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 aim to substantiate
these claims.

But before delving into the definition and clarification of ‘decision points’,
it is important to mention that there are other notions in research on human-
machine interaction, that do not see this inseparability of human agent and
underlying technology as problematic. Research on social machines for
instance doesn’t draw a line between the underlying technology and hu-
man agent. Quite to the contrary, as Shadbolt et al. (2019) (2019) argue.
Social machines should not be understood as literal machines. Rather,
they are forms of human sociality that are expressed through, or are re-
lated to a machine. Crowdsourcing, social networks (e.g. Facebook) and
web-based co-creation (e.g. Wikipedia) are examples for such social ma-
chines. Here, human agents are not mere users or input-givers, but active
participants. Shadbolt et al. (2019) (2019) view this specific construct of
human-technology interaction as rather positive, and argue that it bears
many opportunities: “[. . . ] no-one knows everything, but everyone knows
something” (Shadbolt et al., 2019, p.6). Now, some forms of AI as decision
support, which have an intended influence on their human users might have
some overlaps with such social machines. However, I believe that AI as
decision support that has an unintended influence on its human users, is
quite di↵erent to such social machines.

4.1.1 A continuum of decision points

As will be shown through the outline of a continuum of decision points,
constructs of human-AI interaction are usually characterised by a human
decision point. With this, I take it that we understand the human user to be
in the role of the deciding and acting entity. In defining three relevant set-
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ups of decision situations and pinning down the respective decision points, I
hope to emphasise the expectations we usually have towards human agents
and towards AI.

But first things first: because the notion of decision points is not a
term that is usually associated with or used when referring to action (at
least not in the context of philosophy), let me first clarify what I mean
with decision points. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, a deci-
sion is “[t]he action, fact, or process of arriving at a conclusion regarding
a matter under consideration” (Oxford English Dictionary, 2015). Based
on this, I understand a decision point to be the point at which an agent
arrives at a conclusion. While a decision point could definitely be under-
stood to have a temporal dimension, I refrain from embedding it within a
temporal continuum. Why? Because this would open up intricate questions
and comparisons of what ‘processes’ are, and what they entail for di↵erent
entities in di↵erent contexts. With this in mind, I also refrain from speci-
fying decision points as ‘end-decision’, because this would make a decision
point dependent on the process that precedes this ‘end-decision’. Rather,
I take a decision point to be a frugal, concept-less feature of human action
that (non-trivially) determines an action. A decision point per-se is neither
necessarily rational or irrational, nor does it have a normative claim to it.
A decision-point can be understood to determine the decision-ownership of
an action. Decision points are usually tied to the action of the acting agent:
if a human judge sentences a criminal to 2 years of prison, then this action
can usually be ascribed to the judge’s preceding decision point to sentence
the criminal to 2 years of prison. If an AI displays risk score x for a criminal,
then this usually precedes the system’s decision point to display risk score x.
While at first sight this might seem banal, the connection of decision points
and actions has important implications for the way we think of human-AI
interaction. Based on this, I take it that both human agents and artificial
agents have decision points. Now, why do I extend on this? Because some
readers might oppose the view that AI can actually make decisions, let alone
that it can act. Endless books have been filled with approaches to theories
of human action, many of which tie human agency to intentionality, beliefs,
reasons, etc.. And while these terms, as well as many of the thereto related
concepts, such as freedom responsibility and rationality ‘are soaked in an-
thropocentrism’ - to put it in Floridi and Sanders words -, they have found
some reverberation in philosophy of technology. To this point, opinions di-
verge on what an AI action theory could, would and should look like - not
to mention the question whether there can actually be an AI action theory.
For the claims I aim to make in this chapter, I distance myself from these
debates, which is why I talk about decision points, a notion which is less
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anthropocentrically inflated.19

When determining decision points on a continuum that reaches from
human action to automated action, there are at least three instances of
such decision points that can be specified (see figure 4.1): i) human decision
point and human action, ii) human decision point and human action that is
the result of human-AI interaction, and iii) automated decision point and
automated action. To make this more tangible, I will apply the individual
instances of decision points to decision situations in jurisprudence.

Figure 1: Basic instances of decision points

Let’s start with the first and probably most intuitive instance shown
in the figure above. It focuses on human action and human decision
point, and means that the human agent is the deciding and acting entity.
The decision point and the respective action are not in any way a↵ected by
an AI - there is no AI involved in informing a decision or fulfilling an action.
Both decision and action can be understood to be ‘analogue’.
Applying this to the example of jurisdiction, this would mean that a human
judge forms a decision without the involvement of an AI. The judge’s action,
i.e. the sentencing, is the result of the decision point of the acting judge.

The second instance focuses on human-AI interaction; and as in the
first instance, I take human-AI interaction to be characterised by a human
decision point. The European Commission’s High Level Expert Group on
AI purports a similar idea: in outlining an assessment list for ‘trustworthy
AI’, they introduced three possible ways to guarantee human agency and
oversight in human-AI interactions (- which, on a side note, are both aspects
that very much reverberate how AI as decision support is defined in this
thesis). These three possible ways are: i) human-in-the-loop (HITL), ii)
human-on-the-loop (HOTL), or iii) human-in-command (HIC). HITL can

19With great thanks to Dr. Christopher Burr, who helped lay the grounds for the idea
of decision points and the thereto related continuum of decisions and actions.
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broadly be understood to allow for the human agent to be the deciding
entity, while HOTL merely allows for human supervision. HIC goes so far
as to say that the human agent oversees the system itself, plus the impli-
cations of its embeddedness in our societies (High-Level Expert Group on
Artificial Intelligence, 2020). In ensuring that the human user can be taken
as the supervising and/or acting entity, HITL, HOTL or HIC allow for hu-
man agency and/or human oversight. The human user is the lead role, so
to say, while the respective AI is merely a support role. Now, a similar
way of structuring decisions and actions can be found in the military con-
text. Here, one di↵erentiates between higher and lower ranking entities: the
higher ranking entity can be understood to be the entity in control (e.g. a
commander), while the lower ranking entity is merely the executing entity
(e.g. the unit under that commander) (Asaro, 2006). The more general idea
behind this can be applied to human-AI interaction: the human user is the
higher ranking entity, and the decision supporting AI is the lower ranking
entity; or in other words: the human user is in command, while the AI
works as an executing (i.e. supporting) entity. Which picks up the notions
of HITL, HOTL and HIC. And Nyholm (2017) makes a similar point: he
argues that the human user should be viewed as the authoritative entity,
according to whose preferences the underlying system operates. While both
Nyholm (2017) and Asaro (2006) refer to other kinds of human-machine
interaction (one to automated weapons systems, the other to autonomous
vehicles), the bottom-line-argument also applies to human-AI interaction:
the human agent can be understood to be the ‘commander’ or ‘authorita-
tive entity’, while the respective AI can be understood to be the executing
entity.20

AI that is implemented as decision support falls within the realms of this
instance of decision points. As was argued in the introduction of chapter
2, AI as decision support is a form of human-AI interaction - and more
precisely, one that could be characterised as collaborative interaction. The
AI acts based on the human user’s initiative. This ties in with the idea
of human agency and oversight. Given the definition of AI as decision
support, I believe that HITL, HOTL or HIC would cover the notion of ‘the
human human agent being meaningfully involved in the decision process’.
Which then means that the action that results from the underlying human-
AI interaction, belongs to a human decision point. The human user decides
and acts, while the AI merely supports that very decision and action.
Applied to the example of jurisdiction, the AI carries out the requested
task, i.e. processing an output, while the human judge is supposed to be
the deciding and acting entity. The decision point is supposed to lie with

20This actually also ties back to the form of human-AI interaction at hand, i.e. col-
laborative interaction (see the introduction to chapter 2).
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the human judge.
The third and last instance of decision points is characterised by AI

action. Here, the AI can be understood to act autonomously. The action
process is characterised by a fully automated decision point, which is
followed by a fully automated action. There is no HITL, HOTL or HIC;
human agents are neither part of the decision, nor are they part of the ac-
tion. The action is characterised by an AI’s decision point.
Applying this to the example of jurisdiction, this would mean that the deci-
sion is formed by the AI. One could in this sense speak of a fully automated
judge.

As was mentioned, AI as decision support would, in principle, be char-
acterised as an instance of human-AI interaction. We would usually not
have any moral or legal expectations towards the AI, since we take the
decision point to lie with the human user. Systems that are implemented
in courtrooms, in policing or in social work are, as repeatedly emphasised
throughout this thesis, only supposed to support their human users in their
decisions. This characterisation constitutes the fundamental basis for how
we usually perceive and evaluate the actions that result from human-AI
interaction. It answers the questions of what role the AI plays, what role
the human user plays, and what expectations come alongside with this.
Now, this is where the problem of unintended AI influence enters the pic-
ture: it shifts what we should expect from human-AI interaction. As the
continuum of decision points shows, human-AI interaction is usually char-
acterised by a human decision point, which is followed by a human action.
But, as will be presented in section 4.1.2, given the influence AI can have
on its human users, human-AI interaction can no longer be understood to
be characterised by a human decision point. This will be introduced as the
decision-point-dilemma.

4.1.2 Pinning down the decision-point-dilemma

Now that we have established the relation of decision point and action
in di↵erent decision scenarios, this section aims to show what impact un-
intended AI influence has on human-AI interaction. In introducing the
decision-point-dilemma, I argue that unintended AI influence does not al-
low to appropriately determine a human decision point in constructs of
human-AI interaction. This then has important implications on how we
evaluate human actions that result from human-AI interaction. If we take
the unintended influence AI can have on human decision and action into
consideration, can we still say that the decision point lies with the human
agent? With introducing the decision-point-dilemma, I hope to show that
answering this question actually turns out to be quite di�cult. And given
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the moral gravity of the decision situation, in which the systems in question
are implemented, not being able to answer this question is highly problem-
atic.

Let’s recall the above mentioned definition of decision points: a decision
point is the point at which an agent arrives at a conclusion concerning a
matter in question. Usually, we would expect a human action, which is
the result of human-AI interaction, to be made up of a human decision
point: with the support of an AI, the human user comes to a conclusion
concerning a matter in question, and then acts accordingly. But given
the influence AI can have on its human users, human and AI become an
interactive compound; it becomes unclear whether the human decision point
determines an action, or whether the action is merely a reflection of the AI’s
decision point. Unintended AI influence seems to lead to the AI becoming
part of the decision point. In this, one could speak of a human-AI decision
point. Which then means that an action concerning the fate of a third party
is made up by a human-AI decision point, and not, as intended, by a human
decision point.

Figure 2: AI as decision support working with the human agent

With this, the way we usually characterise human-AI interaction is fun-
damentally flawed. Rather than having the human user as the ‘commander’
in a construct of human-AI interaction, a fundamental part of the human
action - namely the decision - cannot be appointed to the acting human
user.

Let me frame this in a more accentuating way: if the acting human
user, in a counterfactual world B, in which the decision environment of the
respective acting human user is logically perfect (i.e. the acting human agent
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has all the relevant information on the respective decision environment 21,
and the acting human user can be understood to act rational), were to act
the same way as she does when she is influenced by a ‘decision supporting’
AI, then the action would be said to be the result of her decision point. In
other words: if a human users action were the same as when influenced by
an AI, the decision point would be said to be hers.
Now, I concede that, given that unintended AI influence is rather di�cult
to grasp on an empirical level, it is equally di�cult to say with full certainty
that a human user had acted otherwise if she had not been influenced by
an AI. However, there are many examples (c.f. the example cases from
chapter 2) that give us good reason to believe that AI influence can shift
the outcome of a human user’s action.

And given the moral gravity of the decisions that are influenced by
such ‘decision supporting’ AI, this evidence should su�ce to treat such
situations most critically. We cannot just suspect that the human user acts
the same way if she were free from AI influence, and hope that this makes the
respective construct of human-AI interaction ethically sound - especially not
when the available evidence gives us good reason to believe that the influence
AI can have on human users can indeed a↵ect the respective action. Rather,
we need to emphasise that there is a serious problem with the lack of clarity
concerning the determination of decision points.

With this, I argue that the decision point loosens itself from the acting
human user; human action that is influenced by an AI is not necessarily
the result of a human decision point. This means that while human-AI
interaction is characterised by a human action, it cannot be said to have
a human decision point. This is what I define as the decision-point-
dilemma. With the decision-point-dilemma, the roles and thereto related
moral and legal expectations shift. What we get is a human-AI decision
point22: a decision point that can neither be understood to be a human
decision point, nor an AI decision point; we get a decision point that involves
both agents equally.

To make this more clear, it might be useful to have a look at how the
decision-point-dilemma changes the above mentioned decision situations in
jurisprudence. Here, the decision-point-dilemma implies that the ruling of
a judge cannot necessarily be understood to be the result of the respective
judge’s decision point, but rather one formed by the interactive compound
of human judge and AI. Now, let’s pick up the question raised in the in-
troduction of this chapter: what if a human judge speaks a racially biased
verdict? And what if that judge’s decision was influenced by an AI, making

21This includes knowledge concerning the consequences of her action.
22This notion of a human-AI decision point will become of more importance in chapter

5.
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the decision-point behind that verdict not the judge’s decision point, but
the decision point of her plus the AI she used?

With the unintended influence these systems can have on their human
users, we seem find ourselves somewhere at the crossroads of instances of
human-AI interaction and instances of AI action (see graphic below). The
decision points of the human action can neither be pinned down to the re-
spective human user alone, nor can they be pinned down to the AI alone.
The decision-point-dilemma shakes a substantial part of the outlined contin-
uum of decision points. It blurs the link of human decision point and human
action in human-AI interaction, and likewise deranges the characterisation
of automated decision and automated action.

Where on the outlined continuum of decision points we should place spe-
cific constructs of human-AI interaction, generally depends on the degree
of unintended influence the AI has on its human user; with varying influ-
ence comes a varying possibility to determine decision points. If, in certain
cases, we do not take a specific construct of human-AI interaction to be
an interactive compound, this might mean that we can determine decision
points. In this, the decision-point-dilemma can be gradual.

Whether or not, and to what degree we can determine decision points has
important implications for the evaluation of the respective action. In taking
this standpoint, I disagree with methodological individualists, or ‘moral
individualists’ Hanson (2009). The decision-point-dilemma does does not
pose a problem for them, and they argue that an action is always ascribed to
the acting human user - AI influence would not matter to them. A similar
stance is also taken on by some STS scholars, as, for example, by Schraube
(2009). He emphasises a ‘subject-object asymmetry’, according to which
human agents are the acting entities, “[. . . ] even in the face of considerable
technological [. . . ] forces” (Orr and Davis, 2020, p.3). But based on the
implications the decision-point-dilemma has on some of the fundamental
pillars of our society, I object this view.

Summarising, I hope that sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 have shown that un-
intended AI influence has important implications for the way we usually
characterise human-AI interaction. With the decision-point-dilemma, the
expected human decision point in human-AI interaction loosens itself from
the actual human action. Rather than being the result of a human decision
point, the action can be understood to be the result of a human-AI decision
point - a decision point that can neither be ascribed to the human user,
nor to the AI. Now, what does this mean for the moral and legal expecta-
tions we usually have for human-AI interaction? To answer this question,
the next section will have a closer look at what the decision-point-dilemma
implies for the ascription of responsibility. In a similar manner to sections
4.1.1 and 4.1.2, the following sections will first outline an approach to how
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we usually ascribe responsibility to human agents, and will then, based on
this, present the problem that unintended AI influence poses for this.

4.2 No decision, no responsibility? What
Aristotle can teach us about the impli-
cations of the decision-point-dilemma

Many concepts of human responsibility are tied to an agent’s intentionality,
the ability to deliberate reasons, rationality etc. As was noted earlier, these
terms are very anthropocentrically-laden, which is why I turned to the no-
tion of decision points. With this, I bind myself to concepts of responsibility
that do not necessarily build on some entity’s fulfilment of requirements and
characteristics that are usually associated with human agents. In respect
thereof, I turn to Aristotle’s notion of praise- and blameworthiness, which
can be understood to pick up the notion of decision points.

The conditions framing Aristotle’s notions of praise- and blameworthi-
ness show that it is important to appoint an action to the respective acting
agent in order to hold them responsible. This notion, I take it, correlates to
important aspects outlined within the continuum of decision points. Based
on the conditions Aristotle gives for the ascription of praise- and blame-
worthiness, I aim to show that the decision-point-dilemma largely impedes
the ability to hold a human agent responsible for the action resulting from
a construct of human-AI interaction - even though, according to both the
design and implementation purposes, and our understandings and expec-
tations of human-AI interaction, this should be the case; expectations and
reality diverge.

However, before elaborating on how responsibility can be understood
within the Aristotelian tradition, it is important to emphasise that Aristotle
does not specify, develop or refer to a theory or a concept of responsibility.
However, his notions of blame- or praiseworthiness can be understood to
be, at least somewhat, in line with many aspects of how we come to define
theories of responsibility. And with embedding his theory in a legal context,
Aristotle hints towards a groundwork of what could nowadays be understood
as legal responsibility.

The first part of this section will give a brief overview of Aristotle’s no-
tions of praise- and blameworthiness. The following, and concluding part of
chapter 4 will then bring together the decision-point-dilemma with this take
on responsibility, and will argue that AI influence has important implica-
tions on how we ascribe responsibility in constructs of human-AI interaction.
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4.2.1 Aristotle on praise- and blameworthiness

The ascription of praise- or blameworthiness for an action centres around
the condition of voluntariness. More specifically, this means that a) an
action must have its origin within the acting agent, and b) the acting agent
has knowledge about the given conditions and circumstances that frame
the respective action (Aristotle, 1111a), in order for the respective agent to
have acted voluntarily. If these conditions are fulfilled, the acting agent is
subject to the ascription of either praise- or blameworthiness.

Let’s have closer look at the first condition a). (Very) simply said,
an agent is either praise- or blameworthy for an action, if and when she
fulfils or omits this action without compulsion. If an action were the result
of compulsion, the ‘moving principle’ would have to be understood to lie
outside of the acting agent. This would entail, for example, a boat being
carried by the wind, or someone taking your hand and placing it on the ‘do
not touch’-button. Accordingly, Aristotle takes the fulfilment of an action,
i.e. the bodily movement leading to the action, to be the result of the agent
voluntarily moving and hence voluntarily acting. However, based on this
rather narrow definition, there are actions that are di�cult to classify as
free from compulsion.

As examples for such cases, Aristotle names actions that are the result
of blackmail or the fight for survival; an involuntary situation moves the
agent to voluntarily act in a specific way. According to Aristotle “[s]uch
actions, then, are mixed, but are more like voluntary actions; for they are
worthy of choice at the time when they are done, and the end of an action
is relative to the occasion” (Aristotle, 1110a). It is along these lines that
Aristotle di↵erentiates between action that is non-voluntary, and action
that is involuntary. While non-voluntary action is understood to fulfil the
conditions for a voluntary action, involuntary action does not; one cannot
be praised or blamed for an involuntary action. A voluntary action can, in
this sense, either be the result of the agent’s will, or the result of a non-
voluntary action. In both instances the respective action is defined by a
‘moving principle’ from within the agent, which means that the action has
its origin in the acting agent. The aim of an action is defined through and
refers to the underlying situation, and the acting agent must be in control
over their own conduct. Involuntary action is then, consequentially, defined
by the ‘moving principle’ being outside of the acting agent.

This leads us to the second condition b). Aristotle argues that ”[e]very-
thing that is done by reason of ignorance is non-voluntary; it is only what
produces pain and regret that is involuntary” (Aristotle, 1110b). If an ac-
tion is the result of unknowingness (- what he calls action ‘by reason of
ignorance’), this action is neither voluntary nor involuntary. This is because
Aristotle takes the acting agent a) as unknowing what she was doing, and
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b) as not having felt either pain or regret. A human agent who acts ‘by
reason of ignorance’ and feels pain and regret, is understood to have acted
involuntarily, while a human agent who acts ‘by reason of ignorance’ and
does not feel pain and regret is understood to have acted non-voluntary.
This relates to the notion of non-voluntariness with regards to the ‘moving
principle’ of an action (see condition a).

Aristotle introduces several criteria based upon which one can char-
acterise an agent as having acted in unknowingness. If an agent acts in
unknowingness with regards to only one of these criteria, she is understood
to have acted involuntarily. Whether or not an agent feels pain or regret,
and whether or not one can forgive the respective agent for her action,
depends on the knowledge of these criteria. Aristotle defines these as fol-
lows: who acts?; what’s the action?; what’s the relation in which the action
stands?; what’s the action-space (i.e. the underlying circumstances)?; is
action fulfilled by the means of something, e.g. tools?; what’s the reason
for an action?; how is the action performed?. He sets a particular empha-
sis on the knowledge about the action itself, and the aim of the respective
action. If an agent acts in ignorance with regards to any one of these, and
in particular to one of the two emphasised criteria, she can be understood
to have acted in unknowingness; if an agent acts in ignorance to one of the
mentioned criteria, she should feel pain or regret for having fulfilled the ac-
tion. Involuntariness is in this sense strongly related to the notions of pain
or regret (Aristotle, 1110a-1111b).

For the sake of the argument, the next section will understand Aristotle’s
notion of praise- and blameworthiness as a concept of responsibility. Given
the presented framework, this then means that a human agent is responsible
for an action, if she can be understood to have acted voluntarily. The
voluntariness of an action is defined by the ‘moving-principle-criterion’ and
the ‘knowledge-criterion’. In more recent approaches to moral responsibility
these Aristotelian criteria have evolved to become known as the control
condition and the epistemic condition (Fischer and Ravizza, 1998). For
a human agent to be morally responsible for an action, she must fulfil both
these conditions (Rudy-Hiller, 2018).

So, how does this tie back to the notion of decision points and the
decision-point-dilemma? As one might already be able to guess, I believe
that the decision-point-dilemma has important implications for both the
epistemic condition and the control condition. The following section will
have a closer look at this, and will outline what the claims from section
4.1.2 mean for the ascription of responsibility in human-AI interaction.
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4.2.2 What does this this mean for the ascription of
responsibility in constructs of human-AI inter-
action?

Aristotle’s frame of voluntary action, and hence also the more general ideas
behind the epistemic condition and the control condition, are closely related
to the notion of decision points, so I believe.

Now, for the argument I aim to make, we will have a closer look at
two questions: first, what does a human decision point mean for the as-
cription of responsibility given the frame of the Aristotelian take on volun-
tariness. And second, what does the decision-point-dilemma consequently
mean for the ascription of responsibility given the frame of the Aristotelian
take on voluntariness. Based on this, I hope to show that the decision-point-
dilemma poses a problem to ascribing responsibility to the human users of
AI as decision support.

With this approach, we primarily look at the question whether, given
the claims around unintended AI influence, the human user of an AI can
be understood to act voluntarily. And in this, whether the human user can
be taken to be responsible for the actions that result from the previous in-
teraction with an AI. However, the growing autonomy of AI has also given
rise to questions of AI responsibility, and there is an increasingly large body
of research that focuses on the (moral) agency and (moral) responsibility
of AI (c.f. for example: Wallach and Allen, 2009; Floridi and Sanders,
2004; Coeckelbergh, 2019; Coeckelbergh and Loh, 2020a; Dignum, 2019).
Such approaches somewhat turn the tables: instead of limiting questions of
responsibility to the human user, they also examine the possibility of consid-
ering AI as a responsible entity - whereby it has to be noted that the under-
standings of responsibility and the criteria around it vary from approach to
approach (e.g. the di↵erentiation between accountability vs. responsibility;
the di↵erentiation between responsibility and answerability; transparency
and explainability as conditions for responsibility; moral agency as con-
dition for responsibility; etc.). Now, since the framework of the following
claims largely leans on Aristotle’s notion of voluntariness, it might be useful
to have a very quick glance at what some authors say about AI voluntari-
ness. Coeckelbergh (2019), for example, argues that artificial agents are not
moral agents, and that “[. . . ] it does not make sense to demand that the
AI agent act voluntarily [. . . ], since an AI agent lacks the preconditions for
this: an AI cannot really act ‘freely’[. . . ]” (p.2054). However, if we follow
the conceptual framework of Floridi and Sanders (2004), and abstract some
properties, I believe that AI can, in principle, be understood to fulfil an
action ‘voluntarily’. This voluntariness cannot be understood in the same
sense as human voluntariness - we need a lower level of abstraction (c.f.
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Floridi and Sanders, 2004). AI voluntariness could then, for example, be
understood in such a way, that an AI “[. . . ] could have acted di↵erently had
they chosen di↵erently, and they could have chosen di↵erently because they
are interactive, informed, autonomous and adaptive” (Floridi and Sanders,
2004, p.366). If we tie this back to the terminology used in the previous sec-
tion, we can then say that an AI can not really be understood to act under
compulsion. But, again, to be open to such a view, it is important to let go
of the anthropocentrically-laden notion of voluntariness, and to allow for a
very sober understanding, very low-levelled-abstraction of voluntariness. In
any case, I see how some might have their problems with this view. Which
is why I concentrate on the human agent and whatever the human agent
projects into the AI.

So, let’s start with answering the first question. If we can determine
a human decision point, so I argue, we can understand the human user to
have acted voluntarily, and the human user is responsible for the respec-
tive action. Based on what was outlined in section 4.1.1, this reflects a
decision-situation, which involves three entities: the AI as the input-giver,
the human user, who decides and acts, and a third party, whom the decision
is made upon. In recognising three (separate) entities, we also recognise a
human decision point that is followed by an according action; the human
user is ‘in-or-on-the-loop’, or ‘in command’. Now, what does this mean for
Aristotle’s conditions of voluntariness? There are two aspects that need to
be taken into consideration in: a) the moving principle of the acting agent
(control condition), and b) the knowledge the acting agent has about her
action (epistemic condition). If we can determine a human decision point
(reminder: the point at which an agent arrives at a conclusion concerning a
matter in question), I take it that we can understand the respective action
to have its origin in the acting human agent: given a decision-situation, in
which the human decision point is separate from the AI decision point, we
have good reason to believe that the ‘moving principle’ lies within the acting
human user. In a similar way, I take it that if we can determine a human de-
cision point, we expect the acting human user to have knowledge about the
respective action: given a decision-situation, in which the decision points
of human agent and AI can be separated from one another, we have good
reason to believe that the human agent has knowledge about the fulfilled
action. This then means that, because we can determine a human decision
point, the respective human user can be understood to have acted voluntar-
ily. And based on Aristotle’s notion of voluntariness, this then means that
the user is responsible for the respective action.

Let me go into a little more detail on this, and have a closer look at
the relation of decision points, and the epistemic condition and the control
condition. An agent, let’s call her Carol, interacts with an AI; she and
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the AI form a construct of human-AI interaction. The decision-situation is
as follows: the AI is the ‘decision supporting’ input-giver aka the ‘lower-
ranking’ entity. Carol is ‘in the loop’ or ‘on the loop’, meaning she’s the
deciding or supervising entity. She’s supposed to form a decision concerning
a third entity. Now, assume the AI processes an output x. Carol has a look
at this output x, and comes to her own conclusion concerning x, namely y;
y constitutes her decision point concerning the matter in question.
In more theoretic terms, this means that if Carol acts upon y, I take it
that a) the ‘moving principle’ of the respective action lies within her, and
that b) she as knowledge about the respective action. The AI’s output x
and Carol’s decision point y are separate. In more practical terms, this
means two things: as for a), Carol’s decision point can be understood to be
formed free from ‘AI force’. This can either be understood in more narrower
terms, which could, for example, mean that Carol acts free from AI-incited
“[. . . ] irresistible psychological impulses, brainwashing, hypnosis, or direct
manipulation of the brain” (Fischer and Ravizza, 1998, p.13). But given
the implementation purpose of the AI systems at hand, I believe that we
need to widen what one can understand as ‘AI force’. And in the case
of AI as decision support, I take everything that goes beyond the actual
support to be ‘AI force’. Now, this was already touched upon in chapter 2
and 3, where we had a closer look at how the mechanisms behind di↵erent
forms of AI influence change the notion of support. But we will get back
to this. The main take-away for now is, that if Carol’s action were the
result of such ‘AI force’, her decision point would be impaired by the AI’s
output; we could not determine her decision point. As for b), it means that
she either has knowledge that her action is (possibly) influenced by the AI
she interacts with, or that she understands how the AI acts (i.e. comes
to an output), and then, based on this knowledge (‘is the output based on
reasonable processing?’, ‘was the AI trained on biased data?’, etc.), acts.
In determining a decision point, I take it that the respective AI doesn’t
a↵ect Carol’s decision point, and, in in this, doesn’t a↵ect her voluntariness.
Carol is understood to be responsible for the actions she performs within
the respective construct of human-AI interaction.

Moving to the second question: what does the decision-point-dilemma
then mean for the ascription of responsibility, given Aristotle’s notion of
voluntariness? Along the lines of the first question, I take it that if we
cannot determine a human decision point, the acting human user cannot
be understood to have acted voluntarily. This would consequently mean
that the human user is not responsible for the respective action. As was
argued in section 4.1.1, the unintended influence AI has on its human users
within constructs of human-AI interaction, does not allow to determine a
human decision point; the decision-situation is made up of two, rather than
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three entities: an interactive compound of human and AI, and the third
party, upon whom a decision is made. The AI becomes part of the loop
or is in co-command, and the decision-situation is made up of a human-AI
decision point. Based on this, we can no longer take the respective human
agent to have acted voluntarily. Now, di↵erent decision-situation, same
question: what does this mean for Aristotle’s conditions of voluntariness?
If we cannot determine a human decision point, we cannot take the ‘moving
principle’ of this action to be within the acting human agent; or as phrased
above: in a decision-situation, in which the decision points of human agent
and AI cannot be separated from one another, we have good reason to
believe that the action does not have its origin in the acting human agent.
And similarly, if we cannot determine a human decision point, I take it
that we understand the acting human acted in unknowingness; or, again,
as phrased above: given a decision-situation in which the decision points of
human agent and AI cannot be separated, we have good reason to believe
that the agent does not have knowledge about the fulfilled action.

Let’s go back to the Carol example. This time, however, given the
decision-point-dilemma, it is not clear whether Carol acts upon the AI’s
output x, or her own decision point y; she is influenced in her conclusion
concerning the matter in question. With this, we cannot actually appoint
the decision point of Carol’s action to Carol. Rather, we can understand
the action to be the result of a Carol-AI decision point. Concerning the
control condition, this then means that the ‘moving principle’ of Carol’s
action does not necessarily lie within her, but rather within her and the AI.
Now, in a narrower understanding, we cannot really say that Carol acted
under ‘AI force’ (c.f. Fischer and Ravizza, 1998): AI as decision support
does in this sense not usually exercise actual force (e.g. coercion, deception,
etc.) over the cognitive state of Carol.23 But given the unintended influence
such AI can have, the human user can fall prey to algorithmic appreciation,
or loose control over her capacities, attention, attitude, or skills, or the can
AI become an epistemic authority, or the human agent can be wooed by
the enchantments AI capabilities seem to promise. This, so I believe, can
indeed be understood as a form of ‘AI force’ over its human user. And
this very much touches upon what was argued in section 3.2, where I claim
that the mechanisms behind unintended AI influence take away the ‘might’
character of an AI’s outputs. Even if the respective form of AI as decision
support is not set out to influence its human users (meaning that there is no
actual force), the mechanisms behind unintended AI influence challenge the

23On a brief side-note: we could not say the same for AI as decision support, that has
an intended influence on its human user. This opens up some interesting questions con-
cerning the mechanisms behind intended AI influence and the ascription of responsibility.
But this is a topic for a separate paper.
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notion of support. Which then, nevertheless, leads to a form of ‘AI force’ -
an unintended ‘AI force’ so to say. Concerning the epistemic condition, the
decision-point-dilemma means that Carol does not have knowledge about
the respective action. As above (see question one), there are two possibili-
ties for this to be the case: a) Carol doesn’t know that she’s influenced by
the AI she interacts with, or b) she doesn’t understand how the AI acts.
Since this paper concentrates on unintended AI influence, I generally take
Carol to not know that she’s being influenced by the respective AI. But even
if she knew about the influence the AI can have on her, there are still great
research gaps on whether this would change Carol’s action insofar that we
would be able understand it to be result of Carol’s decision point (c.f. Zer-
illi et al., 2019). And given problems of AI transparency and explainability
(see chapter 3), it is rather unlikely that Carol can actually understand how
the underlying AI acts Coeckelbergh (2019).
In not being able to determine Carol’s decision point, we cannot under-
stand her to have acted voluntarily. This then implies that Carol cannot
be understood to be responsible for the actions she performed as a result of
human-AI interaction.

In this, summarising, I take the notion of decision points to tie into to
Aristotle’s frame of praise- and blameworthiness, and hence into the as-
cription of responsibility. If we can determine a human decision point in a
construct of human-AI interaction, the respective human user can be under-
stood to have acted voluntarily. With this, the human user is responsible
for the action that is the result of this construct of human-AI interaction.
If, however, we cannot determine a human decision point, we cannot under-
stand the human user to have acted voluntarily. And this means that we
cannot ascribe responsibility to the human user for the action that is the
result of the respective construct of human-AI interaction.

This raises a whole series of worrying concerns. Not only is our view
on the structure of human-AI interaction fundamentally flawed and incom-
plete. But important governmental and non-governmental institutions are
using AI as decision support systems not knowing that they are creating
highly problematic decision situations that are neither ethically sound, nor
legally feasible. If we follow the more general assumption that human au-
tonomy and responsibility are the fundamental basis for future technological
development (c.f. Orr and Davis, 2020), then that, in turn, means that we
must ensure that the human user ‘is meaningfully involved in the decision
process’ (see definition of AI as decision support, chapter 1). And as was
mentioned in section 4.1.1, the EU Commission’s notions of human agency
and human oversight very much reverberate the necessity of the human
user being in some form of control (- be that by being in-or-on-the-loop, or
in-command).
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As was argued throughout this section, if this characterisation of human-
AI interaction proves to be fundamentally flawed, then that takes down the
way we would usually address questions of responsibility with it. And this is
most definitely not something governmental and non-governmental institu-
tions should be facilitating or perpetuating. We need to be able to place the
responsibility we expect for performed actions on something or someone; the
responsibility we expect for performed actions cannot just loosely dangle in
a room in which none of the involved entities is responsible. Now, I believe
that this leaves us with two options. One is that we ignore unintended AI
influence and its implications on human decisions and actions. Which would
probably make us moral individualists (c.f. Hanson, 2009). And two is that
we acknowledge unintended AI influence, and take it into consideration for
a more appropriate characterisation of human-AI interaction. This second
option will bring us to chapter 5.

Chapter summary

Let me recapitulate the main arguments of this chapter: the unintended
influence AI has on human users, does not allow for us to determine human
decision points in constructs of human-AI interaction. This is problematic,
and renders our characterisation of human-AI interaction fundamentally
flawed. While we usually take human-AI interaction to be characterised by
a human decision point, the influence AI can have on its human users, does
not allow for us to pin down where a human decision ends, and an AI deci-
sion starts. This was introduced as the decision-point-dilemma. Based on
Aristotle’s notions of praise- and blameworthiness, I take the decision-point-
dilemma to have important implications on how we ascribe responsibility
to human users. To hold a human agent responsible for a certain action, we
would have to be able to say that the human agent acted voluntarily. The
decision-point-dilemma does not allow us to do that, which then in turn
means, that we cannot ascribe responsibility to the acting human user in a
construct of human-AI interaction.

So much for the argument I aim to make in chapter 4. Now what does
this mean for the cases of chapter 2? Let’s recall the beginning of this
chapter. Here, I outlined that usually, we take there to be three entities
involved in the constructs of human-AI interaction this thesis focuses on:
1) the human user, who forms a decision and acts, 2) the AI, which is the
information-giver, and 3) the third party, who’s the human agent a decision
is made upon. In the cases from chapter 2, 1) would be the judges, the po-
licewomen and -men, or the social workers, 2) would be the risk assessment
tool, the face-recognition system, or the screening tool, and 3) would be the
human agents under correctional supervision, a possible suspect walking the
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streets, or a child that might be in danger of domestic abuse. Now, with
the way we would usually characterise human-AI interaction, the roles and
thereto related moral and legal expectations would be set as follows: the
human is the deciding and acting entity, whereas the AI merely works as an
executing background entity. This means that we would take the judges,
the policewomen and -men, or the social workers to be the deciding and
acting entities within the underlying constructs of human-AI interaction.
However, given the decision-point-dilemma, we cannot determine a judge
decision point, policewomen and -men decision point, or social worker de-
cision point. Their actions detach from their decision points, and the AI
becomes part of that decision. What we get are judge-AI decision points,
policewomen-and-men-decision points, and social worker-AI decision points.
Which then means that we cannot hold the judges, the policewomen and
-men, or the social workers responsible for the actions that result from their
interaction with the respective AI. Now, this alone is already very problem-
atic. But the fact that these systems are often poised with racial biases,
gender-biases bias, and/or socio-economic biases (c.f. Vallor and Bekey,
2017; Coeckelbergh, 2020; Buolamwini, 2018, 2019), only exacerbates these
concerns. If we cannot determine a human decision point in a morally-
laden decision situation, and the respective action turns out to be morally
problematic, we need to find a way to grasp the problem of unintended AI
influence, and bring our characterisation of human-AI interaction ‘back on
track’.
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Chapter 5

Extendedness to the rescue: a
new approach to characterising
human-AI interaction

Now, before we have a closer look at how we would need to change our
characterisation of human-AI interaction in the light of the decision-point-
dilemma, let me give a brief overview of the key takeaways presented through-
out chapters 1-4: after a very brief introduction to some basic ideas sur-
rounding AI and Ethics of AI (chapter 1), I moved on to clarify what kind
of AI this thesis concentrates on, namely AI as decision support (chapter 2).
As was argued, there is an important di↵erentiation to be made in AI as de-
cision support. This leans on what was introduced as the objectivity-fallacy.
Exaggeratedly, one could say that there is one kind of decision support, in
which the AI works against the human user, and another kind of decision
support, in which the AI works works with the human user. Which one
of these a user is confronted with, largely depends on the implementation
purpose of the respective AI, and hence on the gatekeepers behind it. Now,
while there are indeed intricate ethical challenges with AI as decision sup-
port that is set out to actively influence its human users (i.e. AI working
against the human agent), this thesis focuses on AI as decision support that
unintendedly influences its human users (i.e. AI working with the human
agent). Based on this, chapter 3 then had a closer look at where this unin-
tended AI influence could possibly come from. I outlined four mechanisms
that can be understood to lead to unintended AI influence: algorithmic
appreciation, enchanted determinism, epistemic trust & authority, and the
problems of capacity, attention, attitude, and human skill. From here, the
remainder of this thesis then turns to the ethical implications of unintended
AI influence. In this, chapter 4 focused on questions of moral and legal
expectations towards the roles that are involved in human-AI interaction.
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I argued that we would usually expect a human decision point in human-
AI interaction, which would be followed by a human action. Based on the
elaborated conditions of responsibility, this would then mean that we take
the human agent to be responsible for the respective action. However, given
the influence AI can have on human agents, we cannot say that the human
action in human-AI interaction is actually the result of a human decision
point; rather, we could say that it is the result of a human-AI decision
point. The AI becomes part of the loop, which then, consequentially means
that it becomes part of questions concerning the ascription of responsibility.
With this, unintended AI influence messes with the way we usually expect
moral and legal roles to be distributed in human-AI interaction; unintended
AI influence renders our characterisation of human-AI interaction as funda-
mentally flawed. As was argued in chapter 4, taking the influence AI can
have on its human users into consideration, the latter cannot be expected
to be the responsible entity for an action conducted within a construct of
human-AI interaction. Now where does all of this leave us? We have a
widely used technology - AI as decision support -, for which, from an eth-
ical standpoint, we can neither hold the human user, nor the respective
AI responsible for an action. This is a problem - and the fact that these
technologies are often found to be implemented in morally-laden decision
situations only exacerbates this problem.

Coupled systems and the possibility of extendedness

The last chapter of this thesis aims to address this. Here, I will concentrate
on theories of extendedness, and will investigate whether we can approach
AI as extension of human agency, and whether this o↵ers a new possibility
to characterising human-AI interaction in the light of unintended AI influ-
ence. Why would this be? Because notions of human extendedness might
be able to shed some light on approaches in which the lines between hu-
man agent and AI blur. Just think of the notion of ‘interactive compound’,
which I talked about in chapter 4. In taking more functionalist-inspired
approaches to cognitive processes, theories of extended cognition and ex-
tended mind break the one-ness of human body and human activities or
processes; they leave space for the possibility that something external can
fundamentally define the outcome of a human action. Rather than focus-
ing on the individual mechanisms that characterise the involved entities or
define the underlying processes, theories of extended mind and cognition
incite us to zoom out and understand human agent and external entity as
one system. This might help make meaningful sense out of the notion of
human-AI decision points. In looking at what extendedness usually means
for the interaction of a human agent and an external entity, we might be
able to find answers to how we can approach human-AI interaction with
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taking the decision-point-dilemma into consideration. Much along the lines
of what Clark and Chalmers (1998) mean when they say that ‘[c]ognitive
processes ain’t (all) in the head!” [p.8], extendedness in the case of agency
would mean that human action ‘ain’t (necessarily) bound to the human
body!’ If we follow the arguments of extended mind and cognition, and we
give mental phenomena the flexibility to go beyond the boundaries of the
human brain, why shouldn’t we do that with human agency? Especially if it
helps us make sense out of the problem of unintended AI influence - and in
this, maybe even the thereto related ascription of responsibility. In extend-
ing cognitive processes, Clark and Chalmers (1998) argue, human agent and
the respective external entity can be understood to form a coupled system.
This means that they are linked with one another in a ‘two-way interac-
tion’, and both play a fundamental part in the behaviour of the respective
human agent. In understanding the underlying human-technology relation
as human-AI interaction (c.f. chapter 2), I adopt a similar view for the
case of AI as decision support. However, Clark and Chalmers definition of
coupling goes further, and they argue that if we take one entity away, “[. . . ]
the system’s behavioural competence will drop [. . . ]” (Clark and Chalmers,
1998, p.8-9). Now, as was already argued in section 4.1.2, it is di�cult to
take such a strong stance for the case of the interactive compound of hu-
man user and AI: we cannot say with full certainty that a human user would
have acted otherwise, had she not interacted with and been influenced by
the underlying AI. In this, Clark and Chalmers (1998) notion of coupling
and extendedness goes beyond the target of what we can (sensibly) argue
for in the case of human-AI interaction. But with taking external entities to
becoming a constitutive ‘part of the loop’ (c.f. (Clark and Chalmers, 1998,
p.9)), their fundamental idea of coupling and extendedness mirrors some of
the key claims of the decision-point-dilemma. Rather than arguing for the
view that either the decision supporting AI acts or that the human agent
acts, we look at human and AI as an ‘agency system’.

Chapter outline

Chapter 5 is made up of two sections. Section 5.1 centres around the ques-
tion whether we can see human-AI interaction as a form of extended agency
(- spoiler alert: yes we can). Based on this, section 5.2 then has a closer look
at what this could mean for the ascription of responsibility. The first part
of section 5.1 gives a short introduction on how extendedness is laid out in
extended mind. As was already outlined in the introduction of this chapter,
the choice of this specific framework is inspired by the notion of coupling,
which somewhat reverberates the idea of human and AI forming an interac-
tive compound (c.f. chapter 4). With some important cornerstones set, we
will then look into the possibility of taking human-AI interaction as a form of
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extended agency. Extendedness, so I believe, allows for a more appropriate
framework to characterising human-AI interaction in the light of unintended
AI influence. Now, this constitutes the main core of chapter 5. Based on
this, section 5.2 then moves to the question of what extendedness means
for the ascription of responsibility in human-AI interaction, especially with
regard to the decision-point-dilemma. With human-AI interaction as a form
of extended agency, we could take the interactive compound of human user
and AI as one responsible construct. Very much along the lines of what
was argued in the outline of the decision-point-dilemma, human user and
AI can be understood to become their own system, which performs actions
upon a human-AI decision point (see 4.1.2). This also picks up and pursues
the line of argument presented in 4.2, according to which we cannot take
the human user in human-AI interaction to be responsible for the respective
action. Now, it is important to note, that rather than taking section 5.2
as a full-flegged argument for or against the possibility of an extended re-
sponsibility, it should be understood as an exploration into the possibility of
an extended responsibility. And this exploration is what will end this thesis.

Context of this thesis: as was established in chapter 4, unintended AI
influence messes with how we usually characterise human-AI interaction;
the decision-point-dilemma renders our characterisation of human-AI inter-
action as fundamentally flawed. As was argued along the lines of the notion
of decision-points, we would usually believe the human user to be deciding
and acting entity within a construct of human-AI interaction. If unintended
AI influence doesn’t allow for this to hold, we need to adapt/change our
characterisation of human-AI interaction. Chapter 5, which is also the last
chapter of this thesis, picks up the main claims made throughout chapters
3 to 5, and, based on these, aims to suggest a framework to appropriately
approach human-AI interaction and the actions that result from it, given
the problem of unintended AI influence. This then leads us to the conclu-
sion of this thesis, where we will have a closer look at the value of human
decision.

5.1 AI as decision support - a form of ex-
tended agency?

There are two prominent frameworks around extendedness in Philosophy
of Mind: Extended Mind Theory and Hypothesis of Extended Cognition.
While, in general, chapter 5 concentrates on Extended Mind Theory, and
hence also the form of extendedness that is assumed here, it might be helpful
to set both Extended Mind Theory and Hypothesis of Extended Cognition
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into a wider theoretical context, and see how they relate to one another.
This will set the stage for the remainder of this chapter.

Hypothesis of Extended Cognition and Extended Mind Thesis

Both Extended Mind Theory (EMT) and Hypothesis of Extended Cogni-
tion (HEC) can be understood to inquire the relation of human behaviour
and mental phenomena. They share the general assumption that mental
phenomena can extend into the environment of the human agent, and that
by this, human behaviour is fundamentally shaped by external factors (e.g.
notebooks, phones, computers, etc.). However, while at their core, EMT
and HEC are defined by similar lines of thought, there are important dif-
ferences in regards to degrees and flexibility of extendedness.

Hypothesis of Extended Cognition argues that elements of the human
environment play a causal role in processes related to e.g. human memory,
learning, and cognition. In this, HEC implies that “[. . . ] some of the intel-
ligent control of action - indeed some of the intentional states that are the
reasons for action - are best seen as distributed across a system of which
an individual person is only a part” (Cash, 2010, p.646). Human action
can then, in a broader sense, be understood to be motivated by the human
agent plus elements of her external surroundings. With this, human cog-
nitive states, i.e. conscious mental processes, are not necessarily limited to
the human organism, but can actually be understood to be part of a wider
system that also includes factors from the human environment.

Extended Mind Thesis can be understood to take the idea of HEC fur-
ther, and includes unconscious cognitive processes as being part of cognitive
systems. Since the main core of chapter 5 concentrates on EMT, let me just
give you this small ‘sneak-peak’ of what will be the main core of section
5.1.1: Clark (2001) argues that “[t]he intelligent process just is the spa-
tially and temporally extended one which zig-zags between brain, body,
and world” (p.132).

Two main camps have formed around the question whether EMT takes
HEC further, or whether it’s actually the other way around. However,
getting into this debate would fill a thesis on its own. What camp one
subscribes to, has conceptual roots, and is based on what one defines to be
entailed in cognition, and in mind. For reasons of simplicity, let me just
state that I subscribe to the camp that takes the relation to be as follows:
one can subscribe to HEC but not to EMT; but in subscribing to EMT
one also subscribes to HEC. In other words, this means that the mind is
extended because cognitive processes are extended, but not vice versa. So
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much for my positioning in this specific area of Philosophy of Mind. Now,
why is this so important for the undertakings of chapter 5? When looking at
di↵erent takes on extended agency, there seems to be quite a lack of clarity
concerning which notion of extendedness the respective scholars makes use
of; it becomes evident that there’s barely any reference whether the authors
subscribe to HEC or EMT. It’s more in regards to the used literature, that
one can take a hint on what form of extendedness is applied. Once we reach
section 5.1.2, in which we have a look at two specific takes on extended
agency, this muddle will become more clear.

With this in mind, let’s delve into extendedness as it is laid out in EMT.
After that, we will have a look at whether and how we can use this as a
framework for human-AI interaction as a form of extended agency. But one
thing at a time.

5.1.1 Something old and something borrowed: a short
introduction to Extended Mind Thesis

Since it first broke surface, EMT has spurred extensive debates on questions
of consciousness and unconsciousness, the nature of mind and cognition,
and the limits of concepts that we usually take to be bound to the human
organism. Di↵erent camps have formed in support of, and against EMT.
The following introduction to EMT will be held rather short considering the
extent to which it has been discussed, picked apart, and has evolved. The
main aspect that is of importance here, is how extendedness is construed
and justified in EMT.

As many proponents of EMT argue, the extension of mental phenomena
into the human environment implies important changes to how we perceive
and characterise human agents (c.f. Rupert, 2004; Cash, 2010; Clark, 2001).
If, based on EMT’s take on extendedness, we understand human-AI inter-
action to be a form of extended agency, this has similar implications. In
this, extendedness - be it in regards to mind or to agency - might o↵er
valuable insights on possible gaps or shortcomings in some of the concepts
that define the social fabric of our everyday life.

Let’s start with having a closer look at some fundamental ideas and con-
cepts surrounding theories of extendedness. And since Clark and Chalmers
can be said to have coined the idea of extended mind, their 1998 paper
with the telling title ‘The Extended Mind’ seems like a good starting point.
Based on this, we will then move on to have a brief look at some of the
most important developments in EMT since Clark and Chalmers put the
idea on the table. In this, I hope to get across some of the constitutive ideas
of extendedness in EMT.
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Lying the fundamentals: Clark and Chalmer’s Extended Mind
Theory

In their Extended Mind Theory Clark and Chalmers argue that processes,
which are usually characterised as ‘processes of the mind’, need not nec-
essarily and exclusively be ascribed to the human organism - to pick up
the citation that was already mentioned in the introduction: “[c]ognitive
processes ain’t (all) in the head!” (Clark and Chalmers, 1998, p.8). This
goes back to the distinction of pragmatic and epistemic action as presented
by Kirsh and Maglio (1994). Now, what does this mean? Pragmatic ac-
tion serves the purpose of changing the physical world as to fulfil a certain
goal. An example for this could be hammering a nail into a wall to hang
a picture of my beloved cat. Epistemic action, in contrast, serves the
purpose of discerning and understanding the action situation; it ‘aids and
augments cognitive processes’ (Clark and Chalmers, 1998). Let’s take the
cat picture example: instead of just hammering the nail into the wall (i.e.
pragmatic action), I find out what the wall is made of (i.e. what material),
how heavy the cat picture is, whether the wall will hold the nail (- which is
not necessarily the case in an old Viennese apartment), etc. The ‘epistemic
credit’ of such actions should be understood to be extended, so they argue.
What exactly they mean by this becomes clear with their introduction to
the notion of coupled systems, which, as was already mentioned in the
introduction, is of particular interest for this chapter. A coupled system
can be understood to be one system - in this case one cognitive system -
that is constituted by both human agent and an external entity. Section
5.1.2 will also make use of the notion of coupled systems, however, as can
be suspected, in the context of human agent and AI as one agency system.
What this then means, is that I strip the notion of coupled systems from
the context of cognition, and will apply it to the context of agency. But
back to coupled cognitive systems. The single components of a coupled
cognitive system play a constitutive role in the functionality of the whole
system; taking away one of these components would imply that the system
cannot function as it would as a whole - the behavioural capacity drops,
and the behaviour of the system might change completely. This means
that both external entity and human agent meaningfully drive cognition
together. “All the components in the system play an active causal role, and
they jointly govern behaviour in the same sort of way that cognition usually
does” (Clark and Chalmers, 1998, p.8). This theoretical framework leads
Clark and Chalmers (1998) to assume an active externalism.24 Com-

24It is important to note that Clark and Chalmers take this active externalism to
explain action ‘in a more natural’ way: an action, such as typing these words and writing
this dissertation, could then be understood not as actual action, but as a part of my
thoughts. However, in regards of the focus of this chapter, and for the sake of the
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pared to ‘the standard’ understanding of externalism, which they take to
be a passive externalism, active externalism allows Clark and Chalmers to
take external entities to play a constitutive role in human behaviour, and
this then gives way for their notion of coupled cognitive systems.

Now, to make the step from extended cognition to extended mind, Clark
and Chalmers (1998) focus on the role an external entity plays in cognitive
processes. For this, they concentrate on beliefs, and on the argument that
an external entity can be understood to constitute a belief. To support their
argument, Clark and Chalmers (1998) present four criteria for a belief to
be extended:

1. the external entity is a constant in the life of the respective human
agent

2. the information the external entity bears is directly available to the
human agent

3. the respective human agent retrieves the information and automati-
cally endorses it

4. the information within the external entity was consciously endorsed
in the past, and is there as a consequence of this endorsement

The information retrieved through the external entity “[...] is reliably
there when needed, available to consciousness and available to guide action,
in just the way that we expect a belief to be”(Clark and Chalmers, 1998,
p.13).

As an example for such cases of extended belief, Clark and Chalmers give
their famous Otto-Inga example. This is formulated as follows: Otto has
Alzheimer’s disease. He keeps a notebook with all relevant information in
it. Whenever he gets a new piece of relevant information, he puts this into
his notebook, and whenever he needs an old piece of information, he looks
it up in his notebook. Otto takes this notebook everywhere he goes. Now,
given the event that Otto wants to visit a certain museum, he looks into his
notebook to find out where exactly it is, and goes to the respective address.
Inga does not su↵er from Alzheimer’s. If Inga wants to visit the museum,
she does not need to rely on a notebook to give her the information on
where the museum is, but she recalls the address of the museum, and just
goes there. Inga can refer to her memory for a certain piece of information.
In this Inga has a belief that the museum is at the address she remembered.
However, Otto’s disease does not allow him to simply recall memories. But
does this mean that people with Alzheimer’s have no beliefs? Clark and
Chalmers (1998) take Otto and his notebook to be a coupled system, and

argument, I will not elaborate on this, and will leave this idea aside.
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in this argue for Otto’s notebook to be a form of extended mind: Otto has
an extended belief concerning the address of the museum.

So much for the fundamental ideas surrounding Clark and Chalmers take
on EMT. Now, given that over twenty years have passed since this Extended
Mind Thesis was introduced, let’s have a quick look at some mention-worthy
developments.

Some clarifications in the further development of the Extended
Mind Thesis

In his book ‘The Extended Mind’, Menary (2010) collects some of the main
ideas defining, defending and opposing EMT. He starts with an own sum-
mary in support of Clark and Chalmers EMT, and elaborates on some of
the concepts surrounding extended mind. One aspect I would like to pick
up from this, is his di↵erentiation of two kinds of active externalism.
Besides helping better understand the notion of causal coupling, this di↵er-
entiation also lays out an important feature for the argument of human-AI
interaction as a form of extended agency. Menary (2010a) argues that hu-
man mental states can be seen as causally coupled with external entities,
either through a) an asymmetric influence, where one external entity has
an influence on human mental states, but not vice versa, or b) a symmetric
influence, where both have an influence on one another, feeding back into
each others ‘outputs’. Let’s have a closer look at this: me, an absolute
math-noob, using a calculator to see whether 125 minus 32 is actually 93
would then be considered a coupled system with an asymmetric influence:
the calculator has an influence on my cognition, but I do not have an influ-
ence on the calculator’s ‘cognition’ (- which, in this case, I understand to
be the processing of 125 minus 32). Now, some might argue that my typing
of the calculator keys actually is me exercising an influence over the calcu-
lator, and to some extent this is true. However, I do not have an influence
on the calculator’s actual processing of the respective calculation; I am not
influencing the ‘inner workings’ of the calculator, so to say. Otto, from the
Otto-Inga-example, however, who forms his belief based on the information
in his notebook, would be seen as a coupled system with a symmetric influ-
ence: on the one side, Otto forms his beliefs according to the information
in the notebook, while, on the other side, he also feeds back into the infor-
mation in the notebook. If we recall the example: whenever Otto retrieves
a new piece of important information, he adds this to his notebook. In this,
Otto has an influence on the content of the notebook, while the notebook
also has an influence on (the content of) his beliefs. Otto and his notebook
are linked “[...] in a two-way interaction, creating a coupled system” (Clark
and Chalmers, 1998, p.8) with a symmetric influence.
Section 5.1.2 will pick up this di↵erentiation, and will take human-AI inter-
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action as a coupled system with a symmetric influence.
Another aspect Menary (2010a) mentions, and which is also more gen-

erally often emphasised in the context of extended mind, is the parity
principle. So let’s have a closer look at this. 25Clark and Chalmers (1998)
argue that “[i]f, as we confront some task, a part of the world functions as
a process which were it done in the head, we would have no hesitation in
recognising as part of the cognitive process, then that part of the world is
(so we claim) part of the cognitive process” (p.8). This means that if a cer-
tain feature in the human environment plays such a role that it meaningfully
drives human cognitive processes, this feature can be understood to partly
constitute human cognitive processes. In this, the parity principle shouldn’t
be seen separate to the notions of causal coupling and active externalism,
but it should also not be understood to define what counts as extended,
and what doesn’t. And it’s important to stress this: the parity principle
is not supposed to be a benchmark to determine what counts as cognitive;
‘it doesn’t set the benchmark for parity’ (Wheeler, 2010). But why then
the need for a parity principle? On a more general level, the parity princi-
ple implies that a mental state or phenomenon is realisable in two di↵erent
ways: i) a non-extended way, which means that the respective mental state
or phenomenon is realised in the head, or ii) an extended way, which means
that the respective mental state or phenomenon is realised within a coupled
system (i.e. human agent and an external entity) (Wheeler, 2010). This
counters some of the arguments that drive extendedness ad absurdum (‘sky
is the limit as for what counts as extended mind’). And on a more spe-
cific level, the parity principle both clarifies and underlines two important
aspects surrounding the theoretical framework of extendedness: on the one
hand, it’s supposed to loosen the ties that usually bind cognitive processes
and the mind to the brain. On the other hand, it emphasises the underly-
ing functionalism that carries the more general framework of extendedness
(Menary, 2010b). Just because something is in the head, it doesn’t mean
that this something is, by default, cognitive. “The more general slogan
[of the parity principle] is equal treatment regardless of location” (Wheeler,
2010, p. 264). The way Clark and Chalmers (1998) lay out their original
take on the parity principle has often been criticised for being ambiguous
and unclear. This is why the clarifications, which followed their original
Extended Mind Thesis, are not only helpful but important. There are, of
course, many more aspects to the parity principle, which could be picked
apart, examined, and clarified, however, I will leave it with this.
In formulating my take on extended agency in section 5.1.2, I will make use
of the parity principle. And with paying particular attention to the men-

25It might be worth mentioning that although Clark and Chalmers introduce the idea
of the parity principle, they do not refer to it as such in their original 1998 paper.
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tioned clarifications, I hope to somewhat intercept some of the criticism
that is often brought up towards extendedness more generally.

Before moving on, let’s briefly recapitulate the main points from section
5.1.1, and put them into context. Extendedness as presented in the Ex-
tended Mind Thesis builds on the notion of coupled systems. Human agent
and external entity form one cognitive system that produces behaviour to-
gether. The parity principle can be seen as a starting point for this. It sets
the stage for the idea of causal coupling and an assumed active external-
ism; more precisely, an active externalism in which the external entity and
human agent have a symmetric influence on one another.

Now, let’s take these aspects of extendedness, and see whether they
can help us with the possibility of taking human-AI interaction as a form
of extended agency. In this, we let go of extendedness in the context of
cognition, take the theoretic framework with us, and move on to make use of
the presented ideas and concepts by setting them into the context of agency.
However, rather than just taking there to be some external entity with
which the human agent forms a coupled system, I directly apply the case of
extended agency to human-AI interaction. Why do this in the first place?
Because, if we take unintended AI influence into consideration (- which, I
hope to have convinced you to believe that we should), I believe that the
framework of extendedness allows for a more appropriate characterisation
of human-AI interaction.

5.1.2 Human-AI interaction as a form of extended
agency...?

Picking up the note from chapter 4: When speaking of AI, I refer to AI
as decision support. And unless indicated di↵erently, when speaking of ‘AI
influence’, I refer to unintended AI influence.

Di↵erent to EMT, it doesn’t seem that one Extended Agency Theory
has prevailed and is known as the Extended Agency Theory. Rather, the
scholars who talk about extended agency, very often just build on the frame
of extendedness as it is presented in EMT - at least this is what the literature
leaves to suggest. In section 5.1.2, I will strike a somewhat similar path, and
will attempt to actually construe a theoretical basis for extended agency.
First, I will have a closer look at how EMT-inspired extendedness relates to
human-AI interaction, especially in the light of the claims made throughout
chapters 3 to 5. In this, I aim to build a convincing theoretic basis for taking
human-AI interaction to be a form of extended agency. Based on this, I will
then have a look at some existing takes on extended agency. These do not
necessarily refer to AI as decision support, but they will help, at least so I
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hope, to back the presented argument.
But before we get into the specifics, let’s take a step back and set this un-

dertaking into perspective. The main question that constitutes the core of
this chapter is: can we take human-AI interaction to be a form of extended
agency. How did we get here? At the outset of it all is the unintended in-
fluence that AI (as decision support) can have on its human users. As was
shown in chapter 4, given this unintended AI influence, the human action
loosens itself from the human decision point (the decision-point-dilemma);
we end up with what can be considered a human-AI decision point. With
this, we can no longer hold the respective human user responsible for her
actions. If we were able to take human-AI interaction as a form of extended
agency, however, this might o↵er us an appropriate approach to characteris-
ing the action that is the result of a human-AI decision point. And this then
might be able to give us some indications on the ascription of responsibility
for such actions.

Now, to keep things neat and tidy, let me briefly summarise some of the
important questions I aim to address in building a theoretical framework
for human-AI interaction as a form of extended agency. I will approach
these step by step, and in this hope to make it easier to keep up with the
presented claims:

• Can we understand the cases of human-AI interaction that we con-
centrate on to be epistemic or pragmatic action?

• Can we, more generally, apply the parity principle?

• And in this, can we then understand human agent and AI to be a
coupled system?

• Can we assume an active externalism for human-AI interaction?

Let’s have a look at the first question: can we understand actions that
are the result of human-AI interaction to be cases of epistemic action, or
cases of pragmatic action? To answer this question we need to have a look
at the contexts of the actions that are the result of human-AI interaction.
As we are (hopefully) well aware of by now, this thesis concentrates on AI
as decision support, i.e. AI that is implemented to help its human users
make decisions. Think of some of the example cases from chapter 2: AI in
jurisprudence, implemented to help judges make better decisions on possi-
ble recidivism; AI in social work, implemented to help social workers make
decisions on which child might be in danger; AI in law enforcement, imple-
mented to help make police women and -men make decisions on whether
a person walking the streets might be a possible criminal, etc. Based on
the given input data, the AI is supposed to tell its human users how likely
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it is that something might or might not happen.26 With this, this form of
human-AI interaction is embedded into an epistemic context: the interac-
tion with an AI is supposed to help further the knowledge of the respective
human user; the action, which is the result of human-AI interaction is in-
formed and facilitated by the respective AI. In this, human-AI interaction
can be understood to ‘make mental computation easier, faster’ (Kirsh and
Maglio, 1994, p.513). This already gives us reason to take action, which is
the result from human-AI interaction, to be epistemic action. However, for
the sake of the argument, we should also look at the notion of pragmatic
action. Does action that results from human-AI interaction “[. . . ] alter
the world because some physical change is desirable for its own sake [. . . ]”
(Clark and Chalmers, 1998, p.8)? Given the implementation purpose of AI
as decision support and the resulting context of human-AI interaction, I do
not take action that results from human-AI interaction to be a case of prag-
matic action. Recall my cat-picture example from section 5.1.1: hammering
a nail into the wall is an action that is desirable for the sake of me being
able to hang the picture of my beloved cat. Or, to take the example Clark
and Chalmers (1998) name, filling cement into a hole in a dam is desirable
for the sake not to flood the area on the other side of the dam. It would be
misconceived to take action that results from human-AI interaction, such
as e.g. a decision on which child should be taken out of its family, to be of
such pragmatic nature. Yes, there is a pragmatic component to it, namely
saving the child of possible danger. However, this only comes further down
the line. The action that results from human-AI interaction can first and
foremost be located within the realms of epistemic action. If we then take
action, which is the result of human-AI interaction to be either epistemic
action or pragmatic action, I take it to be the former. And given that
this epistemic action is the result of the interaction of two entities, namely
human agent and AI, I take the ‘epistemic credit’, as Clark and Chalmers
(1998) put it, to be spread, i.e. extended to the AI.

Based on this, let’s move on to the second question: a more general
application of the parity principle. Since the second, third and fourth ques-
tion are (very) closely related to one another, it is di�cult to answer these
separately. I’ll hence highlight either the introduction or the conclusion of
the respective question. I believe that the original parity principle is for-
mulated in such a way, that it takes a very strong stance for the case of
extended mind; I do not think that such a strong stance for extendedness in
the context of human-AI interaction can hold. This is why I will approach
the application of the parity principle for the argument of extended agency
in a slightly di↵erent way than it is formulated by Clark and Chalmers

26As we might recall from section 3.2, the idea of AI supporting its human user with
‘mights’ is a bit problematic.
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(1998). A main focus here lies in the clarifications that were mentioned
in section 5.1.1. However, before looking at a possible formulation of the
parity principle for the case of extendedness in the context of human-AI
interaction, let’s first recall the original parity principle: “[i]f, as we con-
front some task, a part of the world functions as a process which were it
done in the head, we would have no hesitation in recognising as part of the
cognitive process, then that part of the world is (so we claim) part of the
cognitive process” (Clark and Chalmers, 1998, p.8). As was mentioned in
section 5.1.1, the parity principle mainly aims at doing two things: to em-
phasise an underlying functionalism, and to challenge the boundaries of the
mind. These two aspects constitute the framework, which allows for human
agent and external entity to be understood as a coupled cognitive system
that drives human behaviour. Now, I aim to argue that human agent and
AI can be understood as coupled agency system that performs actions to-
gether, and I take these actions, which can be labelled human-AI actions,
to be the result of a human-AI decision point. So let’s have a look at a
parity principle for the case of human-AI interaction as a form of extended
agency. I’ll call this ‘parity principleea’ to avoid confusions.

If, as we confront a supposed human action that is the result of
human-AI interaction, an AI functions in such a way that, were
it to meaningfully direct that human action (- which, given its
implementation purpose, it’s not supposed to), we would have
no hesitation to take it to be a part of said action, then that
AI is part of that human action; the action can be said to be a
human-AI action.

What the parity principleea does, is to divert our attention away from the
fact that the only thing we see, is the human user acting as a result of
human-AI interaction; it sets a focus on the function the AI actually has
within human-AI interaction, rather than the one it is supposed to have.
In this, the parity principleea responds to the main arguments that were
presented within the frame of the decision-point dilemma (c.f. chapter 4).
Similar to the original parity principle, I take the parity principleea to aim
at emphasising two aspects, which allow us to understand human agent and
AI as a coupled agency system. These are a) an underlying functionalism,
and b) the defiance of the boundaries of the action that results of human-
AI interaction. Let’s start with a). The AI does, strictly speaking, not
function as decision support, which would, as is initially intended, allow for
a human decision point and a following human action. If we recall from
chapter 1, AI as decision support is defined in such a way that ‘the human
agent is meaningfully involved in the decision process’. And if this were to
hold, we could determine a human decision point. But given the unintended
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influence the AI has on the human users, the AI functions as a meaningful
driver of the action. This also ties back to the notion of ‘AI force’, which was
introduced in chapter 3, and picked up again in chapter 4. The mechanisms
behind unintended AI take away the ‘might’ character the AI’s outputs were
initially set out to have; the notion of support changes into something more
powerful, something that ‘overwhelms’ the human user’s decision, so to say.
It is along these lines that the decision-point-dilemma argues that human
action, which is the result of human-AI interaction, cannot be ascribed to
a human decision point, as would usually be assumed, but should rather be
ascribed to a human-AI decision point. With the influence AI can have on
its human users, the AI becomes part of the action. In this, the decision-
point-dilemma points at a functionalism that is picked up by the parity
principleea: the AI actually is part of the action. This leads us to b).
As was already argued in chapter 4, the decision-point-dilemma challenges
the boundaries of human action that is the result of human-AI interaction.
If we recall, the decision-point-dilemma comes together precisely because
unintended AI influence detaches human action from the assumed human
decision point. If we then take the AI to be part of the human decision
point, giving us a human-AI decision point, this challenges the boundaries
of human actions that are the result of human-AI interaction. The decision-
point-dilemma does not allow us to take the human action as a necessary
result of a human decision point. To bring all of this together: the arguments
around the decision-point dilemma point to the parity principleea. And, as
for the case of the original parity principle, this then paves the way for us to
take human agent and AI as a coupled agency system - which then answers
our third question. However, as was already mentioned, it is important to
emphasise that while Clark and Chalmers (1998) argue that the behavioural
competence drops if one part of the coupled cognitive system is taken away,
I do not take this to (necessarily) be the case for coupled agency systems.
Based on the research gaps on how far unintended AI influence actually goes,
it would be unreasonable to argue that the action-competence of human
agents would drop if we were to take the respective AI away. With this,
the stance I propose for the notion of coupled agency systems, is weaker
than the one Clark and Chalmers (1998) propose for their notion of coupled
cognitive systems. Based on this, let’s move on to the fourth question. In
taking human agent and AI to be a coupled agency system, we assume an
active externalism: given that human action, that results from human-AI
interaction, is based on a human-AI decision point, we can understand the
AI to play an active role. Clark and Chalmers (1998) argue that “[in] the
cases [of active externalism], the relevant parts of the world are in the loop,
not dangling at the other end of a long causal chain” (p.9). This fits very
well with what was argued in chapter 4. Rather than only having the human
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agent in-or-on the loop, or in command, which would mean that human-
AI interaction works as it is intended to (human-AI interaction ! human
decision point ! human action), unintended AI influence leads to the AI
pushing itself into-or-onto the loop, or in command too. Now, given the fact
that this thesis concentrates on human-AI interaction and AI influence, I
take this to be an active externalism, in which the entities that constitute
the coupled agency system, have a symmetric influence on one another. As
was already alluded to in the previous chapters of this thesis, I understand
the influence in human-AI interaction to be somewhat mutual. Briefly said:
the AI processes an output based on an input (which is data concerning
a certain human action); this output then (unintentionally) influences the
human action, which then again, functions as a a new input for the AI, etc..
This leads to a circle of influence, in which human agent has an influence on
the AI, and vice versa; we can assume an active externalism, in which human
agent and AI form a coupled agency system with a symmetric influence on
one another.

Bringing together the answers to these four questions, gives us the pillars
for a theoretical framework that allows us to take human-AI interaction as
a form of extended agency. The human agent and the AI form a coupled
agency system, in which we do not take human decision point and action,
and the supporting role of the AI separately, but in which we understand
human and AI to perform an action together. Much in line with the argu-
ments presented in chapter 4, we would then take the action, which is the
result of human-AI interaction, to be human-AI action. In this, Clark and
Chalmers (1998), and Menary (2010) and Wheeler (2010) give us a frame-
work of extendedness, which allows for the possibility of taking human-AI
interaction as a form of extended agency. In strapping some of the consti-
tutive aspects of EMT from their context of cognition, and applying them
to the arguments presented in the previous chapters, I hope to provide a
convincing argument for the case of human-AI interaction as a form of ex-
tended agency. And while I am aware that there are, of course, aspects,
which miss a more in-depth elaboration, the main aim here is to build a
more general (and for that sake maybe a somewhat drafty) theoretic basis,
which addresses some of the open questions and shortcomings that come
with the existing literature on extended agency.

Now, let’s have a brief look at what other scholars have to say about
the notion of extended agency. After this, I will round up this section with
the claim that, in the light of unintended AI influence, we should adjust
our characterisation of human-AI interaction. I believe that the framework
of taking human-AI interaction as a form of extended agency, gives us an
appropriate approach to characterising the action that is the result of a
human-AI decision point.
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Other takes on extended agency

Broadly speaking, Hanson (2009) sees some similarities in the views sur-
rounding extended agency, actor network theory, situated cognition and
cyborgs. He defines extended agency as a ‘combined entity’ of human agent
and artefact, which performs an action as one acting system. It is important
to note here, that ‘artefact’ is not necessarily limited to technology here.
Very much reverberating the theoretic framework presented in EMT, he ar-
gues that to be understood as extended agency, the respective action must
depend on the human interaction with the respective artefact; the action
is a direct result of the interaction of human agent and artefact. Similar
to Clark and Chalmers (1998), who argue that the behavioural competence
drops if one part of the coupled cognitive system is taken away, Hanson
(2009) argues that the respective action is simply not fulfilled if one part of
the coupled agency system is taken away.27 Take the example of a friend’s
birthday: let’s say I am very bad with remembering birthdays. This is why
I put all my family and friend’s birthdays into my phone calendar. The
birthday of a friend comes up, my phone notifies me of this birthday, and
I congratulate her. The action of congratulating my friend to her birth-
day is only the result of the extended agency of me and my phone, which
(thankfully) reminded me of her birthday. Without the phone, I would
have forgotten the birthday, and would have not fulfilled the action of con-
gratulating her. Hanson (2009) argues that this implies responsibility to
the extended agency, meaning that both me (the human agent), and the
artefact (my phone) are responsible for the action (the birthday congratu-
lations). The extended agency theory becomes a theory of action, and the
notion of responsibility shifts in meaning. Both action and responsibility
are not limited to the human agent, as is usually the case, but are extended
to the entities involved in fulfilling an action. While the ‘locus of the will’
(i.e. the intention), as Hanson puts it, is with the human agent, another
conductive role within the action is carried by the artefact, without which
the action could not be fulfilled. This means that he understands extended
agency in a very broad sense: even my co↵ee cup and I could be under-
stood as extended agency. While the ‘locus of the will’ lies in me (I want
co↵ee), I could not fulfil the action without my cup (- unless I lie under-
neath the co↵ee machine and let the co↵ee pour into my mouth. Which,
especially in pandemic times, is not really an option). This rather broad
take seems plausible. Indeed, many things in the human environment are
essential for an action to be fulfilled; “[extended agency theory] applies to
actions of all sorts” (Hanson, 2009, p.92). At first glance, this could then

27Hanson (2009) does not directly refer to coupled agency systems. However, my
adding of this notion does not a↵ect the presented points.
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leave us to believe that he suggests a more instrumentalist approach to the
interaction with artefacts. But if we actually take Hanson (2009) up on an
instrumentalist approach, wouldn’t that make an extended agency theory
redundant? No: he goes on to move his argument into the light of theories
that allow for a more flexible and more open locus of identity. Along the
lines of Selinger and Engström (2007), he argues that “[. . . ] human beings
are changed when they use certain technologies” (p. 93), and he underlines
the motivation of extended agency to overcome the notion of technology
as a means to an end. This then does not match with the assumption
of him taking an instrumentalist approach. Rather, his take on extended
agency can be understood to touch upon the relational approach I take as
a starting point for characterising human-AI interaction (c.f. chapter 2).
And this is also reverberated above, in taking human-AI interaction as a
coupled agency system with symmetric influence. Extended agency is then
more than just the view of AI as instrument. But there is an important
aspect, in which Hanson (2009) and my understandings of extended agency
di↵er. Very similar to Clark and Chalmers (1998), he takes a rather strong
stance on the notion of extendedness: as was mentioned above, he argues
that the action competence drops if one part of the agency system is taken
away. Now, I do not take this to hold for the case of human-AI interaction
as a form of extended agency; we cannot argue that in human-AI interac-
tion a human agent wouldn’t be able to act if the decision supporting AI
were to be taken away from that agency system. This leads us to another,
somewhat similar take on extended agency, namely the one presented by
Cash (2010).

While in his paper Cash (2010) mainly concentrates on HEC, it’s worth
mentioning his take on extended agency. Why? Because it touches upon
the notion of human control, which, as we might recall from chapter 4,
is an important basis for the arguments leading up to my endeavour for
human-AI interaction as a form of extended agency. Cash (2010) takes
extended agency to be ‘a hybrid conception of agency’, which means that
the human body and its environment form one system. He argues that one
way extended agency can be understood to be expressed, is ‘radically wide
agency’. Very much in line with what Clark and Chalmers (1998) argue
within their EMT, and what was also picked up by Hanson (2009) in his
take on extended agency, radically wide agency can be understood as an
agency system, whose competence (radically) drops when one part is taken
away. He argues that the “[. . . ] environmental aspects of the system that
produced the action are a ‘crucial’ aspect of the system and are beyond the
individual’s control”(Cash, 2010, p.649). This then has implications on the
ascription of responsibility: whether or not we can hold someone responsi-
ble for an action very much depends on whether or not something is within
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the control of that human agent, he argues. Now, following the above men-
tioned arguments, while I do not take human-AI interaction to be a form
of radically wide extended agency, his bringing in the aspect of control very
much touches upon important aspects that were presented in the previous
chapters. Cash (2010) argues that if a ‘crucial’ aspect of an action is beyond
human control, then the human agent cannot necessarily be understood to
be responsible for the respective action. While this is, again, too strong of
a stance for the case of human-AI interaction as a form of extended agency,
the more general point somewhat reverberates the arguments presented in
chapter 4 (c.f. control condition). In this, parts of our arguments surround-
ing extended agency can be understood to overlap. However, Cash (2010)
approaches extended agency and its implications for the ascription of re-
sponsibility from a di↵erent side than I do: he takes extended agency to
imply a form of control problem, which then has implications for the as-
cription of responsibility. Contrary to that, I think extended agency might
actually be able to help shed some light on misunderstandings, disregards
and shortcomings of other takes on responsibility in human-AI interaction.
How so? Because it allows for us to take unintended AI influence into con-
sideration, and hence addresses the decision-point-dilemma. In this, rather
than having extended agency as a problem in the starting point, I take it
to o↵er a possible solution.

Concluding, I think the arguments of Cash (2010) and Hanson (2009)
support my take on human-AI interaction as a form of extended agency.
While there are some (mostly minor) di↵erences in the theoretical frame-
works, I believe that my weaker approach leaves more room for flexibility.
Let me re-emphasise here that I do not aim to build a sound and good-to-go
theory of extended agency. Rather, as was mentioned before, my aim is to
o↵er a view on human-AI interaction, which allows us to capture the prob-
lem of unintended AI influence. And the somewhat makeshift theoretical
framework I o↵ered previously, allows for this.

Small detour: what about joint action?

Some might ask what happened with the notion of taking human-AI in-
teraction in decision support as a form of collaborative interaction (see the
introduction of chapter 2). With taking human-AI interaction as a form of
extended agency, I assume that the collaborative character of human-AI in-
teraction no longer holds. This grounds in the decision-point-dilemma. As
was argued, unintended AI influence gives us a human-AI decision point.
Which then means that we can not necessarily take the action that results
from a construct of human-AI interaction, to be the human user’s own (and
single-handed) initiative. The AI becomes part of the decision and action;
the AI becomes part of the action-initiative. Which, so I believe, means that
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the notion of human-AI interaction being collaborative, breaks down. And
this, then again, brings us to this small detour of asking whether human-AI
interaction could then be understood as joint action. Now, taking human
user and AI to be a coupled agency system might prompt the question
whether they could not also/instead be understood as performing a shared
action. Which would then move the assessment of an action that results
from the interaction of a human user and AI into the realms of social on-
tology, rather than philosophy of mind. In this, one could then (- and quite
fairly so) ask, whether human-AI interaction cannot be understood as a
form of joint agency. So, for completeness-sake, it might render useful to
have a very brief, very superficial detour on the more general ideas behind
joint action. For this, I will largely refer to Gilbert’s famous 1990 paper
‘Walking Together’. Joint action starts with a common goal. Depending on
how much ‘joint-ness’ we believe there to be in such an action, this com-
mon goal can be stronger or weaker. For a strong shared goal, the involved
agents have a common knowledge on what the individual goals of the in-
volved agents are. There are then certain obligations that come alongside
with this knowledge. “[E]ach [involved agent] has an obligation to do what
he or she can to achieve the relevant goal. Moreover, each one is entitled
to rebuke the other for failure to fulfill this obligation” (Gilbert, 1990, p.6).
The involved entities commit themselves to jointly act in a certain manner.
This then implies that the individual agency of the involved agents can be
understood to be given up (- at least to a certain degree): a joint action is
not up to one of the involved agents, but to the involved agents together.
And this idea very much touches upon the notion of a human-AI decision
point. So why take human-AI interaction as a form of extended agency,
and not a form of joint action? The problem joint action brings with it,
is the emphasis on a common goal, which is reached by a joint intention.
There are certain social obligations and expectations involved, which then
give rise to an array of normative claims within the space of that joint ac-
tion. Now, for the case of human-human action, this may hold. However,
as was already mentioned in chapter 3, I try to keep away from positions
that are ‘soaked in anthropocentrism’. In this, I would like to avoid the idea
of there being a shared intention behind a human-AI decision point. The
AI does not have any obligations to the human user, and the human user
does not have any obligations to the AI. As was argued, the framework of
extendedness emphasises an important functionalism, which allows for this
more sober, non anthropocentrically-laden characterisation of human-AI in-
teraction. But, so much be said, if one were to adapt a more functionalist
approach to joint action, as e.g. Loh and Loh (2017) do, I believe that joint
action would o↵er valuable insights to human-AI interaction - section 5.2
will briefly touch upon this.
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With this in mind, we will end this section in a similar way as we started
it: with asking the question how we got here. This will help contextualise
the claims made throughout this section. In chapter 4, we had a closer look
at the implications of unintended AI influence on human-AI interaction.
This led us to the notion of decision points. A decision point precedes
an action, and is in this related to how we hold one another responsible
for our actions. If I see a human agent performing an action, I believe
that they acted upon their decision point. Which would then lead me to
believe that they are responsible for that action. Given the way human-
AI interaction is characterised, we would expect a similar framework for
AI as decision support. The human user is ‘meaningfully involved in the
decision and action’, which ultimately means that the decision point lies
with that human user. The AI is merely a background entity that informs
that decision point; the AI is not meaningfully involved in the decision
and action. This characterisation of human-AI interaction, however, does
not take the unintended influence AI can have on its human users, into
consideration. Unintended AI influence does not allow for us to determine
who or what came to a decision. This results in the decision point loosening
itself from the human action. Rather than having just the human user
being ‘meaningfully involved in the decision and action’, the AI becomes a
part of this ‘meaningful involvement’; we get a human-AI decision point.
This has important implications for how we usually expect responsibility-
relations in human-AI interaction to work. As was argued in chapter 4,
the decision-point-dilemma leads us to believe that the human user does
not fulfil the epistemic condition and the control condition, which in turn,
then means that we cannot take them to be responsible for the action that
results from the human-AI interaction. On the bottom line, all of this
means that a) our characterisation of human-AI interaction is fundamentally
flawed, and b) we cannot hold human users responsible for the actions that
result from human-AI interaction. Now, this is where extendedness enters
the picture. Human-AI interaction as a form of extended agency o↵ers
us a new, more appropriate way of characterising human-AI interaction.
Its underlying theoretical framework answers to the problems that come
alongside with unintended AI influence. In taking human-AI interaction
as a coupled agency system, extendedness paves the way for there to be a
human-AI decision point. Which is something our current characterisation
of human-AI interaction does not allow. In this, I believe that human-
AI interaction as a form of extended agency gives us a more appropriate
framework for characterising human-AI interaction - at least on a theoretical
level. Which brings us to section 5.2, and the question what all this means
for the ascription of responsibility.
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5.2 Extended agency, extended responsibil-
ity?

If we follow the arguments presented in section 5.1.2, and we take the action
that results from human-AI interaction to be human-AI action, this opens
up the question whether we could also expect some form of human-AI re-
sponsibility. This is what this section will focus on. Throughout section 5.1,
we have established the main claim this chapter aims at, i.e. that human-AI
interaction as a form of extended agency o↵ers a more appropriate charac-
terisation of human-AI interaction in the light of unintended AI influence.
This section looks at a somewhat ‘natural’ continuation of this. As was
already mentioned in the chapter outline, this is more of an exploratory
follow-up, rather than the outline of a normative claim. Following the idea
of extendedness in human-AI interaction, the first part of this section will
have a look at the more general idea of an extended responsibility. Based
on this, the second part will then explore what this could imply for the way
we ascribe responsibility to the entities involved in coupled agency systems
of human and AI.

As was argued throughout section 5.1, the notion of human-AI decision
points can be understood to pave the way for there to be a human-AI ac-
tion, and extended agency constitutes the theoretical framework that allows
this. And while this implies a whole change in the chain of what we expect
human-AI interaction to be, this change might prove to be necessary to find
new ways to appropriately address the problem of unintended AI influence
and re-think the ascription of responsibility. What exactly this means be-
comes clearer if we go back to the continuum of decision points, which was
introduced in chapter 4: we usually assume human-AI interaction to be prior
to a human decision point and a human action; the AI supposedly supports
human decision points, but is not part of those decision points. This then
implies a clear distribution of responsibilities in actions that are the result
of human-AI interaction. However, if we follow the arguments presented
in chapters 4 and 5, unintended AI influence suggests a human-AI decision
point, which is followed by a human-AI action (extended agency), which
might then leave us to believe that the agency system of human and AI is
responsible for the respective human-AI action. The unintended influence
AI can have on its human users distorts the assumed continuum of decision
points and introduces a whole new chain dangling from the starting point
human-AI interaction. So, along these lines, what would it mean to speak
of an extended responsibility?
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Figure 3: Human-AI responsibility

To have a closer look at this, let’s pick up from the point where I ar-
gue that, based on the decision-point-dilemma, we cannot hold the human
agent responsible for the action that results from human-AI interaction. If
we recall, the main point here was that the human agent cannot be under-
stood to fulfil both the epistemic condition and the control condition, which
constitute the basis for the ascription of responsibility. This is mainly be-
cause the human action is detached from the underlying decision point (c.f.
decision-point-dilemma). Now, if we take there to be a human-AI decision
point, which is followed by a human-AI action, this solves the decision-
point dilemma, because the action is actually ascribed to an according de-
cision point. Human-AI action is the result of a human-AI decision point,
whereby the acting entity behind this human-AI decision point is the in-
teractive compound of human user and AI. As was argued throughout the
previous section, both human user and AI are ‘meaningfully involved in the
respective decision situation’; the coupled agency system of human user and
AI drives an action. Following the argument, this should then, at least in
principle, mean that this also solves the problem of responsibility: we have
decision point (- a human-AI decision point), which is related to an action
(- a human-AI action), and we have an agent (- a coupled agency system
of human and AI). Based the terminological framework used so far, this
responsibility could then be taken as a human-AI responsibility; human-
AI interaction as a form of extended agency could then give us a form of
extended responsibility.

Recall the Carol example from chapter 4. The reason we could not hold
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Carol responsible for her action that resulted from her interaction with
an AI, was that, because of the decision-point-dilemma, she did not ful-
fil the criteria based upon which we usually hold one another responsible.
While I will leave it open whether human-AI action can, in principle, be
assessed within the Aristotelian framework concerning the ascription of re-
sponsibility, I do not think it will give us su�ciently satisfying answers in
regards to a human-AI responsibility. This is mainly because the notion of
an extended agency explicitly challenges the boundaries of human action,
whereas the conditions that Aristotle defines for his notions of praise and
blame, very much build on the boundaries of human action (see the role
that voluntariness plays in an action). So instead of trying to fit the idea
of a human-AI responsibility into the Aristotelian framework, let’s have a
look at responsibility concepts that reverberate some of the presented argu-
ments around extended agency. These might be able to give us some input
on how extended agency could imply an extended responsibility - at least
on a theoretical level. The two concepts I will concentrate on, are those
presented by Johnson and Powers (2005) and Loh and Loh (2017).

Johnson and Powers (2005) argue that we cannot ascribe responsibil-
ity for an action that results from a human-technology interaction, without
looking at the role the underlying technology plays in that action. This
claim is based on the argument that if a human agent acts with or through
technology, this somewhat changes the action. Johnson and Powers (2005)
take extended action to be the result of a human agent plus the technology
that human agent is interacting with; taking one of these two components
away would mean that the action is not performed. This is mirrored in their
stance to ascribing responsibility in constructs of extended agency: they
take the respective technology to play a fundamental role in who or what we
are to hold responsible. To assess responsibility relations in contexts of ex-
tended agency, Johnson and Powers (2005) have a closer look at two specific
approaches to responsibility, namely causally-conditional responsibility, and
role responsibility; we will concentrate on their claims around role respon-
sibility and extended agency. So what is role responsibility? Broadly
speaking, human agents fill certain social roles, which are related to certain
duties. With these duties come certain responsibilities: the parents of a
child do not only fill the role of being a parent, but they also have a thereto
related responsibility to take care of their child; a bouncer at a Oktober-
fest tent does not only fill the role of being a Oktoberfest-tent-bouncer, but
she also has the thereto related responsibility to not let any troublemakers
into a beer tent. This is referred to as role responsibility. Now, there are
situations or circumstances in which roles get re-assigned from one human
agent to another, or, more increasingly and with growing automation, also
from human agent to machine. And with the changing of roles and duties,
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there is also, somewhat unsurprisingly, a change in role-related responsi-
bilities. Now, in principle, ‘re-assignment’ can take on di↵erent degrees:
a task can be partly or fully re-assigned from one entity to another. The
case of AI as decision support, by definition, falls under the first instance.
To briefly recapitulate: AI as decision support is implemented to predict a
‘might’, while the human user is still ‘meaningfully involved in the decision
and action’ (e.g. how likely is it that a person commits a crime again; how
likely is a child to be the victim of domestic abuse). However, as Johnson
and Powers argue, the automaticity of such systems leads to a shift in role
responsibilities. Very much in line of what was previously presented within
the frame of the decision-point-dilemma, this is because “[the] tasks and
duties assigned to the human actors [. . . ] are intertwined with the behavior
(tasks) of the hardware and software, and cannot be understood without the
system behavior when ascribing moral responsibility” (Johnson and Powers,
2005, p.107). And this can then lead to human agents having di�culties
to intervene in actions that are performed with an AI. Which largely re-
verberates the claims made in chapter 3. Johnson and Powers (2005) claim
that we need to acknowledge the role technology plays in actions, especially
when it comes to moral actions. “The distribution of tasks to computer
systems integrates computer system behavior and human behavior in a way
that makes it impossible to disaggregate in ascribing moral responsibility”
(Johnson and Powers, 2005, p.106). In this, so they argue, we should rethink
the traditional notion of role responsibility, especially in regards to extended
action. Based on this, it makes sense to speak of a role responsibility for
technologies and for human agents. We would acknowledge the role the
technology plays in a certain action, and would likewise acknowledge the
responsibility that then comes alongside this role. It is in the light of this,
that Johnson and Powers (2005) introduce the notion of technological moral
action (TMA) - we already touched upon this in chapter 2. TMA picks up
on the idea that we acknowledge the role responsibility of technologies, and
it allows for us to take morally relevant actions to be performed with and
through technology (Johnson and Powers, 2005); it emphasises the need to
include non-human entities in discussions around responsibility.

In a similar manner, Loh and Loh (2017) argue for the possibility of
a shared responsibility, which is spread among the entities that are in-
volved in so-called ‘hybrid systems’; they label this as a special case of
collective responsibility. Now, to further understand how this works, we
need to have a brief look at the characterisation of hybrid systems. Hybrid
systems are defined by three aspects: i) the involved entities have the same
goal and form a new agent (i.e. they become a ‘plural subject’), yet are dis-
tinguishable as individual components, ii) the involved entities at least act as
if they were autonomous (- if they are not actually autonomous), and iii) the
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involved entities have di↵erent degrees of autonomy (and hence di↵erent de-
grees of agency) (Loh and Loh, 2017).28 Hybrid systems can be understood
as an approach to answer questions of responsibility in human-machine in-
teractions. Loh and Loh (2017) argue that (often) we cannot prima facie
tell who or what is the responsible entity in a construct of human-machine
interaction. Recalling the arguments presented throughout chapters 3 and
4, this is also true for the case of human agent interacting with an AI as de-
cision support - this is how we got to the notion of extended responsibility in
the first place. Now, hybrid systems would allow for a shared responsibility.
So let’s have a closer look at this. Loh and Loh (2017) apply their notion of
hybrid systems to autonomous driving, whereby the human driver and the
autonomous vehicle are the two entities that comprise this hybrid system.
In principle, so they argue, both human driver and autonomous vehicle are
subject to a shared responsibility. While the human driver is the entity
who carries the moral responsibility, the autonomous vehicle has a lesser re-
sponsibility, e.g. “[. . . ] maintaining safe standard driving operations” (Loh
and Loh, 2017, p.11). The human driver and the autonomous vehicle are a
‘plural subject’ that performs actions (i.e. driving) together. The responsi-
bility, while dependent on the respective role, is shared. However, Loh and
Loh (2017) largely lean their argument on the fact that machines seem to
be getting more and more of the properties that would, were they evaluated
in the context of human action, allow for us to hold that machine responsi-
ble. This leaves me to believe that they look at questions of responsibility
depending on an AI’s properties (e.g. how much autonomy does it have?;
how much agency does it have?; does it have moral agency? etc.). Based
on these properties, so they argue, responsibility can be shared among the
entities that are involved in the respective construct of human-machine in-
teraction. Now, as we know from the previous chapters, I do not look at
what the AI can or cannot do, or what properties it does or does not have.
Rather, I concentrate on what the human user projects into the underlying
AI. Which means that my starting point to the possibility of an extension
of responsibility in human-AI interaction is di↵erent to that of Loh and Loh
(2017). Nevertheless, I believe that the notion of hybrid systems and the
thereto related possibility of a shared agency reverberate the more general
idea of an extended responsibility for human-AI interaction. It underlines
the possibility of taking an action that is embedded in human-machine in-

28i) very much touches upon the more general idea behind joint action (see section
5.1.2). As was argued before, joint action answers to some of the concerns brought up
by the decision-point-dilemma. However, if we recall, I distanced myself from taking
human-AI interaction as a form of joint agency, because of the underlying framework of
joint intentions, joint goals, and joint obligations and expectations. But in taking a more
functionalist stance on this, I believe that Loh and Loh (2017) allow for an applicable
version of ‘plural subjects’ to human-AI interaction.
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teraction, to be the result of more than just the acting human agent; it
paves the way for there to be human-AI decision points, human-AI actions,
and some form of human-AI responsibility.

This means that in regards to the possibility of an extended responsibil-
ity, the more general frameworks of Loh and Loh (2017), and Johnson and
Powers (2005) can be understood to overlap. The reasoning behind both
their approaches originates from the same argument; both start with taking
human users and AI performing actions together. This ‘action togetherness’
paves the way for re-thinking the ascription of responsibility; it allows for
more flexibility when it comes to the question of who and/or what is, or
should be responsible for actions. With this, I believe that the ideas pre-
sented by Loh and Loh (2017), and Johnson and Powers (2005) reverberate
the main claim I hope an extended responsibility would put forth.

Now, I am aware that an extended responsibility could lead some to
believe that a construed extension of human responsibility might end up
becoming some sort of gateway to pass on, or give away (- at least a fair share
of) responsibility. But this does not necessarily have to be the case. And I
certainly do not aim to navigate the claims made throughout chapters 2 to
5 down that road. As was mentioned before, I do not present a normative
claim around the idea of an extended responsibility for the case of human-AI
interaction at this point. However, this section shall not fall short on briefly
exploring what I would hope an extended responsibility might actually mean
for both human user and AI.

Let me start with saying that I do not believe that an extension of re-
sponsibility towards an AI would imply ‘freeing’ the human user of their
responsibility. Human-AI responsibility would in this sense not eliminate
human responsibility. Rather, I would take extended responsibility to mean
that, in some form, both human user and AI are responsible. Now, this
brings us back to the idea of human-AI decision points and human-AI ac-
tions. In arguing that the AI becomes part of the loop, I assume that the
AI is ‘meaningfully involved in the decision situation’ - which then means
that both human and AI are meaningfully involved in the decision situation.
The AI does in this sense not push the human user out of the loop, or out
of command. Rather, for the case of unintended AI influence, the human
user could be understood to put the AI into the loop with them, or into co-
command.29 Both human user and AI are part of the decision point and the
respective action; both human user and AI are responsible. Now, I concede
that we are not (yet) at the point where we can actually speak of an AI
responsibility. But in that case, we need to find a responsibility locus, i.e.
something or someone responsible, on the side of the AI (c.f. Nyholm, 2020).

29This largely ties back to the chapter 3, where we had a closer look at how the power
dynamics of human user and AI change because of unintended AI influence.
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A somewhat ‘easy way out’ would be to hold the gatekeepers behind the AI
to be responsible. Whether or not this is desirable and/or doable shall be
left aside for now. Again: I do not want to present any normative claims
here. The main point I aim to emphasise with the notion of an extended
responsibility for the case of human-AI interaction, is that, because we have
two entities that are meaningfully involved in a decision situation, we also
want two entities that are responsible; we want to avoid a de-coupling or
‘de-compounding’ of human and AI (c.f. Hanson, 2009). If we can only take
the human user to be responsible for the decision and action that result of a
human-AI interaction, this brings us back to square one, i.e. the ignorance
of unintended AI influence. And I hope to have convinced you by now, that
is not something we want. What we want is responsibility on both sides,
the human user and the AI; a human-AI responsibility. To acknowledge
an ‘action togetherness’ (- which extendedness does), would allow for us
to acknowledge that there are di↵erent meaningful drivers in the decisions
and actions that result from human-AI interaction - without tying this to
an entity’s properties. And this is also what I believe Johnson and Powers
(2005) emphasise in their idea of role responsibility. Despite the fact that
AI might not have autonomy, rationality, etc., it still plays a meaningful
role in the decisions and actions that result from human-AI interaction. As
does the human user.

The idea of an extended responsibility picks up on the sentiment that
there is a dire need to rethink the way we perceive and evaluate the entities
involved in human-AI interaction. And I believe that with the increasing
entanglement of human-AI interaction, and the (probably) thereto related
increasing influence AI can have on its human users, it definitely points us in
the right (- or at least in a more appropriate) direction. While there may be
other, more intuitive ways of approaching the ascription of responsibility in
human-AI interaction, many of those fall short of recognising the problems
of AI influence. As was emphasised several times throughout this thesis,
the decision-situations in which AI as decision support can be found to be
implemented, are often morally highly intricate. To ignore the unintended
influence AI can have on its human users can have far reaching implications
for the social fabric of our societies. Let’s take the jurisprudence example.
If we say that a biased decision is the judges fault, we ignore the prob-
lem of machine bias, possibly feeding further into the narrative around AI
being objective and neutral (c.f. the objectivity-fallacy in chapter 2). If
we say that a biased decision is the AI’s fault, we ignore human agency,
and basically end up with what could be understood as an automated ac-
tion. Regardless of how the situation is framed, not taking AI influence into
consideration runs great danger of reinforcing existing biases.
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Chapter summary

If we “[consider] that the AI collaborates with people in the
decision-making process, [then] the human-AI relationship needs
a di↵erent approach than a human-human collaboration” (Fer-
reira and Monteiro, 2021, p.9).

Chapter 5 picks up on this sentiment and addresses the need for a di↵erent
approach to how we can characterise human action that results from human-
AI interaction. The notion of extendedness, as it is laid out in EMT gives
us the sca↵old for an approach that addresses many of the claims that were
made throughout the previous chapters. In building a theoretical framework
for human-AI interaction as a form of extended agency, I hope to give a
useful suggestion on how to characterise human-AI interaction if we consider
the unintended influence AI can have on its human users. Section 5.1 had
a closer look at some of the fundamental aspects that, according to the
framework of EMT, allow for us to take an external entity as an extension
of the human agent. If we want to apply these aspects to constructs of
human-AI interaction, we have to have a look at 4 questions: i) can we
understand the cases of human-AI interaction that we concentrate on to
be epistemic or pragmatic action?, ii) an we, more generally, apply the
parity principle?, iii) and in this, can we then understand human agent and
AI to be a coupled system?, and iv) can we assume an active externalism
for human-AI interaction?. Now, simply said, the implementation purpose
of the specific form of AI as decision support this thesis concentrates on,
answers the first question. And the definition of AI as decision support
(see chapter 1), and the notion of human-AI decision points largely answer
the other three questions. Based on the decision-point-dilemma, the AI
can be understood to meaningfully drive the action that results from the
underlying construct of human-AI interaction. Which paves the way for
a parity principle for human-AI interaction: the parity principleea. And
this allows for the human user and the AI to be understood as a coupled
system. A similar aspect was actually already alluded to in chapter 4, where
I took human user and AI to form an interactive compound. The parity
principleea then leaves us to suggest an active externalism for human-AI
interaction. With this, I take the sca↵old for extendedness to allow for the
possibility of taking human-AI interaction to be a form of extended agency.
Now, spinning this framework further, section 5.2 explored the idea of an
extended responsibility. As was argued throughout section 5.1, the idea
of a human-AI decision point paves the way for there to be a human-AI
action. Which could then leave us to believe that the interactive compound
of human and AI (- which is the coupled agency system of human and AI)
could be held responsible for the action that results from this human-AI
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decision point. We would then have to take both human user and AI to be
responsible; both are meaningful divers of a human-AI action. An extended
responsibility for the case of human-AI interaction would then, in this sense,
not free the human user of their responsibility. However, as was mentioned
before, section 5.2 is merely a (non-normative) exploration of the idea of
an extended responsibility - and I hope that, on a more general level, this
exploration serves as an impetus for the need to re-think the ascription of
responsibility in human-AI interaction.
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Conclusion

“Your scientists were so preoccupied with whether or not they
could, they didn’t stop to think if they should”
Je↵ Goldblum as Dr. Ian Malcom in Jurassic Park, 1993

We know that we can design AI that helps its human users navigate
through complex decision situations. And I think we can agree that this
can be a great relief. AI as decision support can make our lives signifi-
cantly easier. But given the challenges that come alongside with it, should
we implement it? AI as decision support yields a whole array of such nor-
mative concerns: should we implement AI as decision support? If so, to
what extent? How should we design it, and who should have a say in these
decisions? How should we ensure an ethically and legally sound implemen-
tation and use of AI as decision support? And how should we approach
this ethically and legally sound implementation and use of AI as decision
support?

Should’s and ought’s shape the behaviour of human agents.“Norms [. . . ]
often support behaviors that we would like to alter, as change would help
people to live better, healthier lives and develop their full potentials” (Bic-
chieri, 2016, p.xii). Answering the above mentioned questions can then be
decisive for the future trajectory of AI as decision support. To answer these
questions appropriately, I believe that it is substantial to acknowledge and
address the problem of unintended AI influence. This thesis cannot an-
swer the above mentioned should -questions and in this o↵er the grounds
for a rigid normative framework for AI as decision support. What it can,
however, is give some indications on what needs to be looked at for such a
normative framework.

The concluding part of this thesis is made up by two parts. The first
and bigger part is a final summary, in which we will have a closer look at the
main take-aways that were presented throughout the last 5 chapters. The
second part, which concludes the conclusion, so to say, will have a look at
the value of human decision. And while this, in principle, opens up a whole
new can of worms, I will keep my ideas and arguments rather abstract here.
The main aspect I hope to underline with mentioning the value of human
decision is, that I believe that we need to let go of it - not completely, but
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just a little bit. This will help us formulate important should’s and ought’s
around the design, development, and implementation of AI and human-AI
interaction when it comes to decision support. In this, I hope that the
second part of this conclusion functions as a somewhat provoking impetus
on where we might have to start to address some of the main problems
and challenges that were presented throughout this thesis; the concluding
part of this conclusion is food for thought, which is exactly what concluding
parts of dissertations do, right?

Final summary

The main research questions that guided this thesis, were, broadly speaking,
concerned with the influence AI can have on its human users. It is in this,
that we had a closer look at questions such as: what does AI influence
actually mean? Is all AI influence the same? Where does AI influence come
from? And what does it mean for human-AI interaction? What ethical
implications does it have for both users and non-users of the respective AI?
Now, this thesis cannot and does not o↵er answers to all these questions
- that would go beyond the scope of a three and a half year PhD project.
What it can and does, however, is shed some light on these questions, and
hopefully give some first insights as on how they could be addressed.

Now, before we get into a more detailed, final summary, let’s briefly
recapitulate how this thesis is structured: chapter 1 can be understood
as the fundamental basis for the arguments of the remaining chapters. It
gives important definitions and narrows down what exactly I mean when I
speak about AI. Chapters 2 and 3 then concentrate on building the premise,
namely that AI can have an influence on human agents. This is where the
focus shifts from AI influence more generally, to unintended AI influence
more specifically. Based on this, chapters 4 and 5 then move to the ethical
implications this can have for human agents, and how these can possibly
be addressed. In this, chapters 2 and 3 are more empirically-oriented, and
chapters 4 and 5 are more theoretically-oriented.

With this in mind, let’s move on to a more detailed summary of this
thesis. We started this thesis with the attempt to define AI. This is actu-
ally not as easy as it might seem, and there is, at least as of yet, not ‘the
definition of AI’. The way AI is understood or laid out, largely depends on
the angle from which one ‘does AI’. Now, this thesis concentrates on AI
that is implemented to support human decisions. Which means that AI, as
understood in this thesis, has a very pragmatic side to it: AI is implemented
as a means to an end, namely to help human agents navigate through deci-
sion situations. I call such systems AI as decision support, which refers
to AI that automates human-centred practices in such a way, that the hu-
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man agent is meaningfully involved in the decision process. Such AI can be
found in a variety of fields, reaching from online shopping or online book-
ing, over healthcare, to jurisprudence and policing. It helps its human users
make decisions on which laptop sleeve to buy, or what flight to book, it
supports them in finding motivation to go for a jog; it helps them make
decisions on how likely it is that someone will commit a crime again, or
how likely it is that someone walking the streets is a wanted criminal. Now,
superficially the respective AI systems in these situations might seem to
work along similar lines: they all support the human user navigate through
more or less complex decision situations. So far so good. But the notion
of support can be laid out di↵erently - and if we have a closer look at the
mentioned examples, this also become clear. In this, I believe that we need
to di↵erentiate between two kinds of AI as decision support. Which brings
us to the objectivity-fallacy, i.e. the misconception that AI is, or can
be objective. The objectivity-fallacy works along two lines, one of which
reverberates the idea that the notion of support can be laid out di↵erently.
How it is laid out, largely depends on the gatekeepers behind the respective
AI. They decide how much support there actually is, and who gains what
profit out of the respective construct of human-AI interaction; bottom-line,
they decide how the support the AI gives the human is construed. And
this brings us to the main claim of this thesis: I believe that AI as deci-
sion support can have an influence on its human users. What this influence
looks like depends on the way the respective gatekeepers lay out the notion
of support. But one after the other: how do the gatekeepers behind an AI
relate to AI influence? More generally, I take AI influence to be the con-
sequence of certain mechanisms, that evoke a change in the human user’s
decisions and actions. The AI induces something in the human user, which
then prompts a change in their behaviour. Such mechanisms can either
be put into place actively, or they can be an unintended side-product that
arises within the interaction of human and AI. It is along these lines that
I di↵erentiate between cases where AI influence can be understood to be
intended versus cases where it can be understood to be unintended. For
the case of intended AI influence, I believe that the gatekeepers behind
the respective AI put certain mechanisms into place that aim to change the
human user’s behaviour. Examples for this are AI nudges, AI manipulation,
or AI deception. The AI can still, at least to some degree, be understood to
support its human user’s decisions. However, this support cannot be under-
stood to be objective (c.f. objectivity-fallacy), because these mechanisms
are actively put into place to influence the human user’s decisions. And the
actions that result from such influence do not necessarily reflect the users
own priorities and/or needs. Going back to the above mentioned examples,
this specific form of AI as decision support can be found in online shopping,
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online booking, or in health apps. In this, intended AI influence usually
directly concerns the human user involved in the underlying construct of
human-AI interaction. And while intended AI influence does indeed o↵er
plenty of material for ethical examination, this thesis does not go deeper into
the challenges that come with this specific form of AI as decision support.
Rather it concentrates on AI as decision support that has an unintended
influence on its human users. So what exactly do I mean by unintended
AI influence? For this, it is helpful to have a closer look at the decision
contexts in which such AI is implemented. These usually consist of a hu-
man decider, who, with the support of an AI, makes a decision over another
human agent. Which means that such decisions are ‘other-regarding’: they
do not concern the entities involved in the underlying construct of human-
AI interaction. Often, this specific form of AI as decision support can be
found to be implemented in morally intricate decision situations, such as
jurisprudence, law enforcement, or social work. The AI is not implemented
to influence its human user, but to actually objectively support them in
navigating through these decision situations. Di↵erent to the case of in-
tended AI influence, the mechanisms that lead to a change in the human
users decision and action, are not actively put into place by the gatekeepers
of the respective AI, but are the result of the interaction between human
user and AI. Possible mechanisms behind unintended AI influence are e.g.
enchanted determinism, algorithmic appreciation, and epistemic trust and
authority. Now, these mechanisms can lead to a shift in power dynamics
in human-AI interaction, which then, further down the line, has important
implications on the way we usually characterise human-AI interaction. AI
as decision support works with predictions, with ‘mights’: how likely is it
that xy happens. Based on these, the human user is then supposed to form
a decision and perform an action. But the mechanisms behind unintended
AI influence take this ‘might’-character away, and the supposedly support-
ive AI outputs turn into something more forceful. With this, I believe that
unintended AI influence renders our characterisation of human-AI interac-
tion fundamentally flawed. Now, for this to make sense, we have to look
at how we usually characterise human-AI interaction. To do so, I intro-
duce the notion of decision points. Simply put, decision points answer to
a more intuitive idea of who or what forms the decision that precedes an
action. Decision points are conceptless; they have no temporal dimension.
As was just mentioned a few sentences further up, the AI as decision sup-
port we look at in this thesis, is supposed to support the human user with
‘mights’. Which gives us a first idea who (- not what) stands in the focus of
the actions that result from such constructs of human-AI interaction: the
human user. This reverberates the way we usually characterise human-AI
interaction. There is a human action, that follows a human decision point,
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that follows a human-AI interaction. In this, we usually take human ac-
tion that results from human-AI interaction, to be the result of a human
decision point. The AI merely plays a background entity, a supportive in-
formant, one could say. The human user, however, is the controlling entity
who forms a decision and performs an action. This implies certain roles and
thereto related expectations for the entities that are involved in a construct
of human-AI interaction. But with the unintended influence AI can have on
its human users, I believe that these roles and thereto related expectations
no longer hold. Unintended AI influence leads to the decision point loos-
ening itself from the human action; we can no longer pinpoint the decision
point to the human user. And, given the way AI as decision support and
human-AI interaction are characterised, we can also rule out that the action
that results from an AI decision point. This leaves us with a human action,
of which the decision point is neither that of the human user, nor that of the
AI. I call this the decision-point-dilemma. I believe that what we get
from unintended influence in human-AI interaction, is a human-AI decision
point. Which then brings us back to the main point I aim to make, namely
that the way we usually characterise human-AI interaction, is fundamen-
tally flawed. And this then has important and far reaching implications for
some of the concepts that define the social fabric of our societies, e.g. the
way we hold one another responsible for our actions. This is exactly what
I move on to have a closer look at: unintended AI influence and the as-
cription of responsibility in human-AI interaction, given that the roles
of the involved entities, and the thereto related expectations no longer hold.
I argue that, based on the decision-point-dilemma, human users cannot be
understood to be responsible for the actions that result from human-AI in-
teraction. This grounds on the assumption that if the decision point can no
longer be pinpointed to the human user, the conditions based on which we
hold human agents responsible for their actions, cannot be fulfilled. These
conditions largely build on Aristotle’s frame of praise- and blameworthiness,
and can often be found to be referred to as the control condition and the
epistemic condition. Simply put, the control condition says that the action
of a human agent must have ‘its moving principle within the agent’, which
means that the action (- and hence the voluntariness to perform this ac-
tion) must come from the acting human agent. The epistemic condition says
that the human agent must have knowledge about the circumstances that
constitute an action, plus knowledge about the action itself (- which again
makes the action voluntary). Applied to the case of human-AI interaction,
this would then mean that a human user has to a) fulfil an action without
an outside force, and b) have knowledge about the circumstances of the ac-
tion, plus knowledge about the action itself. Unintended AI influence and
the decision-point-dilemma do not allow for these conditions to hold. Based
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on aspects of distorted power-dynamics in human-AI interaction and ma-
chine opacity, human users cannot be said to be responsible for the actions
that result from human-AI interaction. Summarising, this then means that
unintended AI influence renders the way we usually characterise human-AI
interaction fundamentally flawed, which, then again, also renders the way
we would usually ascribe responsibility in human-AI interaction fundamen-
tally flawed. Now, what does this mean, or what does this leave us with? I
believe that we need to find a way to characterise human-AI interaction that
takes the problem of unintended AI influence into account. For this I sug-
gest to take human-AI interaction to be a form of extended agency. The
more general frame of extendedness, as it is presented in the Extended
Mind Theory, answers to many of the problems that come with unintended
AI influence. It is in this, that it is helpful to have a closer look at some of
the aspects that define extendedness in Extended Mind Theory, i.e. epis-
temic action, the parity principle, coupled systems, and active externalism.
The approach here is to strap them from the context of the Extended Mind
Theory, and apply them to the actions that result from human-AI interac-
tion. This then addresses the decision-point-dilemma in such a way, that
it allows for a human-AI decision point; the dilemma resolves, so to say.
And the action that results from such a human-AI decision point can then
accordingly be understood to be a human-AI action. Does this then help us
with the problem of responsibility in human-AI interaction? I believe that
based on the frame of extendedness, which allows for us to take human-
AI interaction to be a form of extended agency, we could, go further and
explore the idea of an extended responsibility. There would then be a
human-AI decision point, which is followed by a human-AI action, for which
then both human and AI are responsible. Now, there are already somewhat
similar approaches that reverberate the more general sentiment behind this
idea, i.e. that human user and AI perform actions together, and that based
on this, they should also be responsible together. I refrain from making such
a normative claim at this point, but hope to emphasise the need to rethink
the way we perceive and evaluate human-AI interaction - especially in the
light of the further growing entanglement of the tasks and responsibilities
of the involved entities.

And this brings us to the concluding part of this conclusion, where I
would like to emphasise an aspect that underlies many of the claims of this
thesis. It starts from the definition of AI as decision support (see chapter
1), and goes on into the problem of AI influence (see chapters 2 to 4), until
it is lastly by-passed in the idea of taking human-AI interaction to be a
form of extended agency (see chapter 5). The aspect I am referring to is
the value of human decision in human-AI interaction.
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The value of human decision in human-AI interaction

It is important to note that this last part builds more on a personal intuition
or opinion, which I try to underline with some of the aspects that came up
throughout this thesis.

The value of human decision in human-AI interaction seems to have
been somewhat of a silent companion throughout this thesis. Despite the
fact that it was never directly addressed in itself, it underlies many of the
ideas and arguments presented in the last 5 chapters. Now, I am aware that
the value of human decision can mean a lot, and it can refer to a lot; it could
probably fill an entire thesis on its own. So what exactly do I mean when I
speak of ‘the value of human decision’? My understanding of ‘the value of
human decision’ is rather abstract, short and simple, and very much within
the realms of what was argued throughout this thesis - I do not aim to open
up a whole new debate so close to the finish-line. I understand the value
of human decision in such a way that it is neither necessarily bound to the
actual content of the decision, nor the rationality of a decision. Rather, I
believe the value of a decision to be bound to the act of deciding; or, to tie
back to chapter 4, I understand the value of human decision to lie in the
human decision point. It is in this, that I hope to point towards a somewhat
provoking idea that might help formulate the above-mentioned should’s and
ought’s for AI and human-AI interaction in regards to decision support.

So what about the value of human decision in human-AI interaction?
I believe that we hold the value of human decision quite high - maybe a
little too high. The way AI as decision support is defined already gives us
a first indication on the value of human decision. We have a construct of
human-AI interaction where the human agent is still meaningfully involved
in the underlying decision and action. The human agent is the guiding
entity, and the AI does not, cannot, or should not form meaningful decisions
and actions. Bainbridge (1983) actually picks up on this. She argues that
“[t]here will always be a substantial human involvement with automated
systems, because criteria other than e�ciency are involved, e.g.when the
cost of automating some modes of operation is not justified by the value of
the product, or because the public will not accept high-risk systems with
no human component” (p.133). Especially the second aspect, i.e. that
‘the public will not accept automated high-risk systems’, reverberates the
value of meaningful human involvement. Which, in other words, means
that ‘there will always be a substantial human involvement’ because it feels
safer to have the human agent as the deciding and acting entity. I believe
that this, again, emphasises the value we see in human decision: we want or
need, or want and need the human agent to be the one whose decision point
determines an action. The notions of HOTL, HITL and HIC substantiate
this: the human agent is in control of the given decision situation, while
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the AI merely executes a given task in the background. In this, I believe
that the European Commission also emphasises the importance that it has
to be the human agent, who forms a decision and performs an action in a
construct of human-AI interaction. As far as their argument goes, this is one
premise to ensure the development and implementation of trustworthy AI.
And article 22 of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) brings
the importance of human decision in human-AI interaction into a legally-
binding form: “[t]he data subject shall have the right not to be subject to
a decision based solely on automated processing, including profiling, which
produces legal e↵ects concerning him or her or similarly significantly a↵ects
him or her.” What this means is that the GDPR ensures that human agents
are not subject to fully automated decisions. In this, I take article 22 to
underline the value of human decision on legal grounds: a human agent
has the right that the (legal) decision that is made upon them, is formed
by another human agent. Which, so I believe, gives this human decision
(legal) value. Now, article 22 does not grasp the decision situations this
thesis concentrates on, which, as we recall from the last 5 chapters, are
not fully automated. In principle, the decision situations we looked at
throughout this thesis are characterised by a human decision; in principle,
this human decision is supported by an AI. Which means that, in principle,
the decision situations we looked at in this thesis, are GDPR compliant: the
human agent is meaningfully involved in the respective decision situation;
a fully automated decision would not be GDPR compliant.

Across di↵erent disciplines, approaches, and also throughout di↵erent
periods of time (Bainbridge, for example, spelt out her argument almost 40
years ago), there seems to be a rather common view that when it comes
to constructs of human-AI interaction, we, as human agents, want or/and
need the involved human user to be the deciding and acting entity (c.f.
Brennan-Marquez and Henderson, 2018). Now, there are di↵erent reasons
as to why this might be the case, but often the (rather platonic) answer
lies in “[. . . ] the idea that humans understand decision-making goals and
have broad intuitions, which enables them to identify problems or errors
that elude machines” (Brennan-Marquez and Henderson, 2018, p.146).30 It
is along these lines that it seems that we ascribe some form of exclusivity
to human decision: decisions about human agents can and should only be
made by other human agents.

30A very pragmatic reason for why we see value in human decision might lie in the
notion of answerability, which is related to whether and how we can hold one another
responsible (c.f. Coeckelbergh and Loh, 2020a). Putting the aspect of responsibility as
answerability aside, I believe that answerability might also give us an idea of how we
determine the value of decisions, more generally. The value of human decision could
then be understood to depend on the answerability of the deciding entity. A paper that
outlines this idea in more detail is currently in progress.
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If we look at the set-up of the decision situations this thesis mainly
concentrates on, I believe that the value we see in human decision seems
somewhat legitimate. If we recall, these decision situations are usually
a) morally intricate, and b) other-regarding, meaning that they refer to
a human agent outside of the construct of human-AI interaction. Take
the social work case, where a case worker has to decide whether or not it is
necessary to take a child out of its family because of some immediate threat.
In most cases, our intuition would tell us that we want and need a human
agent to make that decision. Whether or not this intuition is justified, has
been up for discussion for a while now, and it usually twists and turns
around questions of human bias vs. machine bias. In the child-abuse-case,
for example, it was good that the AI overruled the decision of the human
case worker. In the jurisprudence-case, however, it was not so good that
the AI overruled the decision of the human judge. It is di�cult to say that
human decisions will always be better than those of an AI, or vice versa.
But if a decision has a social impact, which in the case of the decisions this
thesis concentrates on, they undoubtedly have, there is some sense that we
expect the deciding entity to be able to experience that social impact; that,
if a decision is morally relevant, the deciding entity should also be able to
experience that moral relevance. This is also referred to as role reversibility.
“[T]here is, and ought to be, a sense in which the participants’ roles in the
process could always be inverted: in a di↵erent world, but for a contingent
series of events, the decision-maker could be in the vulnerable position, not
the powerful one” (Brennan-Marquez and Henderson, 2018, p.140). In this,
role reversibility seems to grasp the sentiment around the value of human
decision. It feels better to have a human agent decide over the fate of a
child, rather than an AI. A human case worker has, at least in principle,
the ability of reversing roles. The AI dos not have that ability. And even if
Brennan-Marquez and Henderson (2018) distance themselves from the idea
that human decision has value, I believe that role reversibility pushes AI out
of the ballpark of being able to form decisions of the same value as human
deciders. And I believe that this exclusivity of human decision and the
thereto related value of human decision are well-grounded and important.

But I also believe that we put too much weight on it; I believe that
we need to change our attitude towards the value of human decision: we
need to stop holding on to it at any cost. This does not mean that I
think we should let go of the value of human decision completely. Besides
the question whether this would be possible at all, I also do not think
that it would be desirable. Human decision can and should have value; I
believe that this value defines many of the principles of democratic societies.
However, human decision situations are changing, both with direct and
indirect influence of technology. With this, I believe that the value of human
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decision changes. And if we manage to acknowledge that, we can also
move on to acknowledge that our characterisation of human-AI interaction
does not necessarily comprise two separate entities, both of which have
two separate roles and thereto related expectations. The whole construct
of human-AI interaction would become something more flexible, and lines
of who or what forms a decision would become more fluent. And this
would then allow for a more appropriate approach to how we can re-think
and adapt the way we ascribe responsibility accordingly - whether this be
somewhere along the lines of an extended responsibility be put aside at this
point. It would allow for a more appropriate approach to formulating the
above-mentioned should’s and ought’s around AI and human-AI interaction
when it comes to decision support. Much hangs on the value of human
decision, and I believe that if we let go of this just a little bit, this would
allow for a better strategy of doing ‘all things AI’.
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